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Abstract

Industrial automation is facing challenges related to a manufacturing change from mass pro-

duction to mass customization. As a result, the focus of automation has been shifting to flexi-

bility, reconfigurability and safety assurance resulting in a new class of systems that is heavily

modular. We call this new class of systems as Component-Based industrial Automation Sys-

tems (CBAS).

Given the current challenges and shift in focus, the current engineering practices and meth-

ods need to be changed or upgraded. One of these practices is software verification and valida-

tion (V&V) techniques. Simulation is one of the well-known V&V techniques used currently

in CBAS. Simulation is performed by building simulation models for the physical process,

for example, simulation using Matlab. However, development of simulation models is time-

consuming and does not guarantee 100% validation of the automation control software making

just simulation inadequate for CBAS. To address this problem, formal verification has been

considered as a proper complementary V&V technique. Discrete state model checking is one

of such approaches, which is the process of automatically verifying whether a set of desired

formal specifications is satisfied over the target system model. While model checking is com-

putationally resource hungry, it has been successfully used in other adjacent areas of computer

systems engineering, such as hardware design, proving its ability to handle problems of rea-

sonably large complexity. This suggests that model checking can be applied in the industrial

automation domain, and there has been an impressive number of works towards this goal.

Despite moderate successes and promises the reality is that formal techniques are rarely

used in the development practice by industrial automation engineers. It seems that the existing

tools and methods do not fit into the current Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) of au-

tomation systems engineering. This thesis first looks at current state of art with comprehensive

literature review, identifying 3 main challenges for lack of industrial adoption of formal verifi-

cation. The thesis then presents various formal method approaches to address these challenges.

The main contribution of the thesis is a method for the formal verification of IEC 61499 func-

tion block applications using Abstract State Machines (ASM) and model checking. A formal

description for main artifacts of the standard is presented in the thesis. Further, ASM rules for

translation for function blocks to the input format of the SMV model checker is presented. In

this way, the proposed verification method enables the formal verification of the IEC 61499

control systems.

As results, the thesis presents an application of this framework to industrial automation use

cases to check for functional and non-functional requirements. It also presents use cases where

the proposed framework is used for verifying portability of IEC 61499 based control applica-

tions across different implementation platforms compliant with the IEC 61499 standard.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

“Any color - so long as it’s black."

Henry Ford

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Overview

Industrial automation is facing challenges related to manufacturing change from mass pro-

duction to mass customization. Industrial automation plays an important role in today’s ever-

evolving industries. The emergence of modern computers and its use in the industrial au-

tomation has resulted in many improvements in the way today’s industries operate. In the

initial days, the industrial automation was used only for cost reduction and a means to increase

productivity. However, off late, the focus has been shifting to quality assurance, flexibility,

reconfigurability, and re-usability. With the ever-growing advancement in embedded systems

and technology, the control of industrial automation systems has gradually evolved from one

that is centralized to a module-based decentralized design. We call these decentralized systems

as component based industrial automation systems.

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has come with IEC 61499 [1] standard

for the design and development of distributed control systems [2, 3]. The distributed systems

are modular, reusable, flexible, extensible, scalable, and reconfigurable. One way modularity is

used in design and development of distributed systems is by using one software model for each

of the mechatronic components of an automation system [4, 5, 6]. This results in these models

being re-used in another automation system where the same or similar mechatronic component

was used.

With the increase in such requirements, there is a need for better testing and verification

frameworks of these distributed systems. Simulation of these systems is one widely used ap-

proach to testing. This might sound a fairly decent approach but is only good for initial stages

of a project. This approach is inadequate for an increased design complexity; furthermore,

simulation of automation systems requires sophisticated software programs and techniques. In

3



4 Thesis Introduction

fact IEC 61499 automation tools such as NxtSTUDIO®3.0 [7], ISaGRAF [8] and Function

Block Development Kit (FBDK) [9] support visual simulation for the reason of testing. Sim-

ulation alone does not guarantee 100% validation of the automation systems. To address this

problem, formal verification [10] has been adopted to formally model and verify the target sys-

tems. Discrete state model checking [11] is one such formal verification approaches. Model

checking is a process of verifying whether a set of desired specifications is satisfied over the

target system model. Compared to other formal verification methods, model checking has three

notable advantages,

• It enables the unsupervised automatic verification process of a system.

• It identifies system failure via counterexamples.

• It makes use of temporal logics for specifications.

While model checking is computationally resource hungry, it has been successfully used in

other adjacent areas of computer systems engineering, such as hardware design, proving its

ability to handle problems of reasonably large complexity. This suggests that model checking

can be applied in the industrial automation domain, and there has been an impressive number

of works towards this goal. The procedure of model checking is completely automatic. The

first step of model checking is the formal modeling of the target system in certain formalism.

Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) language based on finite state automata and the Net Condi-

tion/Event Systems (NCES) [12] are two of such formalisms designed for modeling distributed

control systems. After modeling, the models can be formally verified against the system prop-

erties specified in Computational Tree Logic (CTL) or Linear Temporal Logic(LTL) by the

model checking tools such as Vive/SESA [13] for NCES models and NuXMV [14] for SMV

models. Once a property is specified, the model checking algorithm will search all the reach-

able states in the model and verify the specification. If the system cannot satisfy the property,

counterexamples indicating a path of states on how the system reached failure state, will be

generated by the model checking tools. Modeling and verification using NCES modules has

been studied before and applied in modeling of IEC 61499 function blocks [15, 16, 17, 18].

Some works exist such as [19, 20] for applying SMV based model checking for IEC 61499

applications, this thesis is the most up to date and presents complete works of applying SMV

to IEC 61499 applications. In the early stage of the thesis, NCES was investigated. However,

the main contribution of the thesis is model checking using SMV.

In conclusion, despite moderate successes and promises, the reality is that formal tech-

niques are rarely used in the development practice of industrial automation engineers. The ex-

isting tools and methods for formal methods do not fit into the current Software Development

Life Cycle (SDLC) of automation systems engineering. This thesis presents an engineering

framework backed by formal methods to make it easier for use in design and development of

CBAS.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

• In the rest of this chapter, first, key definitions used in the thesis, followed by all the used

abbreviations is presented. Next, research questions are presented, followed by a brief
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summary of all papers appended to the thesis. The linkage between research questions

and included papers is also presented.

• Chapter 2 presents details about the component based industrial automation systems

(CBAS). The chapter presents a brief history of industrial automation industry, intro-

duces IEC61499 standard and presents a brief state of art of applications of IEC 61499

in CBAS.

• Chapter 3 presents details about formal methods. The chapter defines formal methods,

introduces model checking, CTL and LTL and gives a brief overview of applications of

formal methods in CBAS.

• Chapter 4 presents details about Abstract State Machines(ASM) and SMV. The chapter

defines what ASMs are and how they can be used. The chapter then presents ASM based

meta-model for IEC 61499 systems and how it is used for the purpose of translating IEC

61499 to SMV modules for use in model checking of CBAS.

• Chapter 5 presents the proposed engineering framework for design and development of

IEC 61499 systems. A 5 stage model-based design approach is presented.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and gives an overview or future outlook.

1.2 Key definitions
Since many terms are used interchangeably by many researchers, this section provides defini-

tions of key technical words used in this thesis. This is done to give readers a non-ambiguous

meaning to the used terms.

Architecture: Designing and building systems by identifying their constituent components,

functionalities and interactions.

Composability: A system design principle that deals with the interrelationships among com-

ponents. A highly composable system provides recombinant components that can be selected

and assembled in various combinations to satisfy specific user requirements.

Flexibility: The ability to adapt to new or different environments.

Formal: Methods, models, and algorithms that have precise syntax and semantics, allowing

unambiguous specifications and interpretations. Temporal logics are well-known formal meth-

ods for the specification of requirements.

Informal: Techniques, tools, and methods where specifications and interpretations can change

subjectively between observers. For instance, requirements written in natural language are

inherently informal.

Interoperability: The ability to use multiple control hardware from various vendors in a single

application.

Portability: The usability of a software in various environments [11].

Reusability: The likelihood that a segment of source code can be used again to add new func-

tionalities with slight or no modification.
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Robustness: The ability of a system to remain operational even after the occurrence of faults

and disturbances.

Semi-formal: Some tools and approaches provide some formalism, but not enough to allow a

completely objective interpretation. Unified Modeling Language (UML), for instance, provides

a formal structure for the formation of requirement specifications, but the meanings of terms

used in a UML diagram may differ between interpretations.

Software Component: A set of control functions, algorithms, and data that constitute the au-

tomation intelligence for a mechatronic component.

Specification: The term refers to either requirements specification and/or system specification.

The former is used in requirements phases of SDLC and the latter is used in design/develop-

ment and testing phases of SDLC.

Verification and Validation: In literature, the terms verification and validation are frequently

used interchangeably. We follow the definitions from the IEEE Standard Glossary of Soft-

ware Engineering Terminology [21]. Verification corresponds to the process of determining

if the artifacts produced in the current phase of system development fulfill the requirements

established during the previous phase. Validation is the process of evaluating software at the

end of the software development process to ensure compliance with software requirements.

Boehm [22] presents a more intuitive categorization where verification answers the question,

“Am I building the product right?“ and validation answers another question, “Am I building the
right product?“.

1.3 List of abbreviations

4DIAC: Framework for Distributed Industrial Automation and Control

ASM: Abstract State Machine

CBA: Component Based Automation

CBAS: Component Based industrial Automation System

CEGAR: Counterexample Guided Abstraction Refinement

CFBM: Composite Function Block Module

COM: Component Object Model

CORBA: Common Object Request Broker Architecture

CTL: Computation Tree Logic

DASM: Distributed ASM

DCOM: Distributed COM (Component Object Model)

ECC: Execution Control Chart

FB: Function Block

FBDK: Function Block Development Kit

FSM: Finite State Machine

HMI: Human Machine Interface

IDA: Interface for Distributed Automation

IDE: Integrated Development Environment
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IDL: Interface Definition Language

IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IMC: Intelligent Mechatronic Component

LTL: Linear Temporal Logic

NCES: Net Condition/Event Systems

NFR: Non Functional Requirements

OMG: Object Management Group

OO: Object Oriented

PLC: Programmable Logic Controller

RMS: Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems

SDLC: Software Development Life Cycle

SIFB: Service Interface Function Blocks

SMV: Symbolic Model Verifier

SysML: System Modeling Language

TRL: Technology Readiness Level

UML: Unified Modeling Language

1.4 Research question

1.4.1 Aims and objectives

The aim of this research is to propose an approach to formal verification of industrial control

software that can be used by control and automation engineers as a part of their development

and validation stage of industrial automation systems. This research will definitely not look

into developing a yet another model checking tool. Instead, it will investigate how the existing

tools can be efficiently used by control engineers to verify the automation control software.

1.4.2 Hypothesis

Formal verification based methods can lead to more efficient, robust and dependable automa-

tion systems. The current engineering approach can be tweaked a bit to adopt formal verifica-

tion methods. This is achievable by showing new results, application and bridging the current

main gaps.

1.4.3 Problem statement

Many systems have a large number of hidden software bugs, which have obvious consequences,

such as costs to businesses and society. Problem is, the current engineering practice, current

SDLC methods used does not take advantage of the available theoretical techniques such as
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model checking and tools such as NuXMV to address these bugs. This is due to the lack of

business drivers, knowledge, user-friendly tools and outdated practices.

1.4.4 Research questions

Main research question

How are the best practices of computer science (CS) and software engineering to be combined

to achieve higher dependability assurance of component-based automation systems?

Sub-questions

1. What are the specific challenges and roadblocks for widespread application of formal

methods in design and implementation of CBAS?

2. What methods can be used to address the state space explosion problem of model check-

ing?

3. What design strategies can be used to model CBAS that could benefit the model checking

process?

4. How can automatic model transformations using Abstract State Machines (ASM) help

with addressing different execution semantics?

5. How can we visualize the model checking results re-using existing visualization of plant

models?

1.5 Included papers’ summary
The following section lists all publications included in Part II of the thesis. A short summary

of each paper is presented and my contribution is highlighted. Figure 1.1 shows the mapping

between papers appended and what research question they address and Figure 1.2 shows how

the appended papers are linked to achieving the thesis objective.

Figure 1.1: Mapping between research questions and appended papers.
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Figure 1.2: Relation between appended papers and the thesis topics.

1.5.1 Paper A

Title: Software Composition and Distributed Operation Scheduling in Modular Automated

Machines

Authors: Majid Sorouri, Sandeep Patil, Zoran Salcic and Valeriy Vyatkin

Published in: IEEE Transactions in Industrial Informatics, vol. 11, no. 4, 2015

Summary: This paper proposes a new software composition method for automated machines

that exploit their mechatronic modularity. It is demonstrated that desired behavior of a certain

class of machines can be composed of behaviors of its mechatronic components, including

fully decentralized scheduling and operation control. This aims at increased performance of

software design and maintenance, as well as systems’ flexibility and reconfigurability. The

IEC 61499 function blocks architecture is used as an implementation platform that enables

system-level simulation and transparency of deployment. A configurable pick-and-place (PnP)

manipulator with decentralized control synthesized using the proposed approach is chosen as

an illustrative example.

My Contribution: I contributed with the theory of mapping HW component to software com-

ponents. I worked with the distributed scheduling presented in the paper. I also worked with
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example implementation in IEC 61499 and this was case study was my main contribution.

1.5.2 Paper B

Title: Formal Verification of Intelligent Mechatronic Systems with Decentralized Control

Logic

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin, and Majid Sorouri

Published in: Proceedings of IEEE, 17th International Conference on Emerging Technologies

& Factory Automation (ETFA), Krakow, Poland, 2012

Summary: This paper introduces an approach to automatic verification of mechatronic systems

designed as plug-and-play of Intelligent Mechatronic Components (IMC). The control logic of

the system is composed of autonomous controllers of the IMCs and is automatically verified

using model checking. NCES formalism (a modular extension of Petri net) is used to model

the decentralized control logic and discrete-state dynamics of the plant. A re-configurable pick

and place robot is used as an illustrative example. At first, a three-cylinder pick and place

robot is used to design our new master-slave architecture for controller design and then the

NCES models are re-used without much modification in a new 6 cylinder pick and place robot.

The control model is then subjected to model checking using the ViVe/SESA model checker.

A multi closed-loop model of Plant and Controller is used and the controller is extensively

verified for safety, liveliness and functional properties of the robot. CTL is used to specify

these properties.

My Contribution: The concept/idea of extending IMC architecture from Paper A to include

even NCES modules was proposed during a joint discussion, this paper was a result of that.

I contributed to the prototype implementation of the idea in the paper and was also the one

responsible for writing the paper.

1.5.3 Paper C

Title: Formal verification of IEC 61499 function blocks with abstract state machines and SMV

– modelling

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, and Valeriy Vyatkin

Published in: Proceedings of IEEE, The 13th IEEE International Symposium on Parallel

and Distributed Processing with Applications (Trustcom/BigDataSE/ISPA), Helsinki, Finland,

2015

Summary: This paper proposes rules for formal modeling of IEC61499 function blocks for

popular model checking environment of SMV using ASM as an intermediate model. This

paper first proposes a formal description of the IEC 61499 in ASM. The formal description for

the main artifact of the standard (function block) is presented in the paper. The ASM model

is further translated to the input format of the SMV model checker which is used to formally

verify properties of applications developed in IEC 61499 standard. The formal model of an

example IEC 61499 application, and the SMV model for the Basic Function block is explained

in detail.
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My Contribution: This paper was first in the series towards defining formal operation model of

IEC 61499, the other two works addressing the same goal are Papers D, and H. It was a paper

in which all three authors worked together making it hard to pick the areas that I alone worked

on. I worked with formalization, trying model checking of various examples, so did the other

authors of the work.

1.5.4 Paper D

Title: Formal Modelling and Verification of IEC61499 Function Blocks with Abstract State

Machines and SMV - Execution Semantics

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, and Valeriy Vyatkin

Published in: Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Symposium on Dependable Software En-

gineering: Theories, Tools, and Applications (SETTA), Nanjing, China, 2015

Summary: Paper C presented formal model of the basic function block, and this paper proposes

approach to formal modeling of IEC61499 function block execution semantics for popular

model checking environment of SMV using Abstract State Machines. An operational seman-

tics of IEC 61499 application with two-stage synchronous execution model is presented using

this framework. The paper compares the verification results of this IEC 61499 application with

two-stage synchronous execution model and the same application with cyclic execution model

presented in Paper H.

My Contribution: This paper was second in the series towards defining formal operation model

of IEC 61499, the other two works addressing the same goal are Papers C, and H. It was a

paper in which we all three authors worked together making it hard to pick the areas that I

alone worked on. I worked with formalization, trying model checking of various examples, so

did the other authors of the work.

1.5.5 Paper E

Title: Counterexample-guided simulation framework for formal verification of flexible au-

tomation systems

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin and Cheng Pang

Published in: Proceedings of IEEE, 13th International Conference on Industrial Informatics

(INDIN), Cambridge, UK, 2015

Summary: This paper proposes a framework for formal verification of industrial automation

software in an intuitive way. The paper presents a proposal of an engineering process or prac-

tice to address challenges the thesis is trying to address. The IEC 61499 function block archi-

tecture is assumed to be the input language, and the Intelligent Mechatronic Components (IMC)

architecture is assumed as an underlying design pattern for the applications, which implies au-

tonomous control logic in each IMC and their compositions to systems in a plug-and-play way.

Then the system is automatically verified using model checking and the counter-examples for

the failed model checking properties are played back step-by-step and state-by-state in the sim-

ulation model that most industrial automation control systems would have built as the basis for

initial testing. Net Condition Event Systems formalism (a modular extension of Petri net) is
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used to model the decentralized control logic and discrete-state dynamics of the plant. The

model is then subjected to model checking using the ViVe/SESA tool chain. The method’s

application is illustrated using a simple pick and place manipulator. A closed loop model of

Plant and Controller is used. The controller is extensively verified for safety, liveliness and

functional properties of the robot. It is then shown how a counter-example for deadlock de-

tected by the model checker is played back in the simulation model for visualizing how exactly

the system deadlocked

My Contribution: The idea was originally based on earlier work by the co-authors, this forms

as one of the bases for this thesis and I worked on the prototype of the framework presented in

this paper.

1.5.6 Paper F

Title: Towards a Formal Model of Protection Functions for Power Distribution Networks

Authors: Michael Masselot, Sandeep Patil, Gulnara Zhabelova and Valeriy Vyatkin

Published in: Proceedings of IEEE, 42nd Annual Conference of Industrial Electronics Society

(IECON), Cambridge, UK, 2016

Summary: The protection system is a crucial part of the power grid. It protects people, equip-

ment, and property. Reliability of such mission-critical systems is of an extreme importance.

Protection systems have strict requirements for reliability including dependability, security,

and timeliness. Although it undertakes rigorous testing and commissioning, it fails in some

circumstances causing faults in the network, resulting in loss of power. It is hard to catch these

hidden and undetectable errors in the design and installation. Since protection function is es-

sentially a piece of code, formal methods can be used for rigorous testing of the software and

provide definitive proof of the system properties. The paper develops a closed-loop model of

the electrical network with its protection system. The model is developed in IEC 61499 lan-

guage for the further generation of its formal model in SMV language. The model is validated

via simulation and comparison with a comprehensive model of the electrical network in Matlab

Simulink.

My Contribution: One of the issues with model checking is state space explosion and to avoid

this we use closed-loop modeling (see chapter 5 for more details). Closed loop system requires

a model of the plant to be developed as well, however, plant models for smart-grids are complex

and originally in Matlab Simulink. To make the best use of our SMV model checking approach,

we had to find a way to build an abstract model of the plant in IEC 61499 that is equivalent in

behavior with a model of Matlab Simulink. Gulnara Zhabelova, Valeriy Vyatkin and I came

up with the abstract model and master student Michael Masselot helped us with the IEC 61499

application implementation and later (not included in the paper), I used this model to convert

to SMV for model checking purposes.

1.5.7 Paper G

Title: Towards Formal Verification of Smart Grid Distributed Intelligence: FREEDM case

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Gulnara Zhabelova, Valeriy Vyatkin and Bruce McMillin
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Published in: Proceedings of IEEE, 41st Annual Conference of Industrial Electronics Society

(IECON), Yokohama, Japan, 2015

Summary: This paper presents a model checking framework for the purpose of design and

implementation of robust smart grid applications based on distributed intelligence. The pa-

per first introduces distributed grid intelligence approach to smart grid automation and related

challenges of their verification. The paper then introduces the case study example and how

model checking can be applied to the presented system implemented in IEC 61499 standard.

In the end, the initial results of our model checking application to smart grid applications are

presented. The paper concluded with some issues faced during the research and corrective

steps to address these issues in future.

My Contribution: The work was based on co-authors existing work on using IEC 61499 for

design and development of distributed control for smart-grids. I contributed by model checking

the IEC 61499 solution, properties to be verified were formalized me and Bruce McMillin.

1.5.8 Paper H

Title: Neutralizing Semantic Ambiguities of Function Block Architecture by Modeling with

ASM

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, Cheng Pang and Valeriy Vyatkin

Published in: Lecture Notes in Computer Science, International Andrei Ershov Memorial

Conference on Perspectives of System Informatics (PSI), St. Petersburg, Russia, 2014

Summary: This paper presents the cyclic execution formal model of the IEC 61499 operational

semantics and its transformation to SMV.

My Contribution: This paper was third and last in the series towards defining formal operation

model of IEC 61499, the other two works addressing the same goal are Papers C, and D. It

was a work in which all three authors worked together making it hard to pick the areas that

I alone worked on. I worked with formalization, trying model checking of various examples,

so did the other authors of the work. This particular paper was a result of Cheng Pang’s work

with semantic ambiguities and portability with IEC 61499 applications, and we used model

checking to prove if an application is portable or not.

1.5.9 Paper I

Title: A Survey of Static Formal Methods for Building Dependable Industrial Automation

Systems

Authors: Roopak Sinha, Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin and Luis Gomes

Submitted in: IEEE Transactions in Industrial Informatics

Summary: The state-of-the-art survey reports existing formal approaches for creating more

dependable industrial automation systems. Focusing on static (as opposed to runtime) formal

methods, this paper categorizes existing works as per the requirements engineering, design and

development, and testing phases of the system development life cycle, allowing us to identify

gaps in current research and promising future directions for each of these phases.
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My Contribution: I contributed with the all of Design and Development section and half of the

Testing section.

1.5.10 Paper J

Title: Adapting Software Design Patterns to Develop Reusable IEC 61499 Function Block

Applications

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Dmitrii Drozdov and Valeriy Vyatkin

Submitted in: Proceedings of IEEE, 16th International Conference on Industrial Informatics

(INDIN), Porto, Portugal, 2018

Summary: Design patterns in software engineering is a generic solution provided for repeat-

able problems occurring frequently in a software design. They are used often in the field of

software engineering, especially for object-oriented software development. There is a lack of

design patterns for application development with IEC 61499 standard and this paper address

this by proposing some patterns. The design patterns presented are inspired by popular design

patterns used in software engineering.

My Contribution: This paper was a result of developing IEC 61499 based distributed control

at AIC3 lab here at the university. The solution went through refactoring cycles many times, in

order to improve maintainability, reusability and mainly debugability. I came with few of the

design patterns, Dmitrii Drozdov and Valeriy Vyatkin with others.

1.5.11 Paper K

Title: Refactoring of IEC 61499 function block application - a case study

Authors: Sandeep Patil, Dmitrii Drozdov, Gulnara Zhabelova and Valeriy Vyatkin

Accepted for publication in: Proceedings of IEEE, 1st Annual International Conference on

Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems (ICPS), St. Petersburg, Russia, 2018

Summary: This paper presents a case study of applying a couple of refactoring methods and

techniques in order to improve readability, maintainability, reusability and debugging friendli-

ness of existing function block applications. The paper presents some software metrics for pre

and post refactoring function block applications for measuring the effectiveness of refactoring.

My Contribution: I came up with the original idea of measuring refactoring and also was

responsible working with the case study examples along with Dmitrii Drozdov, we used only

one example in the paper. We used Gulnara Zhabelova’s work on software metrics as the basis

for measuring refactoring effectiveness. She calculated the metrics for the examples as well.

We used the visualization model developed by Valeriy Vyatkin.

1.6 List of collaboration papers
1. M. Sorouri, S. Patil, and V. Vyatkin, “Distributed control patterns for intelligent mecha-

tronic systems,” in Industrial Informatics (INDIN), 2012 10th IEEE International Con-

ference on. IEEE, 2012, pp. 259–264.
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The chapter presented an overview of the thesis, details about the list of appended papers

and organization of rest of the thesis. Next chapter presents an overview of CBAS. What they

are, why they are needed, what is current state of art and its applications.



Chapter 2

Engineering of Component-Based

Industrial Automation Systems

“Great things are done by a series of small things
brought together."

Vincent Van Gogh

This chapter gives an overview of what component-based industrial automation systems

(CBAS) are and what are the current practices for engineering of these systems. The chapter

first looks at the evolution of the manufacturing/production paradigm and then presents current

state of art for engineering practices for the latest paradigm. The chapter then presents a brief

introduction to IEC 61499 standard, which is used in this thesis as the main enabler of design

and development of CBAS.

2.1 A brief history of manufacturing/production paradigm

2.1.1 Evolution over time

The change in the environment where the industrial systems operate has driven the evolution of

the manufacturing and production paradigm over centuries. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of

this evolution. A visible staged progress can be seen in the shift of this paradigm, from manual

creation by craftsman and skilled artisans (1st industrial revolution), to industrial systems using

early automation (2nd industrial revolution), to industrial systems using rigid automation using

Programmable Logical Controllers (PLC) (3rd industrial revolution), to industrial informatics-

driven automation using distributed systems (4th industrial revolution). It is clear that research

in this domain today is focused on engineering practice that addresses mass customization,

and with inventions of technologies such as 3D printing, personalized production as well. If

we have to pick two important events from Figure 2.1 contributing to currently researched

challenges, then, they are mass customization and personalized production [23].

In the second half of the 1980s, mass customization emerged as a new production paradigm

17
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of production/manufacturing paradigm, adapted from [24].

addressing customer demands for variety in product options. The paradigm aims at producing

a variety of goods and associated services satisfying individual customer’s choices with pro-

duction volumes matching the previous paradigm of mass production. The companies adopting

the new paradigm were not only able to match the volume, they were able to do it at same or

lesser cost per product as before [25]. It became increasingly important for companies to offer

customization to remain in business and be competitive [25, 26]. The tools and methods used

for mass customization slowly started enabling the next paradigm, the product personalization

paradigm [27].

The next paradigm was the result of customers needing not just varieties to choose from, but

also be able to personalize them. This paradigm is termed as personalized production paradigm

aims at the production of unique products, by involving customers in the production process,

mostly in the design process.

Figure 2.2 summarizes the key differences between the discussed paradigms above.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of differences between different paradigms, adopted from [28].

2.1.2 Programmable logic controllers
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), are one of the most widely used re-programmable em-

bedded computation devices in industrial automation systems. PLCs were invented to replace

the hard-wired relay systems and to build industrial automation systems. The major advantage

was that the operation of an automation system can be easily changed.

Figure 2.3 shows evolution of PLC standard. As seen in the figure, IEC 61131-3 [30] and

IEC 61499 [1] are currently the most used standards for programming PLCs. IEC 61131-3 is

mostly considered as closed standard, due to the proprietary and closed hardware/software ar-

chitecture of PLC device manufacturers. Every vendor has its own programming environment.

Although, initiatives such as PLCopen [31, 32] has been addressing this issue. IEC 61131-3

has another shortcoming, it does not support the distribution of control software across multiple

hardware. IEC 61499, on the other hand, is an open standard, device and platform independent.

It is inherently distributed. Section 2.3.1 covers IEC 61499 in more detail.

2.1.3 Challenges for the current production paradigm
In order to meet current customers needs and at the same time address business needs such

as time to market and cost effectiveness, several challenges must be addressed. The current

paradigm lacks fundamental skills such as agility, scalability, flexibility, handling complex-

ity, reconfigurability, and reliability, which are vital to meeting the expectations of the fast-

changing modern market. These are applicable to both hardware and software systems. These

shortcomings have caused the traditional approaches of manufacturing control systems to be-

come time-consuming. Consequently, when introducing a new type of product or modifying

existing manufacturing equipment, the whole process needs to be redesigned from scratch,
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Figure 2.3: Trend of standardization in PLC programming over years, adapted from [29].

considerably prolonging a product’s time to market.

2.1.4 Solutions to the challenges

Hardware and machine design challenges

On one hand, considerable progress has been made on the hardware (machine) side, for exam-

ple, lean production paradigm [33] introduced by Toyota in late 1950’s addressed three main

challenges, flexibility [34], productivity [34] and reliability [35]. Toyota realized that mass

production does not work when the volume is low, so they introduced flexibility in assembly

lines to manufacture many varieties in smaller volume in lesser time. They also introduced

early defect detection system which would halt the production immediately on identifying a

defect in the intermediate product (resulting in less wastage) and rectify the problem before

continuing. They used modular systems that took less time to set up and operate compared

to counterparts in the USA and Europe. They showed that lean production resulted in better

productivity [34] and products were more reliable [35] compared to production lines used in

the USA and Europe. Standards such as ISA-88 [36] that deal with recipes, procedures and

physical models for the design of batch control systems. Reconfigurable Manufacturing Sys-

tem (RMS) [37] was also proposed for the design of systems to address flexibility requirements
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of the current paradigm.

System control software challenges

On the other hand, current system control software design, which is one of the first steps toward

the design of today’s automation systems, lacks modularity, scalability, and reconfigurabil-

ity [38]. Therefore, it is necessary to suggest new software methodologies that could address

such deficiencies and enhance software design and development. With the advent of Indus-

tri4.0, we are clearly transitioning from centralized control software systems to decentralized

systems to truly distributed software systems.

Many architectures are presented over the last couple of decades to address the challenges.

Interface for Distributed Automation (IDA) [39] by a consortium of companies presented an

distributed intelligence architecture by specifying and implementing services, based on Eth-

ernet and web standards. Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [40] by

Object Management Group (OMG) uses the concept of distributed objects to interact with var-

ious systems of different platforms. It uses Interface Definition Language (IDL) to specify the

communication interface. CORBA defines mappings of IDL to implementation languages such

as Java. Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [41] was a competing technology to

CORBA by Microsoft. It is similar to CORBA and was an extension of the existing component

model (COM), they added distributed interface to COM1 resulting in DCOM. Component-

Based Automation (CBA) [42] by Siemens was another architecture for CBAS, a proprietary

standard used by Siemens, for their Profinet systems.

2.2 Definition of CBAS
Component-based systems are class of systems, both software and hardware that are composed

of reusable components. When such components deal with industrial automation systems,

especially distributed systems, we call them component-based industrial automation systems

(CBAS).

2.2.1 Component-based software development
In general, all current systems can be viewed as composed of components. In the context of

the thesis, the components have following attributes:

• Off-the-shelf: The components can be reused, either by buying from vendors, or that

came as part of the library along with hardware equipment, see Section 2.3.2 or reused

from another currently deployed system.

• No modifications: Should be used as is. If a modification is needed, a new component

derived from such a component is possible.

• Self-contained: Separation of concern emphasized component.

1Microsoft claims COM is the worlds leading component technology
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• Well-defined interface: Can be easily integrated with other components.

• Supports hierarchy: A component can be composed of other components.

2.3 State of the art for CBAS

The rest of the chapter looks at brief state of art of CBAS.

2.3.1 IEC 61449 function blocks

IEC 61499 [1] is a standard for distributed control system design and implementation that has

of late been gaining lot of traction. It is considered as the main enabler of distributed and

intelligent automation [3] for CBAS. With its increasing adoption in the industry [38] it has

become necessary to apply sound engineering practices for design and implementation of IEC

61499 systems. It is believed that the standard is in a phase where widespread adoption is just

around the corner thanks to initiatives such as European Competence Center for IEC-61499 2.

CBAS software development is mostly dominated by two standards, IEC 61499 [1] and

IEC 61131-3 [30]. At the core of these two standards is the concept of Function Block (FB)

which supports modularity. In the sense of Object-Oriented(OO) paradigm, FB can be treated

as representing an object because FBs are types, as they encapsulate data and algorithms, and

they need to be instantiated in order to be used. Their interface is well defined making it easier

to communicate with other FBs (objects). Given these features, programming using these

standards can be considered object-oriented, although technically they are not, since they don’t

support inheritance3.

IEC 61499 promotes modularity and one of the main goals of modularity is reuse. There-

fore, the challenge is how to design these modules? Two popular theories to answer the ques-

tion are presented in [43] and [44]. [44] says that modules should be separated based, at least

in part, on the way that they might change. The work proposes that instead of decomposition

of a system into modules on the basis of a flowchart, they should be decomposed based on

difficult design decisions that tend to change. Each module should be designed to hide such

a decision from the others. Modules also should be easily replaced/updated without affect-

ing system downtime or extended maintenance time. [43] presents a principle of "separation

of concerns". The modules are separated based on specific tasks they do. There is a dif-

ference between modules that are usable within a project and modules that are usable across

projects. Standard libraries are examples for this case and these library modules have a degree

of re-usability. The popular concept of modularity in IEC 61499 applications is intelligent

mechatronic components, which is presented in more details in the next section.

2http://www.competence-centre.iec61499.eu/
3Object-oriented extension to IEC 61131-3 implemented in CoDeSys tool is outside the scope of this thesis
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2.3.2 Intelligent mechatronic component

The “Automation object” concept first described in [45] represents mechanical devices along

with its associated software and additional data. This concept has further evolved to another

term “Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC)”, first introduced in [4] and then further dis-

cussed and extended in [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. The IMC concept implies that machines

or mechatronic components come with pre-programmed software, including components of

model of the plant (the physical behavior semantics), components of control programs (the

control software), and any necessary network interfaces. Each IMC can be treated as a set,

consisting of the following items:

1. Mechatronic component: a physical functional device with sensors, actuators, and elec-

tronic circuits.

2. Embedded control device: a computing device with interfaces to the sensors, actuators,

and networks.

3. Software components: a set of data and control logic implementing various automation

functions. These elements provide the IMC’s autonomy and cooperation.

The IMC approach can be applied to a range of mechatronic components, starting from

fairly simple intelligent sensors, actuators, and drives, and ending with quite complex modular

machines. IMC helps to extend physical modularity into software modularity aiming at the

rapid design of the mechatronic system. Figure 2.4 shows a simple component based system

based on IMCs.

There are several benefits of IMC based control system development, such as component-

based design (Figure 1(b)), component-encapsulation and ease of distribution, along with im-

proved portability, interoperability and reconfigurability of software. These benefits should

result in design of distributed systems with higher flexibility and scalability than of current

practices.

The IMC concept is similar to a few other research concept developed such as the self-

optimized systems research by the German collaborative research center 614 [53], also termed

as intelligent technical systems [54] that focuses on self-optimizing concepts and structures in

mechanical engineering. A similar approach but at much higher system level is presented in

[55, 56] as part of CoTeSys[57].

The design and implementation of IMC involves the integration of designs and information

provided by domain experts in various disciplines such as software, electrical and mechanical

engineering. Therefore, the IMC modeling approach is quite domain dependent and a generic

IMC with a particular view, logic, interface, and level of abstraction does not seem appropri-

ate for all machine composition applications. IMC is implemented as a Service Interface FB

(SIFB) of IEC 61499, which consists of several functional aspects, such as model, view, HMI,

and control. This repository of reusable FBs is intended to be developed by the IMC vendor

and accompany the physical mechatronic component as one off-the-shelf product [58, 59].
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Figure 2.4: (a) A pick and place robot, (b) Component based application, (c) Component hierarchy,
(d) A single component - Basic function block ECC, (e) Algorithm inside basic function block, from
paper E.

2.3.3 IEC 61499 and CBAS
There exist works that use IEC 61499 for CBAS, [60] presents a way to use IEC 61499 for

ISA-88 batch control. [61] presents component-based development process for CBAS realized

using IEC 61499. It is assumed, Model Driven Development (MDD) which is a subset of

Model Based Engineering (MBE) [62] is used for CBAS and use of IEC 61499 for MDD as

a solution to current industry challenges is well-addressed in [63] and hence this will be not

covered in detail here.

2.4 Conclusion
Hardware side of engineering is outside the scope of this thesis, hence the chapter (and thesis)

will look at software engineering aspects. It is clear from the discussions in this chapter that

distributed software control systems is the answer to most challenges and there is a need for

engineering methods that will help with design and development of today’s distributed systems.

The methods must be agile, reliable, scalable and inter-operable. Many industry standards and

architectures, both open and proprietary exist that is currently being used for CBAS.

The chapter presented a brief overview of CBAS, its applications, challenges and current
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solutions that are used in the industry. It is proposed that IEC 61499 is a good fit for design

and development of distributed control systems for the CBAS. Lot of work exists in the area

of use of IEC 61499 for CBAS due to its inherent feature of ease of distribution of software

components across distributed devices and resources. Next chapter introduces formal methods

and its applications and its usage in CBAS, especially IEC 61499 applications.
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Chapter 3

Formal Methods

“The first 90 percent of the code accounts for the first 90
percent of the development time. The remaining 10

percent of the code accounts for the other 90 percent of
the development time."

Tom Cargill, Bell Labs

The last chapter introduced the CBAS and current challenges facing CBAS. IEC 61499

based distributed control systems was proposed as a solution to some problems, such as reusabil-

ity, reconfigurability, maintainability, and scalability. There is one more important challenge

that needs to be addressed, which is dependability. Formal methods backed engineering prac-

tices will help address this challenge. This chapter will introduce formal methods and its

applications in the field of CBAS.

3.1 Formal methods
Formal methods [64] are mathematically based techniques used to describe computer systems,

both hardware, and software. In this thesis, we will look at formal methods used in software.

Formal methods can be used across all phases of a software development lifecycle (SDLC),

right from customer requirement gathering through design and development, verification and

validation (testing), maintenance and even documentation. Because of the mathematical basis

behind formal methods, their use help with building robust and reliable systems. In the require-

ments phase of SDLC, formal methods can help with identifying ambiguities in requirements.

During the design phase, they can help with checking incompleteness of the system design.

During the development phase of SDLC, they can help with identifying inconsistency in the

implementation of the system. Finally, formal methods can help with verification and vali-

dation of the system. This thesis deals with the use of formal methods for verification and

validation of systems.

Formal methods for verification and validation uses formal specifications to describe the

system. A specification is like a formal contract between different stakeholders, client, im-

plementer, tester, and end-user. Formalisms used to represent various formal methods have

27
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associated tools. For example, Abstract State Machines (ASM) (see chapter 4) is a formal

method, ASMetaL [65] is one of the formalisms used for ASM and it has a tool [66]. Vari-

ous specification languages exists, such as Z, VDM, Larch, Temporal Logic, CSP, transition

axioms, ASMetaL, and many more.

3.1.1 What is a specification language
A formal specification language provides a formal method’s mathematical basis. [64] provides

the following three definitions, originally borrowed from [67].

Definition 1: A formal specification language is a triple, < Syn, Sem, Sat >, where Syn and

Sem are sets and Sat ⊆ Syn × Sem is a relation between them. Syn is called the language’s

syntactic domain; Sem, its semantic domain; and Sat, its satisfies relation.

Definition 2: Given a specification language, < Syn, Sem, Sat >, if Sat(syn, sem) then syn is a

specification of sem, and sem is a specificand of syn.

Definition 3: Given a specification language, < Syn, Sem, Sat >, the specificand set of a speci-

fication syn in Syn is the set of all specificands sem in Sem such that Sat(syn, sem).

3.2 Formal verification
Formal verification is the act of proving or disproving the correctness of intended algorithms,

logic and intended behavior of a system using formal methods. Both software and hardware

can be formal verified. What needs to be verified is specified using a specification language.

There are two popular methods for formal verification, namely theorem proving and model

checking. Both are automated process. We will look at model checking in detail as this is used

for formal verification in this thesis.

Theorem proving deals with system properties to be verified being formalized using some

mathematical logic. Using some predefined axioms, these properties are then proved using

some interference rules. There exist theorem provers that assist users with the proofs so that

expertize in the field is not a requirement to use theorem proving. The biggest advantage of

theorem proving over model checking is the lack of the state space explosion problem.

3.3 Model checking
Model checking [11] verification is based on exploration of the model’s state space for the

desired property, whose specification is expressed in temporal logic and the system under test

is modeled as a finite state machine, such as Kripke structure. Model checking, which is used

in this thesis for formal verification has the following properties

1. It enables the unsupervised automatic verification process of a system.

2. It identifies system failure via counterexamples.

3. It makes use of temporal logic for specifications so that model checker can automatically

check for different properties (including safety properties).
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Figure 3.1 shows the typical framework of model checking exemplified on a simplistic

single cylinder automation system. The first step involves formal modeling of the target system

in a modeling language such as Net Condition/Event Systems (NCES)[68] or SMV. The second

step is to feed the formal model and the properties specified using a language such as CTL to be

verified by the model checker. In the third step the model checker tool such as ViVe/SESA [13]

for NCES or NuXMV [14] for SMV does the verification and analyses the state space for the

given CTL properties and then outputs the counterexamples for the failed specifications if any.

Figure 3.1: Traditional model checking based verification of automation software, from paper E.

Finite State Machines (FSM) are widely used for the modeling of reactive systems and

the formalism of NCES for modeling of distributed systems. There are mainly two types of

tools that are being researched by academia and industries for model checking. Finite state

machine tools such as UPPAAL [69] and kripke structure based tools such as SMV [70] that

compute sets of reachable states exactly and effectively and second set of tools based on Petri

net formalism related tools like NCES and its flavors such as DTNCES[71] andViVe/SESA[13],

that approximate sets of reachable states.

Model checking has been heavily researched in academia and industry. It is used for formal

verification of hardware, software systems such as discrete state systems [72, 73] to hybrid

systems [74]

3.4 Addressing the state space explosion problem
Model checking is shown to be very effective in the hardware systems verification [75, 76, 77],

but when it comes to software verification, there are known issues. The main issue being the

state space explosion causing resource constraints. Model checking tools have evolved a lot
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over last three decades, from early methods where the tools could only handle 10 - 15 variables

in each state and a total of 1010 states to today’s methodologies which can handle 200+ vari-

ables and up to 10120 states [78, 79]. Some methods that have enhanced these advancements

are:

1. Symbolic model checking: First introduced in [80], the technique involves considering

large numbers of states as a single step instead of enumerating reachable states, one at a

time. State space traversal is based on representations of the set of states and transition

relations as logical formulas, binary decision diagrams (BDD) or other related data struc-

tures. Most of today’s model checkers are symbolic model checkers including NuXMV

that is used in this thesis.

2. Bounded model checking: Instead of checking all of the state space for a property,

algorithms instead unroll the FSM for a fixed number of steps k. The value of k has to be

carefully chosen. The drawback is if a property is satisfied for k steps, it does not mean

it satisfies for k + 1 steps.

3. Abstraction: Model abstractions are often used to reduce the complexity, and in fact, this

thesis shows one such method for plant model abstraction in the appended paper F. An-

other popular abstraction method in the literature is Counterexample Guided Abstraction

Refinement (CEGAR), it starts with a minimum and imprecise abstraction and iteratively

refines it. When a counterexample is found, it needs to be analyzed for correctness, i.e.,

the counterexample is real or a result of improper or incomplete abstraction. If it is be-

cause of incomplete abstraction, the counterexample is used as a feedback to improve

the abstraction.

3.5 Temporal logic/specifications
Two main formalisms used for model checking are LTL and CTL. Before we present what they

are, we need to understand the concept of Kripke structures.

Kripke Structures is a formalization of state graph, such as FSM. It is defined in [81]. if

AP is finite set of atomic propositions, then M = (S , I,T, L) is a Kripke structure, where S
is a finite set of states, I ⊂ S is a set of initial states, T ⊂ S × S is a transition relation and

L : S → 2AP is the labeling function. Given such a graph, we can say that there is no deadlock

in the system if ∀s ∈ S ,∃s′ ∈ S : (s, s′) ∈ T holds.

For example, for the graph shown in Figure 3.2, AP = {”pi = j” | i = 1 . . . 3, j = 0 . . . 2}, S :

nodes of the graph, I ⊂ S = {101}, T ⊂ S×S : edges of the graph, e.g. (002, 011), (011, 002), . . .
and L : S → 2AP: token assignments (markings) in each state, e.g. L(020) = {”p0 = 0”, ”p1 =

2”, ”p3 = 0”}. Specifications can be interpreted as predicates over kripke structures.

3.5.1 Linear temporal logic
LTL [83] is built from a finite set of propositional variables AP. It is a formal language that ex-

tends the usual propositional boolean logic. LTL consists of the following temporal operators:
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Figure 3.2: An example of a state graph, adapted from [82].

• G: globally (always), e.g. G(p → q) means “in each element of the sequence, p → q
holds”

• F: in the future, e.g. F(p → q) means “for some element of the sequence, (p → q)

holds”

• X: on the next step, e.g. X(p → q) means “p → q holds for the second element of the

sequence, counting from the current element”

• U: until (binary operator), e.g. p ∪ q means “q must happen at some step, and the

sequence must satisfy p until (non-inclusive) q happens”

3.5.2 Computation tree logic
CTL [84] is a branching-time logic, meaning that its model of time is a tree-like structure in

which the future is not determined; there are different paths in the future, any one of which

might be an actual path that is realized. Figures 3.3 to Figure 3.5 presents various temporal

operators of CTL. Table 3.1 presents the description of each of the operators.

3.6 Formal methods used in CBAS
Paper [29] was one of the first works that presented the state of art for formal methods in PLC

programming. With this work as the on of the basis, paper I appended in part II of this thesis

covers an extensive survey of current state of art in use of formal methods in CBAS. The rest

of this section provides a summary of findings from the survey.
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Figure 3.3: (a) CTL temporal operator EX. (b) CTL temporal operator AX. (c) CTL temporal operator
EF, adapted from [11, 82].

Figure 3.4: (a) CTL temporal operator AF. (b) CTL temporal operator EG, adapted from [11, 82].

Figure 3.5: CTL temporal operator AG, adapted from [11, 82].
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Table 3.1: CTL Temporal operators and their description [11, 82].
Figure CTL Temporal Operator Description

Figure 3.3(a) s � EX( f ) (“exists next”): there is a successor of s where f holds

Figure 3.3(b) s � AX( f ) (“for all next”): in all successors of s, f holds

Figure 3.3(c) s � EF( f )
(“exists in the future”): there exists a path starting in s
such that f becomes valid at some point of this path

Figure 3.4(a) s � AF( f )
(“for all in the future”): for all possible paths starting in

s, f becomes true at some point

Figure 3.4(b) s � EG( f )
(“exists globally”): there exists a path starting in s such

that f holds at every state along this path

Figure 3.5 s � AG( f )
(“for all globally”): for all possible paths starting in s, f
is always true

s � f EUg
(“exists until”): there exists a path starting in s such that

f holds until (non-inclusive) g, and g eventually happens

s � f AUg
(“for all until”): for all possible paths starting in s, f
holds until (non-inclusive) g, and g eventually happens

The survey reveals some key insights into the current use of formal methods for dependabil-

ity in CBAS. Figure 3.6 shows the number of formal methods surveyed for each sub-phase of

the SDLC. These numbers provide a clear picture of the sub-phases, such as design and testing,

that have found more use for formal methods. Figure 3.6 also shows the technology readiness

level [85] (TRL) for each approach that was studied. TRL provides a scale to assess the ma-

turity of a technology. Lower levels, such as TRL1–3 indicate that a work is more conceptual,

whereas higher levels TRL8–9 indicate robust, industry-ready technologies that have sufficient

process and tool support available. Overall, most surveyed works were in the TRL3–5 range,

indicating the relatively low maturity of formal methods in CBAS. This also corroborates with

the split between early-stage works and established works. There were 47 (40% or all cita-

tions) early-stage paper citations which are mostly conference papers proposing techniques at

lower TRLs. The remaining 60% are established works at higher TRLs and published mostly

in established journals, as well as a few high impact conferences, white-papers, and patents.

Requirements engineering, the first phase of the SDLC, involves eliciting, organizing, spec-

ifying, analyzing and managing requirements. Some aspects of this phase, such as elicitation,

are inherently informal and do not utilize formal methods at present. However, there is im-

mense value in the early use of formal methods for requirements specification, management,

and analysis. The earlier one can unambiguously capture the knowledge base a system is built

on, the easier and cheaper it becomes to reason about requirements. Several existing formal and

semi-formal methods provide sufficient support to model requirements, the knowledge these re-

quirements is built on (example, ontologies), and for automatic or guided analysis. However,

their use is sporadic due to the high learning curves and expert skill sets needed. While the lack

of tool-support is an important issue, standardization of the use of formal methods for various

specification, analysis, and management of requirements can go a long way in addressing this

problem. Both tool-support and standardization can help build a critical mass of repeatable

and feasible tools, processes and skills in the domain. Standardization will involve formaliz-

ing common domain-specific knowledge in CBAS, as well as layout a road-map for incorpo-

rating new formal methods into the requirements engineering phase. The survey also found
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Figure 3.6: Proliferation and technology readiness of surveyed works, categorized by SDLC sub-phases,
from paper I.

inadequate formal support for non-functional requirements (NFRs). Again, the application of

standardized formal models, templates and analysis methods for CBAS-specific NFRs such as

safety, dependability, timing, etc., can help with wider adoption and use of formal methods.

The most robust technology in this area is the semi-formal SysML, which is an industry-wide

standard for modeling behavioral and some safety requirements. Other technologies lie more in

the proof-of-concept or early validation stages and require more experimentation with real-life

systems.

In the design phase, primary functional requirements and primary NFRs are converted into

a structured solution space that is then concretized in the development phase. This phase is

a crowded field, with most formal methods providing support for modeling techniques. How-

ever, only a few provide a seamless transition from the requirements engineering phase, making

them more useful than other, more disjointed or stand-alone modeling techniques. Similarly,

modeling techniques are more useful when they can also be used in the development phase

such as several works that support automatic code generation. There is a clear need for for-

mal methods for tracing and mapping requirements through design and into the development

phases. The fact that requirements, design, and development aspects are typically specified

using different formal tools and techniques contributes significantly to this problem. It is also

infeasible to expect a single modeling framework for all these stages. Hence, the hypothesis

is that it is more important to focus on formal model transformations, such as in model-driven

design. The prevalence of mature design and development standards such as IEC 61499 in
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CBAS makes this a relatively easier endeavor, as opposed to other more disjointed domains.

Further formalization of these standards is, therefore, another interesting direction to improve

the uptake of formal methods. Formal methods targeting requirements standards such as IEC

61508 will also help improve formal support for building dependable CBAS. From a tech-

nology readiness level, VDSLs based on semi-formal SysML and UML are used widely in

industry. Some formal methods such as Petri nets and those involving plant modeling have

also grown in popularity and have found wider use.

The testing phase of the SDLC has found the most use for formal methods. Traditional,

simulation-based testing approaches have been successfully extended through formal approaches

for test-case generation, selection, and execution. For test generation, it was found that most

frameworks are semi-formal, and there is need to formalize them more to derive coverage

guarantees. A few approaches help with testing implementations against non-functional re-

quirements such as fault tolerance and functional safety. Considerably more work is needed to

test for other important NFRs such as reconfigurability, maintainability, scalability, and most

importantly, security. Security is a growing concern in this area since CBAS have moved on

from being contained within factory walls to being large, cloud-based solutions. UPPAAL

has found more popularity in timing-related verification of system models in CBAS. We also

find several customized formal verification based testing tools, differing mostly in requirement

types and models, and the format of systems supported. A bulk of the work in this area has

focused on plant modeling and verifying both plants and controllers together, highlighting the

domain’s focus on formally capturing the physical processes controlled by CBAS. In general,

though, formal verification based testing techniques have found limited industrial adoption due

to well-known limitations like state space explosion problems and required user-expertise. Fig-

ure 3.6 clearly shows that most formal verification techniques in the testing phase are at low

TRL levels.

Table 3.2 presents a summary of different formalisms used and some example tools along

with the purpose of formal methods use, in three main SDLC phases.

Table 3.2: Formal methods formalisms used in different SDLC and their purpose.
SDLC phase Formal methods used Purpose Example tools

Requirements SySML, UML,

Requirement elicitation,

analysis, specification, and

validation

CESAR

Design and Devel-

opment

Petri nets, NCES, UML,

SYSML, ASM, Automata,

Synchronous Languages

such as Esterel

Supervisory control, Con-

troller Synthesis, correct by

design, plant modeling

Petri net based

tools, UM-

L/SySML based

tools

Testing (Verifica-

tion, Validation,

Simulation)

ASM, SMV, Petri nets,

NCES, CTL, Synchronous

Languages such as Esterel

Model Checking, Test case

generation, Simulation

UPPAAL,

NuXMV, ViVe,

Veda, ASMeta
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3.6.1 Model checking of IEC 61499 function block systems
Formal modeling of IEC 61499 has more than a decade-long history [72]. There are two basic

approaches to formal modeling of FB systems using:

1. A direct representation of FB in a language supported by a model checking tool, such as

SMV.

2. Modeling of FB using an intermediate formal model and its subsequent translation to a

language supported by a model checking tool.

The main disadvantage of the works in the first approach, such as [86, 87], is the lack of a

systematic approach to constructing models of FB. In particular, there is no comprehensive

pass-through formalization of FB models. Methods of constructing them do not reflect the

system hierarchy, composite FB, algorithms, and execution of FB models.

The most widely reported in the literature are the works representing the second approach.

For example, [16] presents a method using net condition/event systems (NCES) as the interme-

diate representation and [88] presents a method of modeling NCES in SMV. Of the other works

on modeling IEC 61499 FB for the purpose of verification, [89, 90, 91] can be noted. The main

drawbacks of the majority of these works are limitations of model checkers, suffering from

insufficient performance or limited support of arithmetic operations. From that perspective, the

SMV approach promises some breakthroughs. It should also be noted that the SMV system

has been used quite successfully in industry, e.g. in the verification of the Function Blocks of

the IEC 61131-3 standard [92].

The works that are most closely related to this thesis are the theses by Preusse [93], Ger-

ber [71] and Cengic [94]. This thesis is based upon and continues those works. SMV is used

in this thesis compared to TNCES in [93, 71]. SMV is more industry ready compared to

TNCES. This thesis presents transformation rules to support two different execution semantics

compared to [93, 71]. [94] work is different to work in this thesis in the area of controller

synthesis, this work deals with model checking and not controller synthesis.

3.7 Conclusion
The chapter presented what formal methods are and how they are used in CBAS across different

SDLC stages. The chapter presented a comprehensive survey of state of art. In the next chapter,

ASMs and its applications and its relation to the thesis are presented.
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Abstract State Machines and SMV

“The purpose of abstraction is not to be vague, but to
create a new semantic level in which one can be

absolutely precise"

Edsger W. Dijkstra

In the last chapter, details about formal methods were presented including what formal

methods are, why they are important, and their application in the CBAS. This chapter looks

at one of the formalisms of formal methods, Abstract State Machines(ASM). The thesis uses

ASMs as a meta-model to formally define the rules for the transition of IEC 61499 function

block applications into the language of SMV, which is used for the purpose of model checking

in this thesis. The chapter first introduces ASM, followed by a definition of ASM. The chapter

then presents the theory of operational semantics of function blocks, followed by how ASM is

mapped to SMV. The chapter is a summary of three papers appended to the thesis, paper C,

paper D, and paper H.

4.1 Abstract state machines
The ASM paradigm was introduced by Yuri Gurevich in 1988 [95] with basic definitions pre-

sented in [96] by the same author. In the past three decades, ASM has been proven as an ef-

ficient approach for the formal specification and analysis of computer hardware and software.

[97] presents a comprehensive overview and state of art of applications of ASM in various

fields. The ASM methodologies are found to be most practical in modeling, analyzing and

verifying different sizes of systems and have been applied in different research areas such as

programming languages [98], hardware and software architectures [99], algorithm verification

and network protocols [100, 101]. ASMs have also been successfully used in representing se-

mantics of programming languages such as Prolog [102], C [103], C# [104], and Java [105].

Various model checking techniques have been applied to ASM models, starting with symbolic

model checking using SMV tool, first proposed in [106] and later developed in [107, 108] and

explicit state model checking with SPIN [109, 110]. The work in this thesis is based on ASM;

a modified version of ASM is used that the thesis refers to it as specialized ASM (sASM). For
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rest of this chapter, ASM means specialized ASM, unless explicitly specified as classic ASM.

4.2 Definition of classic abstract state machine

Informally ASM is defined as a set of rules that transition between states. More formally ASM

machine M is a triple, defined as

M = (V, S 0, P) (4.1)

where,

• V is the vocabulary, definitions of functions and universes

• S 0 is the initial State

• P the program, the main rule of the ASM machine

The execution of ASM is an update process according to the ASM rules. Rules are a set of

transition rules of the form:

i f Condition then updates

A condition (guard) is a formula (evaluating to either True or False). Updates refers to (finite)

set of updates of functions of the form

f (t1, . . . , tn) := t

Value of the function is updated with the new value during the transition process from one state

to another state. Various classes of ASM can be used for execution of these rules and functions,

such as:

• Non-deterministic

• Parallel [111, 112]

• Synchronous and asynchronous [113]

• Multi-agent [66]

• Distributed [66]

• Interactive ASM [66]
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4.3 Notation used for the formal model of IEC 61499
This thesis uses ASM, in the form of function change rules to mathematically represent the

rules used for modeling function blocks in SMV. Note that this thesis just defines update rules.

The main reason of using ASM by defining just rule changes is because we represent an ASM

based meta-model of FBs which allows us to build specific SMV models for concrete FBs for

the purpose of model checking.

In the definition of the formal model, the following notations will be used. Let ZA : A →
Dom(A) be a function assigning allowed values to objects from A (called a function of values),

then [ZA] denotes a set of all possible functions ZA. Following on to the concept and notation

of classic ASM, we introduce the update operator for the functions of values, denoting it by←.

This operator can be defined as: ZA (a) ← b � (ZA \ (a, x)) ∪ (a, b), where a ∈ A; b, x ∈
Dom(A); ZA ⊆ A × Dom(A). Here the symbol ′ �′ means "by definition".

4.4 Functional Structure of Operational Model
When defining the FB semantics, two constituent parts should be taken into account:

1. The proper functioning of basic function block described informally in IEC 61499 stan-

dard.

2. Functioning of a system which schedules the FB execution on a resource to provide the

desired execution model

There can be different variants of the functional structural organization of FB formal model.

Three such variants are:

1. Using a common dispatcher, as shown in Figure 4.1.

2. Using independent dispatchers interacting via shared memory, as shown in Figure 4.2.

3. Using a system of hierarchically connected dispatchers, as shown in Figure 4.3.

The variant that is used in this thesis is the 3rd one, hierarchically connected dispatchers.

There are several advantages of this variant:

• Simplicity of dispatchers and the ease to change one execution model to another.

• In principle, this model permits different execution models for different parts of the same

FB system (a “combined” execution model)

In these figures (4.1 - 4.3) fb0, fb1, fb11, fb12 are operational models of composite FB or

sub-applications; fb2 is an operational model of basic FB; d0. d1, d11, and d12 are operational

models of dispatchers (scheduler). Model fb0 can also represent the whole application. Wide

arcs represent event and data flows between adjacent levels of FB, and dashed lines stand for

the information used in the execution control of FB.
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Figure 4.1: Functional structural organization of FB semantic model using common dispatcher [114].

Figure 4.2: Functional structural organization of FB semantic model using independent dispatchers
interacting via shared memory [114].

4.5 Modular Formalism for FB Operational Semantics
In this section, a modular formalism for FB operational semantics definition is proposed that

is further referred to as Distributed ASM - FB model (DASM-FB) and has the following char-

acteristic features:

1. System’s state is modeled using state variables and their state functions;

2. The model is composed of modules with asynchronous behavior with respect to each

other;

3. There can be shared variables in the modules;
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Figure 4.3: Functional structural organization of FB semantic model using hierarchically connected
dispatchers, from paper D.

4. Behavior of modules are deterministic;

5. Explicit production rules are used to represent an ASM program;

6. There are special restrictions on executing the distributed ASM.

A model of an FB system in DASM-FB is a linearly ordered set of asynchronously working

(synchronous) modules:

W=(M1,M2, . . . ,Mn) (4.2)

Each module M j ∈ W is defined as a tuple (for simplicity the index j (module’s number) is

omitted in the subscript indices).

M j =

(
V, (Dom (vi))vi∈V ,

(
Tvi

)
vi∈V ,

(
Pvi

)
vi∈V ,

(
Z0

vi

)
vi∈V

)
(4.3)

where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} is a set of module’s state variables. Dom(vi) denotes the domain

of values for variable vi ∈ V . Tvi is a function of updating the values of state variable vi ∈ V .

This function can be represented in a global variant or in a local one. In the first case, the

function is defined as

TG
vi

:
∏
vk∈V

[
Zvk

]→ [Zvi] (4.4)

Since not all variables have an influence on the change of other variables, the global func-

tion is redundant and can be reduced to the following local variant:

T L
vi

:
∏

vk∈H(vi)

[
Zvk

]→ [
Zvi

]
(4.5)

where H(vi) =
{
vi1 , vi2 , . . . , viq

}
is a (linearly ordered) set of variables vi j ∈ V, j = 1, q that

the variable vi ∈ V depends on. Expression (4.6) is a rule for updating the value function of the

variable vi ∈ V . Z0
vi

is a function of initial value of variable vi ∈ V .
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Pvi � Zvi (vi)← Tvi(Zvi1
, Zvi2

, . . . ,Zviq
) (4.6)

The execution of module M j consists of simultaneous (synchronous) execution of all rules

from
(
pvi

)
vi∈V . A system’s state is determined by the state variables that are included in all

modules of W as well as by their values: S =
∏

vk∈VS Zvk , where VS =
⋃n

i=1 Vi is a set of

variables of the system. For definiteness, this set must be linearly ordered.

As it is known, in the theory of distributed ASM the module execution order is not defined,

only restrictions on this order are given [10]. DASM-FB module execution order may be

arbitrary but with only restriction – in a run of DASM-FB the executions of modules that

do not change the current state are not permitted. To support this requirement the following

implementation schemes are suggested:

1. To execute a module whose input data are changed that in turn can influence the change

of the module’s current state. From the set Vi of the Mi variables one can pick out

variables shared with other modules Vi
COM=Vi⋂⋃

i� j V j. Then, from those variables we

select the following sets: Vi
RD⊆Vi

COM - set of variables which influence the change of the

current state when executing the module Mi, and Vi
WR⊆Vi

COM that is a set of variables

which the module Mi changes at its execution.

Let us use the following denotation: Zi
RDcurr

is an ordered set of current values of variables

from Vi
RD. Zi

RDold
is an ordered set of values of variables from Vi

RD in the previous run.

Then the triggering condition for DASM-FB module is formally defined as

(Zi
RDcurr

� Zi
RDold

) (4.7)

2. After execution of the Mi module one can execute those modules whose variables directly

depend on the variables of the Mi, that are, modules from the set MS UCC =
{
M j

∣∣∣Vi
WR ∩

V j
RD � ∅, j = 1,N }.This is an obvious consequence of the principle of the global

state change locality at executing a module. Obviously, DASM-FB modules must be

"robust" in the sense of insensitivity to the order of other modules invocation. Taking into

account the robustness of modules one can assume "transactional" principle of DASM-

FB module execution according to which a module is executed not only once (like in

ASM) but possible repeatedly - until a fixed point, i.e. until the re-execution of the

module would not lead to changes in the state variables localized in the module. This

principle would not affect the final result of entire FB system execution though it may be

convenient for the software implementation of the system.

DASM-FB can be used to describe the semantics of FB systems functioning in accordance

with different execution models where the execution unit is one function block (for example,

these are cyclic and synchronous execution models).

The rules of changing variable’s value functions (represented in DASM-FB only in general

terms) will be implemented using production rules. In the simplest case, one production rule

will correspond to one rule of the function’s value change. A production rule is denoted as
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Pm
t :c⇒a, (4.8)

where Pm
t is an identifier of the rule (or group of rules), c is a rule application condition,

a are the actions executed on a change of the corresponding variable. The indices in the rule

identifier are, t - the name of the variable to change, and m - a modifier of the rule’s identifier

bearing additional information about the rule.

4.6 Formal modeling of IEC 61499 and different execution
semantics

Some works exist that deal with execution semantics of IEC61499. [115] presents formal

modeling and formal semantics for synchronous execution of applications, the work presented

formalism for representing IEC 61499 in Esterel language [116]. The work mainly dealt with

addressing tick based executing semantics for a synchronous program, the end result was an

IEC 61499 runtime. [94] dealt with formal modeling of execution semantics for the purpose of

controller synthesis, automatic generation of formal models for the purpose of verification and

mainly this work was the basis for an IEC 61499 runtime. Work [117] deals with the formal

model of IEC61499 for RTFM framework which has a well-defined model of computation.

The method defines execution and timing semantics in a task and resource-based concurrency

model. The common theme of these works is addressing the semantic ambiguities of IEC

61499 standard. It has been interpreted differently by the different implementers (tools) due

to some ambiguities in the norm’s text [118]. As a result, several semantic interpretations

appeared. Even though the semantics gap has been tightened in the second edition of the

standard in 2012, there are already a number of tools in the market reflecting the semantics

ambiguities.

The operation semantics presented above is very useful for easily generating SMV modules

for different execution semantics. Hence there are two important advantages of the operational

semantics presented in this thesis.

1. Ability to model check IEC 61499 function block applications developed in different

tools with different execution semantics.

2. Checking the cross-platform portability of an IEC 61499 function block application.

4.6.1 Different execution semantics
Paper H presents ASM rules for cyclic execution semantics and Paper D presents ASM rules

for synchronous execution model.

Cyclic execution model

In the cyclic execution model (Figure 4.4), when FB receives the start signal the following

actions are performed: 1) the movement of signals from inputs of the composite FB module
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to input variables of component FB, 2) launching all the component FB by the dispatcher,

3) the movement of signals between component FB and transmission signals from outputs of

component FB to outputs of the composite FB module, 4) generate finish signal .

bfb1, . . . , bfbn are basic FB models; cfb1, . . . , cfbm are composite

FB models; disp is a dispatcher model

Figure 4.4: Structures of composite FB operational models for cyclic execution model, from paper D.

Two stage synchronous execution model

In the two-stage synchronous execution model (Figure 4.5), the first phase performs the sam-

pling of data from the external environment and the execution of component FBs. The second

phase carries out the transfer of signals and data between component FBs and issuing of signals

and data to the external environment. The sequence of actions in accordance with the two-stage

synchronous execution model is as follows (Figure 4.5)

Phase 1 (on start signal α): 1) the transfer of signals from inputs of the composite FB mod-

ule to input variables of component FBs; 2) start of the first execution phase in all component

FBs; 3) waiting for completion of the first execution phase in all component FBs; 4) generating

finish signal β.

Phase 2 (on start signal μ): 5) start of the second execution phase in all component composite

FBs; 6) waiting for completion of the second execution phase in all component composite

FBs; 7) the transfer of signals between component FBs and transmission signals from outputs

of component FBs to outputs of the composite FB module; 8) generating finish signal ψ.
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bfb1, . . . , bfbn are basic FB models; cfb1, . . . , cfbm are composite

FB models; disp is a dispatcher model

Figure 4.5: Structures of composite FB operational models for two-stage synchronous model, from
paper D.

In the model proposed above, the order of inter-level transmissions in each composite FB

can be varied by changing the execution order of the actions at the FB module level. In order

to ensure a "correct" signal transmission from the upper-level FBs to the lower level FBs and

vice-versa, in each module, the signal transfer from inputs of composite FB module should be

performed first, while issuing signals to outputs of composite FB module should be performed

at the finish of composite FB module execution.

4.6.2 Cross platform portability

The portability of a function block application A between platforms that comply with execution

semantics s1 and s2 can be defined as equivalence of the behavior B(A,s1)=B(A,s2). However,

brute force check of the equivalence can have prohibitive complexity. Instead, one can apply

model checking of A’s model under semantic s, M(A,s), against the comprehensive set of re-

quirements R (functional and non-functional, including safety and liveness). Denoting the set

of model checking results as C(M(A,s),R), the application A is defined to be portable between

semantics s1 and s2if the model checking gives equivalent results, i.e.:

P (A, s1, s2) � C (M (A, s1) ,R)=C (M (A, s2) ,R)
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4.7 Implementation of DASM-FB in SMV

Each module of DASM-FB (formal module) can be mapped to SMV module. Both DASM-FB

modules and SMV modules work against each other asynchronously, while the rules for chang-

ing the functions of DASM-FB module and next-operators of SMV module run synchronously.

SMV module declaration has the following syntax:

MODULE <module name> (<list of formal parameters>)

Table 4.1: The correspondence between elements of the formal module and SMV module, from paper H.
DASM-FB SMV Model

(Formal) module SMV module

A simple rule for changing the function of vari-

able’s values (in the form of one production

rule)

next statement with the assignment operator

A rule set for changing the function of vari-

able’s values
next statement with case operator

Actual variable Own variable of SMV module

Variable-representative Formal parameter of SMV module

Component FB

Variables representing an instance of module of

the specified type with process (asynchronous)

descriptor

Table 4.1. summarizes mapping of DASM-FB to SMV.

There are two basic approaches to developing SMV-based models of FB using the formal

model of FB described in the previous sections.

The first approach uses the concept of modules in SMV and simultaneous local changes of

variables in each module, by using the next statement of SMV. This approach is more intuitive,

as it supports a hierarchical design and allows one to one mapping of function blocks to the

hierarchy of modules SMV. In addition, it allows the use of composite verification methods

supported in the SMV.

The second approach is based on the possibility of direct global transitions description

using TRANS and INIT statements in SMV. Due to the complex implementation of TRANS and

INIT based approach, in this work, only the first approach is presented.

In this approach all the variables of the FB model have been divided into two parts: 1)

a set of internal variables, which are localized in the FB, and 2) external variables that are

located outside the module. Figure 4.6 presents the variables used in a Composite FB model

(CFBM), and their relationships, solid circles denote actual variables, and dashed ones indicate

parameters. Relationship of real variables and parameters are shown by dashed bi-directional

arrows, while solid arrows represent signal and data transfer.
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Figure 4.6: Variables in Composite FB model, from paper H.

4.8 Conclusion
The chapter presented the ASM based formal operational model and semantics for IEC 61499

and how it can be used to generate SMV modules for the purpose of model checking. So far, the

thesis presented an introduction to CBAS, formal methods and application of formalism, ASM,

in the context of the thesis. Next chapter will put all this together and present a model-based

design approach for design and development of CBAS.
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Chapter 5

Thesis Contribution

“The designer of a new kind of system must participate
fully in the implementation"

Donald E. Knuth

Chaper 2 introduced CBAS, chapter 3 introduced formal methods, chapter 4 introduced

ASM and this chapter will put all these concepts together to present a five-stage methodology

for model-based design for design and development of CBAS. Each of the stages is presented

with what the stage means and thesis contribution to that stage.

5.1 Model based design
Model-Based Design (MBD) [119, 120] is formal (mathematical) approach to addressing prob-

lems associated with design and development of complex systems, such as distributed control

systems. The main emphasize of MBD is mathematical modeling to design, analyze, verify

and validate dynamic systems [121, 122]. MBD defines an alternative, but the parallel method-

ology to standard software development life cycles (SDLC), such as waterfall model, spiral

model, etc. MBD consists of stages to be followed that are backed by formal methods, not

necessarily in a particular sequence, but surely are iterated over many times to get a robust

control system.

To design a complex component-based automation system, especially one that is distributed,

is not an easy task. It is demanding, needs special expertise. A versatile engineering method

and architecture design techniques that are sophisticated should include the formal model of

physical systems, formal models of execution semantics, simulation of distributed control sys-

tems, verification, validation, and testing. There is lack of a engineering method that mentions

or defines these steps in the literature, specifically for IEC 61499 systems. This thesis proposes

a five-stage approach for CBAS. An example MBD method for a cyber-physical system can be

found in [121].

• Stage 1: Requirement specification.

• Stage 2: A model of the plant.

49
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• Stage 3: A model of a controller.

• Stage 4: A closed-loop model of plant and controller.

• Stage 5: Verification and validation of control system.

Table 5.1 summarizes the different MBD stages and thesis contribution for that stage

Table 5.1: Model based design stages and thesis contribution.
MBD Stage Thesis contribution

Stage 1: Requirement specification Collaboration works [123]

Stage 2: A model of the plant
Paper F appended to the thesis and collabora-

tion work [124]

Stage 3: A model of a controller Paper A appended to the thesis

Stage 4: A closed-loop model of plant and con-

troller
Papers B and E appended to the thesis

Stage 5: Verification and validation of control

system

Papers C, D, E, G and H appended to the thesis

and Collaboration works [125, 126, 127]

5.2 Case study
We will use two case studies for the rest of this chapter.

5.2.1 Intelligent fault management
IFM device is a new generation fault isolation device with intelligent control. Figure 5.1 shows

FREEDM’s zone concept protection scheme where the system is divided into zones, using

Fault Isolation Devices (FID, new generation circuit breakers). These FID’s are placed at the

borders of each zonal section. In Figure 5.1(a) the protection scheme is divided into three zones

and an overall zone (henceforth referred to as zone 0) as a backup protection for the overall

system. Figure 5.1(b) shows one such zone with energy resources, storage devices, and some

load. At each zone merging, a unit is placed at the terminal of distribution line and the feeder

of the load to measure current, digitize and transfer the sensed values to IFM controller. Each

zone has an IFM, which runs the protection algorithms and incorporates into DGI – distributed

grid intelligence. The overall protection scheme consists of primary and secondary protection.

Primary protection used is the differential scheme: if the sum of current in a zone equals zero

indicates either there is no fault or fault is outside the zone. In case the sum is not zero then

the fault is within the zone and IFM makes decisions to trip the FIDs at the border of the faulty

section (5.1).

∀i
∑

j

(
in j

i + out j
i

)
= 0 (5.1)
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where, i = zone and j = current in the zone
The secondary protection (over-current protection) of IFM (Zone 0) examines each incom-

ing current sample; then compares against pre-set current value, which can be 3-5 times of the

rated current. The current from zone 1, 2, 3 are evaluated at the central IFM, and in case of a

fault, the trip is sent to corresponding FID’s (5.2).

∀i current j
i > ε =⇒ f aulti (5.2)

where, i = zone , j = current in the zone and ε is the threshold

IEC 61499 implementation of this control scheme can be found in [128].

Figure 5.1: (a) FREEDM’s zone concept protection scheme, (b) a zone with energy storage device,
energy resource, SST (DGI with IFM) and some load, from paper G.

5.2.2 Simple distribution network
A simple distribution network is shown in (Figure 5.2). The system consists of three feeders

with a circuit breaker at the top CB X. Power comes down from the zone substations. Each

feeder is sectionalized into three sections by switches S XX. Adjacent feeders are connected

by the tie switches SF1 and SF2. Each section of a feeder has a residential load. The fault

is simulated on a section of circuit breaker CB1, as shown in the Figure 5.2. The fault is

a phase to ground fault, imitating a tree falling on the distribution lines. The current in the

section CB1 will reach pick up value for overcurrent protection. After detecting a fault the

protection function should trip a circuit breaker CB1. A controller should isolate the fault by

opening switch S11. Once the fault is isolated from the rest of the feeder 1, the controller

should open S12 to divide the feeder into sections. Then, tie switches SF1 and SF2 should be

closed to enable alternative supply from adjacent feeders 2 and 3 to the section S12 and S13

correspondingly.

5.3 Stage 1: Requirement specification
Requirements engineering is the first phase in system development and focuses on creating a

constrained solution space before a system is constructed. It consists of sub-phases for the
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Figure 5.2: Sample distribution network. Fault position is shown, from paper F.

elicitation, analysis, specification and validation of requirements [129]. Requirements express

the needs and constraints of a system, and in industrial automation systems, requirements can

correspond to the software, hardware and/or the physical processes being controlled. In addi-

tion to providing a precise understanding of the system to be built, requirements engineering

has a far-reaching impact into subsequent phases in system development via traceability of

requirements to system artifacts, and change management [130]. Most current requirements

engineering processes are informal or semi-formal at best. For instance, requirements elicita-

tion where the aim is to capture as many requirements from stakeholders is largely an informal

process. However, part of the innovations in requirements engineering has been about how

formal methods can be used, with most success obtained with specification languages and re-

quirements analysis methods [131].

[129] presents CESAR framework for formal requirements management using Require-

ments Meta Model(RMM). It presents a template-based approach of converting informal re-

quirements to semi-formal boilerplates and then to formal patterns. [123] a result of a collab-

orative work as part of this thesis shows IEC 61499 can be a suitable and consistent model

for developing a system using CESAR’s principles due to its support for abstraction and in-

cremental refinement following a V development approach. The work adapts the RMM for

the requirements engineering of safety-critical IEC 61499 software. The RMM is a model

of the requirements domain and serves as a unifying meta-model when requirements may be

specified in different Requirement Specification Languages (RSLs). CESAR proposes its own

RSLs for capturing both functional and non-functional requirements, supporting a seamless

transition from informal to formal requirements. Formalized requirements make the RMM es-

pecially suitable for safety-critical systems. Figure 5.3 shows the sub-stages of requirements

engineering, and key processes and frameworks that we adapt These stages allow gradual,

semi-automatic formalization of requirements, and consequently their efficient uses later on in

the SDLC.

Ph.D. thesis [132] also address requirements modeling and IEC 61499 in a formal way by

using ontologies. [133] presents formal method for requirement traceability.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the CESAR Requirements meta-model, adapted from [123].

5.4 Stage 2: A model of the plant

5.4.1 Need for model of the plant

When we have to design a control system, we also have to consider how we can test it. A

popular approach is used to model the plant (the physical process) that is controlled by the

target control systems. The plant model can be used for "in-the-loop" simulations, such as

software-in-the-loop (simulation model of the plant and simulation controller in the loop), and

hardware-in-the-loop (simulation model of the plant and actual controller (such as PLC) in

the loop). One of the popular modeling approaches of software-in-the-loop is closed-loop

modeling. More information about closed-loop modeling can be found in Section 5.6.

For complex systems such as smart-grid applications, the plant model used is usually in

Matlab Simulink. But for the purpose of model checking in closed-loop, we will need a model

of the plant in SMV and it is not an easy task to represent complex Matlab Model in SMV.

5.4.2 Thesis contribution in plant modeling

Modeling dynamic power system model without relying on differential equations has proven to

be challenging. To address this issue we can use plant model abstraction to simplify the plant

model to be used in a closed loop with the controller. Collaboration work [124] shows one way

of using an abstract model of the plant using NCES.

It is also possible to use plant model abstraction for continues model and create a discrete

state mode of the model in IEC 61499. Consider the case study from Section 5.2.2 as an

example. We will build an abstract model based on identifying the safe states and unsafe

states of the systems. More specifically we identify what states in IEC 61499 function block

execution control chart (ECC) are safe and unsafe for a given fault.

The selected distribution network has following components: current transformers (CT);
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circuit breakers (CB), switches, and protection relays. The distribution network is a plant

model, and protection relay is modeled as a controller in this example.

We can define a tuple of function block plant model FBs in the following way.

FBs = {TCTRs, SW s,CBs, SMs, Fs}
where,

• TCTRs is a set of current transformers in the system (1. . . ..n) and its domain is {0, 1, 2,

3} (described later). n is a number of transformers in the distribution network.

• SWs is a set of switches in the system (1. . . k) and its domain is {true, false}. k is a number

of switches in the distribution network.

• CBs is a set of circuit breakers in the system (1. . . l) and its domain {true, false}. l is a

number of circuit breakers in the system.

• SMs is the single simulation manager (defined below);

• Fs is a set of possible fault locations of a given system.

Further, S Ms, is defined a set of tuples.

S Ms ⊆ TCTRs x S W s x CBs

In the case study, there are 3 circuit breakers, hence CBs= (CB1,CB2,CB3). The system

has 9 current transformers and 8 switches. State space vector for the given distribution network

is presented below.

S = [CB2, S 21, S 22, CB1, S 11, S 12,CB3, S 31, S 32, S F1, S F2,

TCTR21, TCTR22, TCTR23, TCTR11,TCTR12,TCTR13,

TCTR31, TCTR32, TCTR33 ]

These vectors are fixed for a given system topology and represent the state of the system at

any given time. Therefore, S Ms always outputs one of these vectors representing the current

state at a given point and the length of the vector is always equal to the sum of members of

TCTRs, S s and CBs. Hence for any given fault of a system, there exists S S s (safe state of the

system) which is subset of S Ms and US s (unsafe state of the system) which is subset of S Ms.

S Ms = S S s ∪ US s

These vectors are directly mapped to ′n′ ECC states. Therefore, we have set of safe ECC

states and set of unsafe ECC states. So given such a model, when we covert the model to SMV,

it is easier for us to verify for different fault scenarios.

The aim is to verify security requirements of the system: For any input values of our system,
is there any state (in the SMV state space) where any of the unsafe ECC state variables is true.
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Note that there is a direct mapping between ECC state in function block and ECC state in

SMV model. In the network shown in Figure 5.2, there are 10 such ECC states. A number

of safe and unsafe ECC state differs based on fault location. Assuming for a given fault, ECC

state 4, 5, 7 (Figure 5.4) are unsafe, then our property to verify will be

AG (EF (state = 4)
∨

EF (state = 5)
∨

EF (state = 7) )

i.e across all states (paths) globally there exists a state (or path) where ECC state is either 4, 5

or 7.

Figure 5.4: State space of Feeder1, from paper F.

Paper F appended to the thesis presents complete details of the above plant abstraction

approach.

5.5 Stage 3: A model of the controller

The survey in appended paper I shows that one of the main application of formal methods for

controller design and development is transformations and controller synthesis. UML to plat-

form depended code, SysML to platform dependent code, visual languages such as Petrinets

to platform-dependent code is few of the applications. As part of this thesis, paper A presents

an IMC based controller generation methodology. Works exist especially in the field of IEC

61499 for automatic generation and controller synthesis, such as [63, 132, 94].
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5.6 Stage 4: A closed-loop model of plant and controller
It is often seen that in some verification frameworks e.g. [134, 135] the controller is verified as

a standalone component, even though such verification has limited capabilities, e.g. it cannot

verify liveliness properties of the system. Modeling a distributed system as a closed-loop

model that also incorporates a model of the plant can achieve a lot more powerful verification

framework because it is the manufacturing plant that specifies the safety constraints and the

desired production processes [136, 93, 71].

Closed-loop modeling allows for thorough verification of the control logic and reduces the

complexity of model checking as compared to only controller verification under an arbitrary

inputs assumption. Figure 5.5 shows the difference in generated state space (which is large,

Figure 5.5(a)) when controller is verified as a standalone component with arbitrary and all pos-

sible input combination against reduced state space (Figure 5.5(b)) when controller is verified

in closed loop with the model of the plant.

5.6.1 Thesis contribution
Figure 5.5 shows closed-loop for NCES model and the state space seen is the result of ver-

ification in ViVe/SESA model checkers. In this thesis, SMV is mainly used and effect of

closed-loop modeling in model checkers like NuSMV is slightly different. There are two types

of states in NuSMV model checker. Reachable states and the total number of states. The state

space in tools like NuSMV is directly proportional to the number of variables in the system. In

fact, it is equal to all possible combinations values of all the variables (it is a cross product). For

example, if there are three variables a, b, c with range of values 1 . . . 10 for variables a and b,

and 1 . . . 100 for variable c, then total number of states = 10 x 10 x 100 = 10000 states. When

we add the model of the plant, we are adding more variables, so state space does increase.

However, reachable states reduce, and it reduces drastically. Table 5.2 shows the reduction

in number of reachable states for the case study from section 5.2.2 when we use closed-loop

model

Table 5.2: Total and reachable states for case study in section 5.2.2.
Type of modeling Total States Reachable States

Plant and Controller in Closed loop 2117 states 28 states

Just the Controller 277 states 294 states

5.7 Stage 5: Verification and validation of control system

5.7.1 Thesis contribution
The thesis proposes to use SMV based model checkers for the purpose of model checking.

Either CTL or LTL temporal properties can be used to verify a system specification. For
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example, Table 5.3 summarizes the CTL properties that are checked for the IFM use case

from section 5.2.1

Table 5.3: CTL properties to be satisfied for the IFM case, from paper G.
Tests CTL Properties

If sum of currents is non zero (± ε),

differential_counter is incremented
AG(sumk > ε → EX(di f fcountk + +))

If current is greater than a threshold,

overcurrent_counter is incremented
AG(

i∨
0

ik > ω → EX(overcuurentcountk + +))

If overcurrent_counter reaches n (n =

20 in our example), trigger overcur-

rent_fault

AG(overcuurentcountk = 20→ EX (OCFaultk))

If differential_counter reaches n (n =

10 in our example), trigger differen-

tial_fault

AG(di f f countk = 10→ EX (DIFFFaultk))

If either different_fault or overcur-

rent_fault trigger zone fault
AG(DIFFFaultk ∨ OCFaultk → EX(ZoneFaultk))

Resetting of the counter

AG
(
sumk < ε → EX

(
di f fcountk = 0

))

AG(

i∨
0

ik < ω → EX(overcurrentcountk + +))

Where, k is the zone and i is the current in the zone. sum_k refers to the summation used in

eq(5.1). di f f _count_k is the counter as referred to in REQ2.1, paper G. overcuurent_count_k
is the counter as referred to in REQ3.1, paper G. DIFFFaultk is the differential protection

scheme fault and OCFaultk is the overcurrent protection scheme fault.

5.8 Conclusion
The chapter presented a 6 stage model based designed approach for CBAS. For each stage,

thesis contribution was mentioned. The main contribution of the thesis was for stage 6, ver-

ification and validation using model checking. The next chapter will conclude the thesis and

presents immediate next steps to continue the work and how formal methods applications and

usage can increase in design and development of CBAS.
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Figure 5.5: Closed-loop modeling, adapted from [82].



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future outlook

“The function of good software is to make the complex
appear to be simple"

Grady Booch

Formal methods are mathematical in nature and hence their applications require a theoret-

ical background in formal modeling. Industrial automation control system developers usually

lack the required computer science background to develop formal models making it very time

consuming for them. This thesis presented contributions that help bridge the gap between

computer science and software engineering. The model-based design methodology in the the-

sis will help industrial automation control system developers to use formal methods in their

engineering process.

A comprehensive review of the use of formal methods revealed few challenges and one

requirement. The thesis presented solutions to these challenges. The main requirement was

tool-chain or a framework, and chapter 5 provided a model-based design methodology for

design and development of CBAS.

The work at its core presented an application of formal methods for the purpose of model

checking by using ASM formalism. ASM was used as a meta-model for representing IEC

61499 function blocks and also formal rules for transformation of the function blocks to the

language of SMV to be used in model checking tool NuXMV. One can note the following

features of the formal notation:

1. The use of state variables and functions of their values in determining the system state.

2. An asynchronous and distributed nature, where one SMV module models one FB mod-

ule.

3. The presence of shared variables for modules

4. Deterministic modules.

5. The use of explicit production rules when presenting the ASM programs.

6. Scheduler based approach for the execution of the distributed ASM.

59
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Model checking methodology presented is not only used to test for system specification,

but thesis also presented a way to use it for checking portability of IEC 61499 applications

across two different target platforms with different execution semantics.

The thesis proposed the use of closed-loop modeling when designing and developing CBAS

using IEC 61499. Because plant models are complex and their SMV models would result in

state space explosion problem, the thesis presented an abstraction method for plant modeling in

order to address the state space explosion problem. Using a complex smart grid example whose

plant model was originally in Matlab, the thesis presented an abstraction method to develop the

plant model also using IEC 61499. The same method can be extended to any system.

One topic that the thesis did not address is modeling the notion of time. The main reason

is that this is an ongoing work in another parallel thesis from my research group. I have been

actively involved in that research too, see section 1.6 for the list of papers addressing modeling

of the notion of time in SMV.

In future, the formal model for representing time will be studied and incorporated into the

SMV modules auto-generation. By modeling time, we will be able to add a lot of user-friendly

functionality to the engineering framework, one of them is the concept of "player" that will

help with visualization of the counterexample traces generated by the model checking tools.

Appended paper E covers the initial prototype of the concept of "player".

As mentioned in chapter 4, the ASM style we use is not the classical approach, currently,

we are working on using classic ASM using the language of ASMetaL. This will help us with

defining rules for changing multiple variables compared to now where the transformation rules

mention changing a single variable. The will make the meta-model even more generalized so

that it can be used to auto-generate not just SMV modules but also to input language of other

model checkers such as SPIN.

Currently, most IEC 61499 standard complaint tools do not mention anything about using

timestamped event semantics, and hence do not take into account the time when a certain

event occurs. [137] shows the importance of using timestamped event semantics in CBAS.

Works exist with IEC61499 runtimes that use timestamped semantics [138], but there is need

to formally define this execution semantics, which will also be addressed in the other thesis

that follows.
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Software Composition and Distributed Operation Scheduling
in Modular Automated Machines

Majid Sorouri, Sandeep Patil, Zoran Salcic and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

This paper proposes a new software composition method for automated machines that ex-

ploits their mechatronic modularity. It is demonstrated that desired behavior of a certain class

of machines can be composed of behaviors of its mechatronic components, including fully

decentralized scheduling and operation control. This aims at increased performance of soft-

ware design and maintenance, as well as systems’ flexibility and reconfigurability. The IEC

61499 Function Blocks’ (FBs) architecture is used as an implementation platform that enables

system-level simulation and transparency of deployment. A configurable pick-and-place (PnP)

manipulator with decentralized control synthesized using the proposed approach is chosen as

an illustrative example.

1 Introduction
Many developers of machines used in manufacturing and integrators of systems composed

thereof use modular machine architectures to increase flexibility of systems and reduce design

effort [1, 2, 3, 4]. At the same time, automation software largely remains monolithic. The

current techniques that machine vendors and system integrators pursue in developing the con-

trol software for machines in various industrial automation applications are still based on the

centralized control and applied on a case-by-case design basis. This has caused the imple-

mentation of such machines, or tailoring and customizing them to particular task requirements

to be complex, time-consuming, and inflexible, which badly affects design, commissioning,

life-time management of automation systems, and adversely influences the product’s time-to-

market. As the ratio of software in manufacturing automation grows almost exponentially and

currently being around half of their total costs [5], this inefficiency of software technology

becomes a serious roadblock on the way toward more efficient manufacturing..

The concept of intelligent mechatronic component (IMC) was proposed in [6, 7, 8] to en-

able effortless composition and validation of embedded control logic pertaining to each phys-

ical mechatronic module in a plug-and-play manner (or very close to that). The purpose of

IMC is to constitute the control software of the entire machine along with its human machine

interface (HMI), supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), and simulation. It must

be noted that the term "machine" in this paper relates to any device that is composed of one

or more mechatronic components and is employed to perform the desired tasks in industrial

automation systems. IMCs introduce modular and intelligent software components that repre-

sent mechatronic entities and have most of their functionalities "pre-automated by the vendors"
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as proposed, for example in [9]. Thus, the users can conveniently tailor them to their partic-

ular machine or automation application without major design effort. IMCs can provide the

control systems with the necessary features such as intelligence, scalability, reconfigurability,

and reusability, aiming at significant reduction in the development time and cost, and more

importantly, allows amortizing them across numerous applications.

In spite of progress in IMC development and application [10], the control logic required for

an IMC to perform its scheduling and operation tasks is not ready-made and is developed in a

centralized manner for the whole application. This hinders plug-and-play composition of con-

trol logic for machine design. The goal of this paper is to focus on this aspect of the IMC. The

proposed approach illustrates how ready-made control logic can simply be designed and allo-

cated to each IMC to enable it to perform decision-making and operation autonomously while

interacting with other IMCs in a distributed fashion. This method leverages composability of

machines to satisfy specific requirements.

The implementation architecture chosen for IMCs is based on the IEC 61499 Function

Blocks (FBs) [11, 12, 13]. The reason for the selection is that it provides a suitable plat-

form for control logic design of industrial automation systems and delivers a good blend of

advantages such as simplicity, modularity, openness, and system-level design. Furthermore,

through this standard, it becomes possible to distribute control programs over variety of dis-

tributed hardware platforms regardless of the size of the application, which can be as small as

a rehabilitation device or as large as shoe-manufacturing machinery [14].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the recent practices

on development of intelligent, modular, and reconfigurable software components for machine

control along with outlining the specific targeted problem and objectives of this research. Sec-

tion 3 and section 4 introduces the notion of IMC and describes a uniform control architecture

for it. It also elaborates on the features of the IEC 61499 standards and how to apply IMC

architecture for the design of Controller FBs in machine building. Section 5 implements the

proposed method into the specified case study, followed by conclusion and future work plans

2 Research background and objectives

2.1 Related commercial practices
In a study [15] conducted in the U.K. for Ford Motor Company and its associated power-train

machine builder company, it was found out that the current monolithic control software devel-

oped for engine assembly machines mainly consists of fairly small components that provide

a set of functionalities (e.g., transport, assembly, and test) to the assembly system. They also

realized that while some control modules (CMs) will be unique in a new application, above

70% of these assembly activities are standard, and significant amount of time and effort could

be saved if they could encapsulate control functionalities in each device and facilitate their re-

configuration at the device level. To that end, they developed a prototype of a reconfigurable

and modular automation system for their engine assembly and machining plants. The results

are reported in [16] including reduced lifecycle costs, improved quality and saving time, and

effort for reuse of proven components.
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Automation vendors have continuously endeavored to tap into developing software tools

that take the burden of control design off machine builders’ shoulders, and provide them with

fully fledged exploitation of their software advantages. As an example, the Motion Analyzer

software from Rockwell Automation [17] enables faster and easier design of motion control

systems, by allowing the engineers to select the mechatronic components through a number of

pull-down menus, without having to be concerned about the complex calculations or looking

up manufacturer’s data sheets. In addition, the software assists engineers with the selection

of a machine’s behavior, selection of physical components, and deriving the control software

that will enhance machine’s performance. For instance, an engineer can simply enter load

information, how the load has to be moved, and the software will choose an appropriate motor-

drive combination for them [17].

LabView [National Instruments (NI) [18]] is another example of a tool supporting graphical

and modular control design. It is a dataflow programming language that allows users to design

a control system using graphical software blocks.

A major drawback of these proprietary tools is the fact that they are not inter-operable

with other vendors’ hardware, which locks customers to a particular vendor, restricting their

economic and technical options.

2.2 Related research approaches

In the past two decades, holonic and agent-based manufacturing systems have gained signif-

icant research interest. The Holonic Manufacturing paradigm has essentially emerged from

the concepts of holon earlier developed by Koestler [19]. Koestler introduced holon as a basic

living organism of a social or living organization [20]. Similar to the original concept, a Holon

in manufacturing is an autonomous entity that can represent a physical or logical activity and

integrate with other peers to accomplish a goal.

The product-resource-order-staff architecture (PROSA) method developed by Brussel et al.

introduces three types of holons: 1) resource; 2) product; and 3) order [21]. Also, Staff holons

can be employed in the system to assist the holons in fulfilling their tasks. Following on from

PROSA architecture, ADACOR architecture, proposed by Leitao et al., provides an adaptive

control that can balance between hierarchical and heterarchical structures, facilitating global

production optimization while being agile in responding to unexpected disturbances [22].

Gouyon et al. [23] proposed a product-driven approach, which follows the HMS concep-

tual guidelines, in particular PROSA [21]. This method is mainly based on the cooperation

between product controllers and resource controllers, through exchanging requests (by product

controllers) and reports (by resource controllers). The product is enriched with information,

decision, and communication capabilities, so that it can actively take part in scheduling and

execution of manufacturing operations, leading to mass customization of products.

In order to improve reconfigurability of manufacturing systems, Chirn at Cambridge Uni-

versity developed holonic component-based architecture (HCBA) [24] based on software com-

ponent technology. The P+2000 project, developed by a Daimler-Chrysler-led consortium,

[25] is another example of successful holonic manufacturing implementation.

Instead of attempting to build a manufacturing system from scratch, Covanich et al. focus
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on facilitating the process of integrating a new machine into an existing conventional hierar-

chical manufacturing system [26]. They adopt the HCBA architecture and propose the features

and interfaces that both the new machine and the existing manufacturing system must possess

to achieve rapid configuration (plug and play) of the machine into the system. According to

the holonic architecture, a resource holon can be envisaged as a miniaturized factory, as it

embodies all the functions including planning, scheduling, manufacturing order release, man-

ufacturing control, and device operation that are performed at different levels in a conventional

manufacturing factory [27]. The proposed holonic method is implemented in a packing cell

in the Cambridge Distributed Information and Automation laboratory when a new robot is

introduced to the existing system.

Multiagent Systems (MASs) have been researched as a potential technology to build the

next generation of distributed and intelligent automation systems [28]. They are commonly

characterized by such attributes, as autonomy, reactivity, proactiveness, and local views [25].

Agents have been used to represent various types of devices, machines, and robots in different

applications. For instance, Merdan et al. [29] look at the possibility of corresponding a machine

agent (MA) to each physical component and apply it in material handling domains, where, for

instance, each conveyor, diverter, and pallet is represented by an agent. Another research [30]

has made some efforts to promote software reconfiguration using Automation Agents to modify

the control functionality of physical components.

Vallée et al. [30] propose a multi-agent control architecture for transportation systems,

which is enriched with ontology driven representation of knowledge and reasoning [31]. The

results of this study have shown increased agility, robustness, and fault resistance. Lepuschitz

et al. in [32] have targeted reconfiguration as a pivotal issue in the manufacturing domain,

and for that purpose, have chosen the IEC 61499 standard for distributed control of physical

components.

In order to respond quickly to sudden and unpredictable changes in production demands,

Terzic et al. propose a hybrid two-tier agent architecture, where the reasoning layer serves

for deliberation and the functionality layer controls sensors and actuators, and reacts within

the environment [33]. Dynamic process planning and scheduling of agent-based systems have

been addressed in [34].

A comprehensive review of the previous works over the last 20 years in the area of holonic

and agent-based control systems is provided by Vrba et al. [35]. However, in spite of the

numerous advantages of using agents, their industrial use cases are still very limited. Some

of the reasons for that include the deficiencies of connection to the dominating automation

technologies based on the use of programmable logic controllers (PLCs), which leads to the

need of using extra hardware, as well as problems with determinism and performance in agents

execution, and the lack of design methodology that can be applied by an engineer without

sufficient experience in agent design while being mature enough to satisfy all expectations of

MAS [25]. Without that it is hard to design and validate systems with decentralized logic [36].

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has developed the IEC 61499 stan-

dard for design of distributed control systems [11, 12, 13]. It is the successor to the IEC

61131-3 standard that focused on the design of control systems based on PLCs. The IEC 61499

focuses specifically on the development of distributed automation systems. It was developed
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hand in hand with the Holonic Manufacturing Systems architecture to enhance the PLC tech-

nology for the requirements of flexible manufacturing. It promotes such features as modular-

ity, reusability, flexibility, extendibility, interoperability [37], portability, and reconfigurability.

The standard is enabler of open, hardware-independent software development frameworks for

distributed automation systems [12], in particular capable of system-level simulation and ver-

ification of distributed control software [38]. In order to achieve design simplicity, a number

of research and pilot industrial practices have elaborated on incorporating the IEC 61499 dis-

tributed architecture into multi-agent and holonic control systems in various specific domains

such as baggage handling systems [10], [39], smart grids [40], and material handling [41]. In

most of these cases, the mechatronic components are standardized and can be accompanied

with a logical behavior regardless of the context of their use [42]. As a result, the automation

system can be defined as an orchestrated network of interconnected simple behaviors that could

be plugged into the system from a standardized library of components [43]. Likewise, the FB

concept can be envisaged as a means to represent a machine or a mechatronic part thereof [12].

2.3 Research objectives
This paper proposes a method to enhance the modularity, compatibility and autonomy of con-

trol software of IMCs based on the IEC 61499 FBs to facilitate their synthesis, generation and

operation in machine building.

These three features will allow the IMCs’ rapid re-configuration whenever one or more of

the following conditions have taken place:

1. Mechatronic components employed in a machine are substituted by others that could

provide similar functionalities;

2. Task requirements are altered, or ordered products are modified;

3. Environment conditions (e.g. safety concerns, sequential/concurrent operation) are changed.

This decentralized and modular control logic design approach provides promising advan-

tages as compared with the traditional centralized control design, as for every new operation

condition or task there will be no need for design of control logic from scratch, but rather by

composing individual controllers in an appropriate way to satisfy the new requirements. The

proposed method is distinguished from the existing research approaches as it implements both

action planning and execution in completely distributed way, so that behavior of an individual

mechatronic component can be executed on its embedded control device. The usage of IEC

61499 FBs ensures seamless distribution of the decentralized logic to a variety of hardware

topologies without further programming effort.

To illustrate the proposed approach, the design of a control system for a Pick-and-Place

(PnP) manipulator (Figure 1) with a variety of possible mechatronic configurations is used as

a running example throughout this paper. The manipulator is composed of a group of IMCs,

including linear motion actuators (e.g. pneumatic cylinders) placed in horizontal and vertical

directions, and a vacuum suction unit to pick up work pieces (WPs) from the given coordinates

and drop them on a slider. This case study reflects real situations where the intricacy of control
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logic design in a machine could gradually grow and be influenced by more sophisticated task

specifications and requirements.

In [44] rule-based reasoning in Prolog language was used to address the machine planning

of a similar system, which involves selection of appropriate IMCs for the PnP manipulator

based on all the given WP positions, defined quantities of cylinders and additional design con-

straints such as minimizing total cylinder costs and selecting their actuation types (pneumatic

or electric). Thus, in this paper it is assumed that the number of cylinders, their orientation,

and their position order in each line is predefined from the previous planning stage and now

they merely have to fulfill the given tasks.

The configuration of software components for the machine is conducted by merely placing

the cylinder’s function blocks in order (following the physical layout) and connecting them

to their neighbors as well as connecting them to the client FB (explained later in the paper).

Each cylinder software component is made by an instance of the same cylinder IMC and can

represent both single and double acting cylinders of different physical dimensions arranged in

horizontal and vertical rows. The term “single acting” is used for a cylinder that extends the

piston with air pressure and retracts it with spring force, and “double acting” cylinder is the

one in which air pressure extends and retracts the piston. The controller of each cylinder IMC

only communicates with its neighbors without having to know about their exact properties and

capabilities (local view).

Figure 1: Various configurations of the PnP manipulator composed of identical mechatronic compo-
nents.

For instance, as it is shown in Figure 1, the first configuration consists of two cylinders
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(one horizontal and one vertical) and is able to pick up work pieces from a single input tray.

The second configuration consists of three cylinders (two horizontal and one vertical) with

the ability to pick work pieces from three different input trays. Finally, the third configuration

shows a system with six cylinders (three horizontal and three vertical) and possibility of picking

work pieces from 12 different input trays spread over three levels.

2.4 Benefits of IEC 61499

The method proposed in this paper aims at improving flexibility of automation systems design

by taking advantage of their mechatronic modularity. Another facet of flexibility is the support

of a variety of computer hardware topologies used to control such modular machines: from

totally distributed (with micro-controllers embedded to each mechatronic component) to totally

centralised, with one PLC for the entire machine.

The IEC 61499 standard was developed as an extension of IEC 61131-3 aiming at minimiz-

ing the overhead of deployment of decentralized controllers to various topologies of the target

systems. Currently dozens of PLCs are available on the market with full support of IEC 61499

technology. One such software platform is ISaGRAF, it has been ported to countless number

of hardware targets. Another platform, nxtONE is from NxtControl, with available PLCs from

Beckhoff, Mitsubishi, Advantech, Wago, Bosch, SIEMENS, and many more. The open source

4DIAC-RTE is also quite popular among smaller vendors of PLCs

The benefit of IEC 61499 of this paper is the lower overhead for implementing distributed

algorithms, which are initially represented in a protocol-like notation of state-machines com-

municating via message passing. Thus, IEC 61499 provides a convenient notation for repre-

senting and explaining the proposed distributed algorithm, which is immediately executable

without any additional effort.

An IEC 61499 application can be also transformed to the wider utilized IEC 61131-3, es-

pecially for centralized execution on a single PLC. There are possible solutions proposed in

the literature, though they have not been tested in our case study, as we consider such imple-

mentation outside the scope of this paper.

One such method can take advantage of the migration technique proposed by Dai et al in

[45] for transformation of IEC 61131-3 to IEC 61499 based on the use of ontology model for

automation systems. The same mechanism could hopefully be used for the reverse transforma-

tion.

The expected limitations of IEC 61131-3 for implementation of distributed algorithms are

mainly related to the difficulty of implementing message passing based communication of

PLCs that operate under the classic cyclic scan mode. In the PLC paradigm the behavior

of such communicating nodes will depend on the duration of scan cycles and communication

delay. A slight change in these parameters can lead to completely different behavior of the

system. On the other hand, the IEC 61499 is based on the event-driven execution that much

better fits the message passing communication.

There are other useful features of IEC 61499 for distributed systems design, such as inter-

operability, but these are rather technical.
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3 Intelligent mechatronic component

3.1 IMC architecture
The “Automation object” concept first described in [7] represents mechanical devices along

with its associated software and additional data. This concept has further evolved to another

term “Intelligent Mechatronic Component” (IMC), first introduced in [6] and then further dis-

cussed and extended in [8, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The IMC concept implies that machines

or mechatronic components come with pre-programmed software, including components of

model of the plant (the physical behavior semantics), components of control programs (the

control software), and any necessary network interfaces. Each IMC can be treated as a set,

consisting of the following items:

1. Mechatronic component: a physical functional device with sensors, actuators, and elec-

tronic circuits.

2. Embedded control device: a computing device with interfaces to the sensors, actuators,

and networks.

3. Software components: a set of data and control logics implementing various automation

functions. These elements provide the IMC’s autonomy and cooperation.

The IMC approach can be applied to a range of mechatronic components, starting from

fairly simple intelligent sensors, actuators and drives, and ending with quite complex modular

machines. IMC helps extending physical modularity into software modularity aiming at rapid

design of the mechatronic system.

The IMC concept is similar to a few other research concept developed such as the self-

optimized systems research by the German Collaborative Research Center 614 [52], also termed

as Intelligent Technical Systems [53] that focuses on Self-Optimizing Concepts and Structures

in Mechanical Engineering. A similar approach but at much higher system level is presented

in [54, 55] as part of CoTeSys[56].

The design and implementation of IMCs involves integration of designs and information

provided from domain experts in various disciplines such as software, electrical and mechan-

ical engineering. Therefore, the IMC modeling approach is quite domain-dependent and a

generic IMC with a particular view, logic, interface and level of abstraction does not seem

appropriate for all machine composition applications. IMC can be implemented by a compos-

ite FB of IEC 61499, which consists of several component (composite or basic) FBs covering

several functional aspects, such as Model, View, HMI and Control. This repository of reusable

FBs is intended to be developed by the IMC vendor and accompany the physical mechatronic

component as one off-the-shelf product [57, 58].

The Control part of the IMC is inspired from and has some similarities with the concept of

software agent or a holon, in a sense that a machine’s control logic is distributed among IMCs;

they have limited views about the whole machine and make decisions autonomously. However,

it is not necessarily based on the agent’s implementation frameworks such as JADE [59] and

FIPA [60].
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There have been numerous research literature such as [32, 30, 41, 61, 62, 63, 17, 64] that

either have suggested or implemented applications where conventional agent platforms were

employed for high-level control and the automation architectures at the execution (low) level.

[65, 66] talks about MAS and how to represent plant model in an open loop controller im-

plementation. In this paper we present a heterogeneous solution where both these layers are

implemented at the automation level compliant with IEC 61499 standard, which is achieved

by embedding the entire decision-making and execution of IMCs into a composite FB that is

deployable into FB-compliant micro-controllers or PLCs.

Following the aforementioned practices and the state of the art in process industry, in this

paper the functionalities of an IMC control module (CM) are split into two distinct layers: High

level (HLC) and Low level control (LLC). In order to achieve intelligent adaptive behavior of

the machine, the HLC collaborates with other IMCs and determines whether it must participate

in an operation or not. The LLC is responsible for the continuous flow of interaction with the

physical object via sensors/actuators (or with a simulation model thereof) [67]. LLC duties

may be summarized as: real-time executions of control algorithms, hardware failure diagnosis,

inter controller communication and input/output reading and writing [32]. There is also an

internal communication between the two control levels through which the decisions made at

higher level are passed to the device control level and operation reports are sent to the high

level after operation has been accomplished.

3.2 IMC knowledge representation

Before an IMC is ready to act as an autonomous entity in a machine, it requires different

aspects of knowledge, which we divide into three categories: Self, Task and Environment

Perception, further abbreviated as STEP. This division of knowledge is essentially inspired

by human perception in an analogous work environment when a person attempts to perform

a task as a group, and in fact, it is considered as the first “step” toward IMC control design.

STEP describes how knowledge must be captured as it distinguishes between the sources of

knowledge and how they must be provided to the IMC. However, the “perception” term used

in this context does not convey any cognition as expected from human and solely refers to the

knowledge representation of an IMC with which it can achieve the desired goals.

1. Self-perception (SP): According to [68], “Self-Perception” of humans is defined as “Aware-

ness of the characteristics that constitute one’s self”. Likewise through SP, an IMC

should be aware of the characteristics, technical particularities and functionalities of the

mechatronic components it represents, and from the control perspective, the description

of capabilities of an IMC is the enumeration of the operations it is capable of perform-

ing [23]. For instance, the basic characteristics that could be specified for a pneumatic

cylinder IMC (Figure 2) are whether it is a single acting or double acting and that it has

a length and two limit switch sensors. Moreover the only expected functionalities of the

controller for a cylinder would be to perceive its initial/final positions through sensors

and, at the appropriate conditions, attempt to either extend or retract the cylinder by set-

ting one or two Boolean output values (depending on its single or double actuation type)
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associated with pneumatic valve switches to ON or OFF. According to the proposed

design architecture, vendors are expected to provide this type of knowledge to an IMC.

1. Task-Perception (TP): This division of knowledge essentially contains the tasks that have

to be performed by an IMC. Tasks are provided to the machine either from the enterprise

level or directly by the client FB, and then are allocated to each individual IMC after

reasoning is performed among IMCs. Client FBs have a thorough understanding of

task/product recipes and interpret them into sequential requests to be sent to IMCs, and

receive reports from them accordingly. Tasks can be passed directly to an IMC from a

client or through exchange of data with other IMCs.

TP clarifies for an IMC when and how to perform the assigned tasks. For instance, in the

PnP manipulator example (Figure 2), the general task is to transport work pieces from their

initial location to the slider position, but for an individual IMC, the task will be to receive a

distance as a destination and determine whether it can contribute in the PnP device operation

and task fulfillment.

1. Environment perception (EP): This type of knowledge refers to all the ambient conditions

upon which an IMC should be operating at, such as some particular physical/electrical

implementation constraints, type of movement (e.g. sequential or concurrent movement),

safety-specific requirements, and particular limitations imposed by its neighboring (e.g.

predecessor, successor) IMCs with which it is communicating and so on (Figure 2). EP

is considered as an application/environment dependent knowledge and therefore must be

provided by control engineers to each IMC (directly or through a user interface).

From the aforementioned explanations, it is evident that any changes in any of the three

perceptions will affect a machine’s overall perception and the operation accordingly. There-

fore, an IMC controller must be able to adapt itself to these inevitable changes to maintain a

machine’s appropriate performance.

According to this method, all the self, task and environment perceptions are either initially

embedded into an IMC (by its vendors) or provided through parameterization of the IMCs’

controller FBs and connected to each other. However, in order to achieve formal and dynamic

knowledge representation for IMCs, it is possible to enrich the IMCs with the existing domain-

specific ontologies and reasoning engines so the IMC’s behavior can be instantly modified and

improved.

There has been quite a lot of work with respect to knowledge representation in distributed

control. Such as the belief–desire–intention (BDI) theory developed by Michael Bratman [69]

and used in multi-agent systems theory [70, 71]. The proposed knowledge representation is

similar to the BDI theory but with one difference, the EP. EP specifically deals with safety

perception and also if in the given situation, the IMC can participate in the overall goal due

to temporary failures (example: an electrical fault). Similar to the BDI theory, our proposed

knowledge representation support any learning or reasoning like used in cognitive theory [72].

FESTO with its AutoPNP research project focuses on addressing a similar software architecture

for syntactic and semantic integration of different hardware and software components [73].
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With increase in such intelligent software components research, it becomes important to follow

some guidelines in design of such IMC’s. Hence in the field of process control there are couple

of standards and regulations that define requirements and interfaces for such systems (systems

such as IMC) so that they are common across different vendors, such as NAMUR NE 033[74]

and ISA-95 Part 4 [75].

Figure 2: Knowledge representation of IMCs employed in a Pick and Place manipulator.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a Pick and Place manipulator made of four IMCs along

with their knowledge representations based on the STEP method. The manipulator is assigned

a task to reach a position (3, 1), while the operation condition for the cylinders is determined

by the control engineer to be sequential and safe (no human involved in operation). Therefore,

the S, T and E perception of each IMC can be summarized as follows:

Horizontal cylinder 1 (HC1) is a double acting cylinder with two position sensors and a unit

length (SP1). It directly receives the task of reaching position 3 from the client (TP 1). Then,

it can decide (through scheduling process which will be explained later) whether to extend one

unit and give the rest of the task (2 units) to the successor cylinder or merely stay idle and pass

the whole task (3) to its successor. It can be also specified by parameters that the cylinder is

positioned horizontally, requires no safety command and has a successor, but no predecessor

(EP1).

HC 2 is a double acting cylinder with two position sensors and length of two units (SP2).

As was explained above, HC 1 will provide the task to HC2 after scheduling which can be to

extend either 2 or 3 units (TP2). HC2 is positioned horizontally, requires no safety command,

moves after receiving permission from its predecessor (due to sequential operation), has a

predecessor, but no successor (EP2).
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Figure 3: Cylinder operation controller (LLC) as an example of a basic function block. a) Interface;
b) Execution control chart (manual mode and safety conditions are omitted for more readability); c)
Algorithms written in Structured Text.

Vertical cylinder (VC3) is a single acting cylinder with two position sensors and has a

length of one unit (SP3). Similar to HC1, VC3 receives its task from the client. The task is to
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Figure 4: Proposed internal/external structure of an IMC controller (Composite) FB.

reach the height of one unit (TP3). EP3 of the vertical cylinder is that it is positioned vertically,

requires no safety command, and has neither predecessor, nor successor cylinders.

Vacuum Unit (4) is a vacuum suction device with one sensor (SP4); it must pick up the WP

on request (TP4) and requires no safety commands (EP4).

3.3 IMCs standardized control structure

An IMC controller is implemented as a composite FB, which embodies two basic FBs for high

and low level control. According to the IEC 61499 architecture, a basic FB (Figure 3), which

is its most fundamental element and building block, has two main control sections. The first

section is the control management unit which is in charge of managing execution of algorithms

using a state machine called the Execution Control Chart (ECC). The second section is the

control processing unit which deals with how input data has to be processed to generate the

output data and is implemented in algorithms [23].

The ECC consists of states and transitions with Boolean transition conditions. Each state

may contain one or more actions, defined by an algorithm and an output event. The algo-

rithms can be specified using the IEC 61131-3 languages [76]. On an input event trigger, the

associated input data values are refreshed and depending on the ECC design, one or more al-

gorithm(s) may be executed. Finally, after the execution of algorithm(s) at each state, output

data are generated and the designated event outputs will be issued.

In order to expedite machine software configuration, there is a need to define a standard-

ized pattern for the interface of all IMC controllers (ContFBs) and identify how the association

of events and data with their corresponding data/event of other Controller FBs should be per-

formed. To that end, it is proposed to categorize the controller’s event types mainly into five

groups of inputs and outputs (Figure 4). In the ContFB, each input or output event can be

associated to a number of data and, based on the functionality of an IMC, multiple numbers of

an event type may be used in each of these categories. Inside the ContFB, each event type is
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associated to one or both of the HLC/LLC controllers as depicted with numbers in Figure 4.

4 Operation of IMC controller
This paper proposes a design pattern in which controller of the machine is obtained as a com-

position of distributed control modules of IMCs. Functioning of this constellation of collab-

orating distributed controllers is divided into two phases: scheduling and operation, and both

are performed in a fully distributed manner.

4.1 Distributed scheduling

The purpose of scheduling is to firstly identify the feasibility of the desired task and then how

to divide responsibilities between the IMCs to accomplish the task. Achieving scheduling

in a distributed way requires a series of communications among IMCs. There is a variety

of techniques that could be used such as Bellman-Ford algorithm, depth-first or breadth-first

search, etc., which can also provide optimization of the operation based on the predefined

constraints and priorities to the machine operation.

For a system, represented as a linear sequence of n IMCs, the proposed scheduling algo-

rithm is recursive. At first, the entire task is given to the first IMC1. If there are k options of

how the operation of the first IMC can be scheduled, there will be k different remainder tasks

to be given to the remaining sequence of n-1 IMCs. For example, the case k=2 corresponds to

two possible choices: IMC1 participates in the operation or not.

The pair of Sch_Req_I and Sch_Req_O of input and output events is reserved to receive

a scheduling request from the former ContFB (or from the client in case the IMC serves as

the first) and passes it on to the successor. This type of message exchange normally under-

goes some iteration before the scheduling solution is found. The second type of event pair

(Sch_Rep_I and Sch_Rep_O) acts in the opposite way to the former event type. Once an IMC

achieves success in the scheduling process, it reports its success to its predecessor IMC, while

the predecessor IMC does the same and in this way, the success report will be sent to the

client in a backward direction. Figure 5 shows the schematic of interaction between IMCs in

scheduling.

Figure 5: Communication among IMCs for distributed scheduling.
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Apart from the external communication of an IMC, once the scheduling attempt is success-

ful, the results are transmitted as a Boolean flag (e.g. Operation =0 or 1) to the LLC indicating

whether a particular IMC will act or not, however, in more intricate cases, the flag could also

carry more information about the operation using different data types (e.g. time, force, speed

and acceleration).

Figure 6: Two different message exchange methods among IMCs causing sequential (a) and concurrent
(b) operations.

4.2 Distributed operation

After scheduling is completed by the HLC controllers, the LLC controllers will start to coor-

dinate the operation among the IMCs. There are two types of events used to interface with

the LLC. Similar to scheduling events, the Op_Req_I receives an operation request from the

previous module (IMCs or the client) and the Op_Req_O events, and passes the request in-

stantly (before the IMC operation) on to the successor peers. On the other hand, the Op_Rep_I

receives a completion report from the successor IMC while the Ope_Rep_O event is emitted

after the IMC has finished its operation. In this way, two different combinations of these events

can cause IMCs to accomplish their tasks in a sequential or concurrent manner (Figure 6).

Similar to the scheduling process, all these request/report events can simply be associated

with one or more data types to clarify some particular attributes of the operation/feedback (e.g.

running a motor at different speed, etc.) On the other hand, one can notice a chain of master-
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slave relationships between the IMC comprising a machine in a way that every IMC acts as a

master with respect to its successor and at the same time behaves as a slave to its predecessor

[77] [80].

Figure 7: Example of safety transition conditions in an LLC FB.

4.3 Other functional aspects of IMC
1. Physical/Simulated object control: The Sens_UPD (sensor update) and Act_UPD (actu-

ator update) events in this category are associated with sensor and actuator data of the

IMC and are triggered whenever their values are updated. Apart from the real physical

object these events can also be connected to the Model FB and exchange data with the

simulated object.

2. HMI: The HMI events are used to update the data that are exchanged with humans (both

as a client or control engineer) and can be associated to both HLC and LLC FBs.

3. Safety: Depending on whether humans are involved in a machine operation, its con-

stituent IMCs may need to respond to safety signals and commands. Therefore, if safety

has to be maintained during operation, a Safety FB which represents safety sensors has

to be connected to all IMCs through a Saf_CMD_I event and its associated Boolean data

(e.g. SAFE= 0 or 1) informing them whether it is safe to operate or not. Once Safe

becomes 0, the operation in an LLC FB moves to “Unsafe Condition” state and its (pre-

defined) “Unsafe” algorithm (Unsafe_Alg) will be executed (Figure 7). After the unsafe

condition is resolved, operation will move to the state whose operation was previously

interrupted. Figure 7 shows an example of Safe/Unsafe transition conditions in an LLC

FB.

4.4 Computational performance considerations
The fundamental limitation of the proposed distributed scheduling algorithm is its exponential

worst-case complexity, which is a common problem in scheduling. As a result, scheduling may
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lead to long calculation times.

However, for practical dimensions of systems consisting of a dozen of mechatronic com-

ponents scheduling can be found in appropriate time. As it is described in the case study,

scheduling of one machine can be subdivided into smaller scheduling tasks (e.g. scheduling

of horizontal and vertical axes separately) so that the associated complexity and computation

time is reduced.

Besides, instead of breadth-first search, one could try finding and applying fast heuristics

with limited quality. Other enhancements can include shifting of the scheduling execution to

cloud-based web-services, which would not change the system’s architecture. This would not

change fundamental performance limitations, but could accelerate finding a schedule substan-

tially.

5 Case study

5.1 Interactive simulation environment
The proposed method was applied for the control generation and operation of a simulated PnP

manipulator. For a single experiment, it is assumed that the mechanical structure of the ma-

nipulator is fixed, but the operation can be interactively tested on any possible configuration of

input trays. The simulation setup is shown in Figure 8, the left hand side part of which contains

an animated model of the PnP and mesh of input trays in the right bottom. It is assumed that a

work piece can appear in any of those positions and it needs to be picked up by the manipulator

and dropped to the output tray. However, not all positions of input trays may be reachable

by the manipulator of a particular mechanical structure. The reachability shall be established

during the scheduling phase. The panel on the left allows interactive selection of the desired

input WP position. It also displays the manipulator’s operation, fault/unavailability of cylin-

ders (crosses on cylinders in the HMI), along with a hand symbol (representing light curtain

sensor) and an emergency stop button that can be pressed to simulate unexpected interventions

during the manipulator’s operation.

The last row and column of this tray matrix are deliberately made not reachable by the

current length and number of cylinders; however, adding more cylinders can make them acces-

sible. The remaining trays’ reachability will depend on the instant availability of appropriate

cylinders in each horizontal and vertical line (if they are not faulty). Now, once an input tray

is selected, if it is accessible by the available horizontal and vertical cylinders (which is estab-

lished collaboratively by cylinders’ IMCs during the scheduling phase), the manipulator starts

operating immediately; otherwise, the manipulator will stand still until the next reachable WP

tray is selected. If there is a physical intervention (such as operators’ hand comes in the way

and detected by light curtain sensor) or emergency stop button is pressed, the operation will be

suspended until the WP tray is selected again (to indicate safe condition) in order to resume its

operation.

The right hand side panel is aimed for selection of the operation mode (automatic or man-

ual), to be able to test the cylinders manually and monitor the scheduling status of the ma-

nipulator operation under faulty and unsafe conditions. A fault in the cylinder operation is
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Figure 8: Visualization of the simulated PnP operation with interactive input generator (left side), and
scheduling results display with interactive fault generator (right side).

Table 1: List of the State Chart Transitions.
Transition Condition Description

1 IF AUTO AND NOT FAULT
If it is automatic mode and schedule request received and

there is no fault

2 Schedulable If Schedulable

3 NOT (LAST or FINISH)
If this is not the last cylinder in the tree or yet to finish

scheduling

4
RPLY and NOT RES and

TOACT
If the cylinder got reply from next cylinder and the cylin-

der is not schedulable and current cylinder is scheduled

5 & 7 RPLY and RES
If the cylinder received reply from next cylinder and it is

schedulable

6 RPLY and NOT RES
If the cylinder received reply from next cylinder and it is

not schedulable

8 Done Operation report

9 FINISH Done Scheduling (or not)

10 NOT (Schedulable or LAST)
If not schedulable or current cylinder is not the last cylin-

der

11
LAST and NOT (Schedula-
ble or FINISH)

If current cylinder is last and it is not schedulable or not

finished

12 LAST and NOT FINISH If current cylinder is last and Scheduling is not possible

13 True Always True

simulated by a number of push buttons with which each cylinder can be disabled or enabled.

Also the emergency stop situation can be simulated through two push buttons.
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Figure 9: Scheduling algorithm of a single cylinder IMC.

5.2 Distributed scheduling

Figure 9 presents the scheduling algorithm of an individual cylinder implemented as ECC of

the basic FB. The code of most algorithms is shown in the attached call out “bubbles”.

Meaning of the state machine transitions in Figure 9 is explained in Table 1. It must be

noted that horizontal and vertical cylinders are scheduled separately.

To illustrate the scheduling process, an example is provided with the following assump-

tions:

1. The manipulator is a 6-cylinder manipulator with a matrix of 20 work piece trays (as

illustrated in Figure 8, but without any cylinder faults).

2. The initial position of the manipulator is at (0, 0).

3. Horizontal and vertical cylinders have the following lengths (of a similar unit): HC1=1,

HC2= 1, HC3=2, VC1=2, VC2=3 and VC3=1.
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Figure 10: Example of a Binary tree traversal for scheduling of a 6 Cylinder PnP manipulator.

Figure 11: Cylinder controller FB.

4. The upper left work piece tray is located at position (1,1) and the subsequent trays are

placed one unit away (in both X and Y directions) from the previous tray down to the

lower right tray at (5,4).

For this particular configuration, if, for instance, there is a work piece at row 1 and column

3 (3, 1) to be picked up, the scheduler ECCs of the cylinders will perform the following actions

to reach that location:

1. State SCHEDULE: Check if the cylinder can participate in the task. For the example

case, HC1 can be scheduled and passes 2 (desired X-HC1) to HC2, but VC1 cannot be

scheduled as its length is greater that the desired Y.
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2. State SCHEDULED: The cylinder can participate and informs (by output event SET) the

low-level control that it needs to act if asked to such as HC1 and HC2 in the example.

3. State ASK_NEXT: If the final task is not achieved yet, then the cylinder sends a request

to the next cylinder to do the rest of the task.

4. State RESET_ASK_NEXT: This state is reached if the scheduler receives a negative

response from the next cylinder, then the current cylinder resets its schedule and asks

the next cylinder if it can do the revised task which is the original task it received. For

our example, when HC3 reports to HC2 that it could not finally reach the goal, HC2

considers not participating in the scheduling and passes the remaining task (REM=2) to

the HC3.

5. State SUCCESS: Scheduling was successful.

6. State FAIL: Scheduling was not possible.

7. State RESET: Reset all the variables and wait for the next schedule request.

Collaborative scheduling activity of cylinders in each axis results in binary tree traversal

with backtracking as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 12: Output connections and actuation algorithms of single and double acting cylinders.

5.3 Operation
When the Client FB receives a positive scheduling report, it then sends the request message

(Op_Rep_O) to the first cylinder FB of each line to be transferred to all other consecutive
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Controller FBs. During the operation, the Boolean flag “Operation” set in the scheduling

phase informs the Operator FB whether to act or not. The “True” Boolean value will be used

for involving the cylinder in both Extend (EXT) and Retract (RET) actions for picking or

dropping a work piece (Figure 11). It also passes the request to the downstream FB by emitting

Op_Req_O (EXT and RET). After the actuation is completed, or in case where the operation

is not needed, a completion report can be sent out by the Op_Rep_O event (EXT and RET) to

the scheduler FB and the upstream cylinder as long as it has already received such report from

its successor. Having accomplished the operation, the ECC execution in the LLC will move to

the Wait state to be ready for the next operation task.

Figure 13: a) Safety FB and b) Safety FB ECC of the manipulator.

5.4 Single or double-acting cylinder

The designated cylinder IMC is capable of representing both single and double acting cylinders,

as they exhibit identical mechanical functionalities (SP). Therefore, the two types of cylinders

could easily substitute one another in a PnP manipulator merely by modifying their Controller

FB connections with the plant as their outputs are different. As it is shown in Figure 12, for

a single acting cylinder one of the FB outputs will be unused, and it operates by setting one

output signal to on or off.

5.5 Concurrent or sequential actuation

As discussed earlier, cylinders can operate in either a sequential or concurrent manner, or a

combination thereof, depending on some constraints. Therefore, depending on the selected
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Figure 14: Client FB interface.

method, a different connection between each Controller FB has to be established. For concur-

rent operations, a series of Op_Req_I and Op_Req_O events are used to pass operation requests

from one cylinder to another and each one will start operating immediately after receiving the

request. Following this, the operation report is sent back from one cylinder to its predecessor

until it is conveyed to the client. Unlike the concurrent method, in a sequential operation, the

request is only passed when the current cylinder has finished with its operation and also each

operation report event (Op_Rep_O) triggers the request input event (Op_Req_I) of the next

cylinder, and ultimately the last cylinder will report the operation completion back to the client

FB (Figure 6). Therefore, toggling between these two operation modes (EPs) will only be a

matter of rewiring the software blocks connected to each other.

5.6 Safety

Safety requirements are the other type of environment perception that IMCs have to take into

consideration prior and during operation. For the cases where safety requirements have to be

met during the manipulator’s operation, a safety FB, which represents the light curtain sensor

and an emergency push button is considered to be connected to all cylinder FBs (Figure 13). By

default, every IMC has been provided with the algorithms on how to react on safety conditions

and Safety FB is only necessary to inform them about the un/safe conditions.

The proper reaction to safety conditions has been preliminarily defined for each IMC. For

instance, it is defined for cylinders to stop moving when it is unsafe, and then, resume their

operation when it becomes safe. However, for the vacuum unit the safe mode is to maintain its

current condition and therefore its operation will not be affected by Safety FB commands.

5.7 Client FB

Client FB (Figure 14) is in charge of managing WP orders. It receives the desired WP coordi-

nates from the client HMI, and interacts with IMCs in a Master-Slave manner (providing TP

to them) to fulfil the WP pick up/drop tasks. For that purpose, Client FB sequentially sends

scheduling commands to the cylinders followed by operation commands.
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Figure 15: a) Distributed control of the PnP manipulator with sequential and safety operation condi-
tions (some trivial connections are omitted for more readability); b) Each IMC is mapped to its own
virtual controller and communicates with other controllers.

5.8 Implementation and testing

The manipulator software has been developed in the nxtONE 2.1[78] environment that is a

commercial tool compliant with the IEC 61499 standard. Then each IMC was mapped to a

virtual PLC (Figure 15).
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Testing of the proposed control design method was also implemented in the nxtONE simu-

lation environment on two PnP configurations, first one was a four cylinder (two horizontal and

two vertical cylinders) with ability to pick work pieces from six possible input trays over two

levels and the second was a six cylinder (three horizontal and three vertical cylinders as shown

in Figure 8) with the ability to pick work pieces from 12 possible input trays over three levels

(note that last column and last row of work pieces are un-reachable). Both implementations

used identical cylinder IMCs and were tested with both single and double acting cylinders un-

der un/safe, sequential and concurrent operation conditions. They successfully fulfilled all the

desired pick and place tasks from the given coordinates without any further need to alter the

control code in any of their constituent IMCs. Apart from simulation testing of the decentral-

ized controller FBs, their discrete-event dynamics of the plant can be formally modeled thanks

to the modular formalism of Net Condition/Event Systems (NCES) [79] and be evaluated us-

ing model checker tools such as the ViVe/ SESA as was formerly implemented for this PnP

manipulator and reported in [80, 81].

6 Conclusion and future Work
This paper proposes software architecture for mechatronic objects to enhance the flexibility

of machine control logic design. The demonstrated autonomy and reusability of mechatronic

objects through this research alleviates the complexity of control design and can lead to lower

production costs and shorter product time-to-market promises. These two features were ob-

served as the key metrics to the success of the proposed method and various implementations

of the chosen case study with identical cylinder IMCs.

The distributed and collaborative decision-making capability, embedded into controller of each

mechatronic object, provides significant benefits, such as the ease of machine composition and

configuration with minimum human intervention. The flexibility of the resulting systems is

further facilitated by the IEC 61499 standard, enabling seamless deployment of decentralized

control logic to the variety of hardware topologies from centralized to fully distributed. An-

other dimension of flexibility is opened by the dynamic adding of safety functionalities, which

enables responsiveness of the machine during operation and in various safety critical scenarios.

However, a limitation of this solution is that it is mainly suitable for the machines, which are

prone to constant changes (self-, task- or environment perception, or any combination thereof)

and their behaviour correlates to their physical layout. For instance, adding a cylinder to the

manipulator, merely required adding an instance of a cylinder IMC to the system, therefore, it

may not be applicable to the entire machine synthesis cases.

One of the objectives that could be considered as the next milestone for the current research

is the enrichment of IMCs with more knowledge about themselves so that they can optimise

the operation based on additional constraints while performing scheduling. Concrete optimi-

sation criteria will be considered (e.g. costs, time of operation, energy, etc.). The additional

works include applying more distributed control patterns on a variety of complex case studies,

studying how fault tolerance should be dealt with in distributed control logic generation, and

finally using the semantic web ontology to describe machine operation rules, clients’ recipes,

and their inter-dependencies, so that they can be composed and reconfigured automatically.
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Formal Verification of Intelligent Mechatronic Systems with
Decentralized Control Logic

Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin and Majid Sorouri

Abstract

This paper introduces an approach to automatic verification of mechatronic systems designed

as plug-and-play of Intelligent Mechatronic Components (IMC). The control logic of the sys-

tem is composed from autonomous controllers of the IMCs and is automatically verified using

model-checking. Net Condition Event Systems formalism (a modular extension of Petri net)

is used to model the decentralized control logic and discrete-state dynamics of the plant. A

re-configurable pick and place robot is used as an illustrative example. At first a three cylinder

pick and place robot is used to design our new master-slave architecture for controller design

and then the NCES models are re-used without much modification in a new 6 cylinder pick

and place robot. The control model is then subjected to model checking using the ViVe/SESA

model checker. A multi closed loop model of Plant and Controller is used and controller is

extensively verified for safety, liveliness and functional properties of the robot. Computational

Tree Logic (CTL) is used to specify these properties.

1 Introduction

There has been substantial amount of growth in industrial automation systems industry in the

last decade with the growing trend towards de-centralization that brings agility, scalability, re-

configurability and fault tolerance as compared with the centralized systems [1]. This change

has drastically shifted the traditional centralized control design approach to the modular recon-

figurable engineering architecture. This has resulted in need for design of distributed control

systems. International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has come with IEC 61499 [2] stan-

dard for design of such distributed control systems [3, 4, 5]. The distributed systems should

be modular, reusable, flexible, extensible and reconfigurable. The idea of using one model

for each of the mechatronic components of an automation system has been explored in detail

over the last few years [6, 7]. This results in these models being re-used in another automation

system where the same or similar mechatronic components were used.

With the increase in agility requirements there is a need for better testing and verification

frameworks of these distributed systems. Simulation of these systems is one widely used ap-

proach to testing. In fact IEC 61499 automation tools such as NxtSTUDIO�1.5 [8], ISaGRAF

[9] and Function Block Development Kit (FBDK) [10] support visual simulation for the reason

of testing. Simulation alone does not guarantee 100% validation of the automation systems.

To address this problem, formal verification [11] has been adopted to formally model and
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verify the target systems. Discrete state model-checking [12] is one such formal verification

approaches.

Model checking provides an unsupervised automatic verification process which identifies

the model’s design pitfalls via counterexamples. The first step of model checking is the for-

mal modeling of the target system in certain formalism. The Net Condition/Event Systems

(NCES) [13] is one such formalism designed for modeling distributed control systems. After

modeling, the NCES models can be formally verified against the system properties specified in

computational tree logic (CTL) by the model checking tools such Vive and SESA [14]. Mod-

eling and verification using NCES modules has been studied before and applied in modeling

of IEC 61499 function blocks [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. NCES modules are interconnected by event

and condition arcs to form bigger modules just like the event and data connections in IEC

61499 function blocks. Event propagation is modeled directly by event arcs and the runtime

scheduling is assumed to be concurrent and instantaneous.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents in brief about using closed

loop modeling of the automation systems and present the case study example. Section 3

presents the proposed master-slave controller design with a visualization model implemented

in NxtSTUDIO�1.5 [8] (IEC 61499 function blocks), Section 4 presents a brief about NCES

and the master-slave controller in NCES, Section 5 presents the re-usability and scalability fea-

tures of our new controller design, Section 6 presents the CTL verification results and will end

with conclusions and future works.

2 Multi closed-loop modeling
It is often seen that in some verification frameworks e.g. [20, 21] controller is verified as a

standalone component, even though such verification has limited capabilities, e.g. it cannot

verify liveliness of the system. Modeling distributed system as a multi closed-loop model that

also incorporates a model of the plant can achieve a lot more powerful verification frame-

work, because it is the manufacturing plant that specifies the safety constraints and the desired

production processes [22, 23, 24, 25]. Multi closed-loop modeling allows for thorough ver-

ification of the control logic, and reduces the complexity of model checking as compared to

only controller verification under an arbitrary inputs assumption. It also allows checking of

specifications formulated in terms of the plant variables rather than in terms of controller in-

puts/outputs. This paper therefore, describes the modeling of such multi closed-loop behavior

as well as presents new controller design architecture.

2.1 Case study example
To demonstrate benefits of our approach, we will use a pick and place object shown in Figure

1(a), which is composed of several mechatronic units as follows:

1. There are two horizontal cylinders and a vertical cylinder that extract and retract. The

left horizontal cylinder is half the size of the right cylinder. The vertical cylinder picks

up the work pieces using the suction unit attached to its end.
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2. Both horizontal cylinders have two control signals (CGO: Cylinder Go Out: extending,

CGI: Cylinder Go In: Retracting). The vertical cylinder has only one control signal

(VCGD: Vertical Cylinder Goes Done). When this signal is not active, the cylinder

moves up (pulled by the internal spring).

3. Each of the cylinders has their own sensors that indicate the cylinder’s home and end

positions. There are also sensors in each of the three input trays (pp1, pp2 and pp3) and

one in the slider (pp0) to indicate the presence of a work piece. The suction unit has a

built-in sensor, vacuum indicating that a work piece is sucked.

4. Figure 1(b) shows the desired behaviour, it specifies the state of each cylinder and the

vacuum unit when picking and dropping each of the work pieces.

Figure 1: (a) Reference object: pick and place robot. (b) Activity diagram of the pick and place robot.
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3 Master-slave control architecture

Master-Slave is one possible distributed control architecture out of several options considered

in [26, 27]. As the name suggests one controller (master) will take control of one or more

controllers (slaves) by sending control commands (e.g. wp Manager depicted in Figure 2 and

Figure 3 is a master). The slave function blocks solely acts based on the commands being sent

to it by the master. Apart from master and slave function blocks, there is master-slave function

block that acts a slave to one master function block and master to a slave function block [26].

This is the case for the vertical cylinder, as it acts as slave to work piece manager and master

to vacuum unit (Figure 3 and Figure 5.

This example (Figure 1) illustrates the design scenario, where the designer creates different

configurations of mechatronic systems from available mechatronic components. This acceler-

ates the development process. Obviously, the process of software design of the robot needs

to be accelerated as well and the proposed modular master-slave control architecture promises

such acceleration: the controller for each new mechatronic configuration can be assembled by

retrieving the corresponding function blocks and connecting them as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Distributed controller of the robot with Master-Slave architecture implemented in IEC 61499.

The master-slave controller uses hand shaking, i.e. whenever master issues a command to

the slave, it cannot issue one more command to the same slave until it has received a feedback

from the slave saying it has completed its previous task as indicated by the command and

feedback arrows in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows a slave controller, here IN_CMD1 and IN_CMD2 identify the two com-
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Figure 3: An example of event exchange among master-slave controllers to pick up a work piece from
tray one.

Figure 4: Controller of the horizontal cylinders being implemented as slaves to work piece manager.
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mands that slave can handle, which is nothing but commands to either extend the cylinder or

retract the cylinder. OUT_FDB is the feedback signal to the master. Figure 5 shows the vertical

cylinder controller that acts as master and slave, the extra input event IN_FDB is the feedback

from the slave and extra output event OUT_CMD is the command to the slave.

Figure 5: Controller of the vertical cylinder implemented as Master for vacuum unit and slave for work
piece manager.

4 Net condition-event systems

Net Condition/Event Systems (NCES) [13, 23, 28] can be viewed as a modular extension to

Petri Nets [29]. The general idea of NCES is modeling a system as a set of modules with a

particular dynamic behavior and their interconnection via signals. An illustrative example of

the graphical notation of a module is provided in Figure 6(a).

Figure 6: (a) Graphical notation of an NCES module; (b) Modular Composition of NCES modules
results in a “flat” NCES.
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Once designed, the modules can be re-used over and over. Each module has inputs and

outputs of two types:

1. Condition inputs/outputs carrying information on marking of places in other modules.

2. Event inputs/outputs carrying information on firing transitions in other modules.

Condition and event inputs can be connected with some transitions inside the module by

condition and event arcs. Places of the module can be connected to the condition outputs

by condition arcs, and transitions can be connected to the event outputs by event arcs. This

concept provides a basis for a compositional approach to building larger models from smaller

components. The "composition" is performed by "gluing" inputs of one module with outputs

of another module as shown in Figure 6(b).

4.1 Why NCES? Benefits of NCES over other formalism
There are couple of reasons to prefer place-transition formalisms to many others formalisms,

e.g. finite automata. The first is their non-interleaving semantics (i.e. possibility of firing

several transitions simultaneously), which better fits to modeling of distributed processes and

of their interaction. It results in more compact reachability space, explained as follows.

Modeling of complex distributed systems with automata usually ends up in many con-

current automata models communicating via common variables, as illustrated in Figure 7(a),

where two state machines A and B are combined under “asynchronous parallel operator”. Thus,

the overall system model is a cross-product of the component automata, and to do model anal-

ysis it is necessary to build the cross-product consisting in this case of 9 states, as one sees

in Figure 7(a). Alternatively, in NCES a state of a model is determined by the marking of

model places, so any global state of a distributed system is just one state of the model. This is

shown in Figure 7(b), where the same model is implemented in NCES with places (p1-p6) cor-

responding to states of the automata A or B (in the obvious manner). In the given initial state

the reachability space of the model consists of only 4 states. The same behavior obviously will

be shown by the automata model in Figure 7(a) (the outlined path A1B2→ A1B2→ A2B2→
A2B3→ A3B1→ A3B2), but to get it the whole cross-product automata needs to be built.

The other benefit of NCES is the intuitive modeling approach. Consider an NCES equiva-

lent pick and place model conceptually presented in Figure 8. The NCES model of a moving

object, such as a cylinder, is composed in a modular way following the pattern proposed in

[28]. The NCES modules are connected with explicit event and data flow as compared to shar-

ing variables in state machines. As noted in state machines model, two sequencers were used

to order evolution of the automata. This is a considerable restriction of real life evolutions.

In NCES, the controller output is directly connected to the plant input and vice versa, and the

models make evolutions asynchronously.

4.2 Master-Slave model in NCES
Figure 9 shows NCES implementation of the slave cylinder control logic from Figure 4. Some

explicit event connections are not shown in the illustrations to avoid confusing crossover con-
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Figure 7: (a) Modeling of two communicating processes by means of concurrent state machines and
their cross-product automaton; (b) The same model in NCES and its reachability graph.

Figure 8: Conceptual NCES model of the pick and place system.

nections; instead the grey boxes next to the net elements specify what they are connected to.

Figure 10 shows the NCES model of the master-slave cylinder controller described in Figure

5.

The start state in a NCES model is determined by the initial marking of the token, in Figure

9 the initial marking is in “start” place, from this place, on receiving either IN_CMD1 (extend)

or IN_CMD2 (retract) event from the master (work piece manager) the token moves from start

to either “s_extend” or s_retract” state, once the plant tells the controller that the cylinder is

in either of the end positions (home or end), transition “t3” or “t4” is fired accordingly and

the token returns to the start state with either “t5” or “t6” firing and emitting OUT_FDB to

the work piece manager and thus completing the command-feedback handshake. The only

difference between slave and master-slave is transitions “t4” and “t5”, once the vertical cylinder

reaches its end position, it commands its slave by sending the OUT_CMD event and waits for

the IN_FDB event from the slave, once received “t5” is fired and token returns to the start

position. Figure 11 shows the NCES model of the entire controller of the robot composed in a

modular way similar to the FBDK model in Figure 2.
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Figure 9: Controller of the horizontal cylinders being implemented as slaves to work piece manager in
NCES.

5 Reusability and scalability of master-slave architecture

In order to test the scalability and reusability of the proposed master-slave control pattern, we

considered several configurations of the pick and place robot composed from various numbers

of mechatronic modules. For example, the configuration in Figure 12 is composed from six

cylinders. Also, more freedom was allowed in the location of input trays of work pieces at dif-

ferent levels. Unlike the reconfiguration method described in [30] which is for pre-determined

different run time configurations, the method here can be used for any type and any number of

re-configurations.

The safety and functional requirements for all those configurations are same as of the 3

cylinder robot. Safety requirements include requirements such as “horizontal and vertical

cylinders do not move at the same time”. The main functionality is to pick work pieces from

the input trays (pp1, pp2 and pp3) and drop them in the output slider pp0.

Formal verification of the NCES model corresponding to a particular mechatronic (and

control) configuration is seen as enabler of agile modular mechatronic and software design.

The NCES model for this consisted of 5 slave control models (all three horizontal cylinders

and top two vertical cylinders) re-used as is from the 3 cylinder model and 1 master-slave

control for the bottom vertical cylinder that has the vacuum unit attached to it which again is

just a slave, just like in the 3 cylinder robot. The only difference between the two models is

the master control module, the work piece manager. The two work piece mangers are shown

in Figure 13. All the other modules are re-used and only this master control model needs to be

modeled, which will be automated as well. Auto generation of this model is possible: given
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Figure 10: Controller of the vertical cylinder implemented as Master for vacuum unit and slave for
work piece manager in NCES.

Figure 11: NCES model of distributed controller of the robot implemented with Master-Slave architec-
ture.

a matrix of the pick and place robot as shown in Figure 1(b), the work piece manager can be

automatically generated.

The main design flow of the work piece manager is shown in Figure 14. Here, depending

on the presence of work pieces, the token follows one of the three (dashed) branches of the
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Figure 12: Re-Configured pick and place robot with 6 cylinders.

model and is returned to start state at the end. The priority considered in the two robot design

in this paper is:

1. If work piece 1 (pp1) is present, then pp1 is picked. This is achieved in transition ‘t1’ in

Figure 14 which is just connected to true condition input of pp1.

2. If work piece 2 (pp2) is present and pp1 absent, pp2 is picked. This is achieved in

transition ‘t2’ in Figure 14 which is connected to true condition input of pp2 and false

condition input of pp1 (n_xxx notation identifies the false condition inputs).

3. If work piece 3 (pp3) is present and both pp1 and pp2 are absent, pp3 is picked. This is

achieved in transition ‘t2’ in Figure 14 which is connected to true condition input of pp3

and false condition input of pp1 and pp2.

Depending on the input matrix as given in Figure 1(b), the rest of the flow will just be

sending command events to slave cylinder and receiving feedback from them.

5.1 Using meta-model to generate the work piece manager
Figure 15 shows the meta-model used to generate the master controller, i.e the work piece

manager. It only shows the part that is described in Figure 1(b).

Meta-Model has the following details. Composition of the system (<Controller>) such

as type of Controller architecture (attribute “type”), number of work pieces (attribute “Num-

berOfWP), number of horizontal cylinders (attribute “NumberOfHC), number of vertical cylin-

ders (attribute “NumberOfVC) and to which cylinder is the vacuum unit connected (which

module will act as master as well as a slave model i.e attribute “VacAttach). For each work

piece (<wp1>, <wp2>, <wp3>), the meta-model specifies position/value of the related sensors

for both pick and drop action. Note that the details of each work piece appear column wise in

Figure 15, but in actual it is a text file and the details occur one after the other. It is shown this

way to save up space.
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Figure 13: Work piece manager (master) control blocks of 3 cylinder and 6 cylinder robot.

Figure 14: Flow logic for auto generation of work piece manager.

6 Model checking with ViVe/SESA
Both the 3 cylinder and 6 cylinder models were model checked using the ViVe and SESA tools.

CTL was used to represent safety, liveliness and other functional requirements. The advantage
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Figure 15: Meta-Model for the matrix in Figure 1(b).

with these tools is the ease with properties can be mentioned. The properties are presented in

terms of the places in the NCES models.

The ViVe tool flattens the whole model consisting of different sub modules into one (pos-

sibly huge) NCES model as described in section 4 Figure 6(b), the ViVe tools tree view of the

flat model is shown in Figure 16. The flattened model can be exposed then to SESA model

checker.

For example, to check for the property that says “Opposite actuator signals (extend and

retract) to the cylinders (C1, C2 in case of 3 cylinder model) should never be emitted at the

same time”, we write the property as “AG (NOT(p136ANDp137))”, where places p136 and

p137 correspond to global place number in the flattened NCES model that actually correspond

to the places “s_extend” and “s_retract” in Figure 9. In NCES terminology, the tool checks if

at all there is a possibility that a token can be present in both these places at any given time.

Table 1 below summarizes all the properties that were checked for our two reconfigurable

models. It is even easier to check for the liveliness property of the cylinder, simply check if

all the places in the cylinder model if they become false (have no token) in future once they

were true (had token). The format of the CTL property will be AG (pXX -> EF (NOT (pXX))),

Where “XX” corresponds to every place of the flattened controller model.

The 3 cylinder pick and place robot model checking resulted in a state space of 3406 states

and all the properties were verified to be true. The 6 cylinder pick and place robot model

checking resulted in a state space of 5853 states and all the properties were verified to be true.

100% verification of all the properties proves that the designed controller for the mechatronic

system is reliable, stable and satisfactory.

7 Conclusion
One of the main issues with formal verification is design and development of formal models.

It is time consuming, needs some level of understanding and experience in modeling. In this

paper a new reusable and scalable model has been proposed, developed and tried on different

reconfigurable systems. With the use of master slave controller architecture, any reconfigured
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Figure 16: Tree View of the vive tool, shows the flat model of the pick and place robot.

Table 1: List of safety, liveness and functional properties for the pick and place robot.
Specifications

Safety
Opposite actuator signals to the horizontal cylinders should never be emitted at

the same time.

Safety
If the signal to descend the vertical cylinder is emitted, the horizontal cylinder

should stand still.

Safety

If there is an emission of a control command corresponding to movements of the

horizontal cylinders then the sensor “vcu” of all the vertical cylinders must be

true.

Safety
The horizontal cylinders can move only if the value of sensor “vcu” of all vertical

cylinders is true.

Liveness Absence of deadlocks in the (decentralized) control logic.

Functional
If a part is detected by pp1, pp2 or pp3, then in future one of the horizontal

cylinders will be extended (Figure 1(b)).

Functional
If a part is detected by pp1, pp2 or pp3, then in the future, the part will be

removed from the tray as given in Figure 1(b).

Functional
When the vertical cylinder goes down, both horizontal cylinders are (and remain)

in their end positions (home or end).

systems of the pick and place robot was automatically generated and model checked for pre-

defined properties. Even the writing of the CTL properties can be fully automated using a Meta

Model representation of the matrix in Figure 1(b) and also the list of properties in Table 1.

8 Future work

The first work which is already in progress is creating a meta- model using some standards

such as CAEX and an application that can read such a CAEX schema and generate the master

controller like the work piece manager. Work is also in progress to formulate this idea to

prove the advantages of the master-slave architecture. It will also be interesting to integrate the
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ideas such as introducing selective non determinism in the plant model as expressed in [31] to

achieve better verification results.
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Formal verification of IEC 61499 function blocks with
abstract state machines and SMV–modelling

Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

IEC 61499 Standard for Function Blocks Architecture is an executable component model for

distributed embedded control system design that combines block diagrams and state machines.

This paper proposes rules for formal modeling of IEC61499 function blocks for popular model

checking environment of SMV using Abstract State Machines as an intermediate model.

This paper first proposes a formal description of the IEC 61499 in abstract state machines

(ASM). The formal description for main artifact of the standard (function block) is presented

in the paper. The ASM model is further translated to the input format of the SMV model

checker which is used to formally verify properties of applications developed in IEC 61499

standard. In this way the proposed verification framework enables the formal verification of

the IEC 61499 control systems. The paper also highlights the other uses of verification such as

portability of IEC 61499 based control applications across different implementation platforms

compliant with the IEC 61499 standard. The formal model is applied on an example IEC 61499

controller, and the SMV model for the Basic Function block is explained in detail

1 Introduction
The IEC 61499 [1, 2] is an international standard that introduces an open reference architecture

for distributed control systems, which is an important class of embedded systems with a strong

legacy background. The standard is often nicknamed the function block architecture after its

main design artifact that is an event driven (and event activated) function block. If one would

abstract out unnecessary details, the standard introduces quite an elegant model of distributed

application that is a network of function blocks connected via control and data flows. The

control flow is modelled using the concept of event that is emitted from an output of one func-

tion block and can be received at one or several inputs of other function blocks. Over the past

decade, the applicability of the IEC 61499 standard in distributed control systems has been

extensively studied in many projects, such as airport baggage handling systems [3], manufac-

turing control [4], mechatronics [5], building automation systems [6], and smart-grids [7, 8].

Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving an algorithm with respect to some

specification or property. Model-checking is one such formal verification approach introduced

in early 1980s by Clarke and Emerson [9, 10]. A model-checker generates state space of the

model that includes all or some states and transitions. Each path in the state space corresponds

to one system’s run or a single test case. Model-checking enables the unsupervised automatic

verification process of a system by generating the state space and identifies system failure
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via counterexamples (a scenario (state trace) that breaks the safety property of the system).

Properties to be verified are specified using many methods including temporal logic, automata,

etc. While model-checking is computationally resource hungry, it has been successfully used

in other adjacent areas of computer systems engineering, such as hardware design, thus proving

its ability to handle problems of reasonably large complexity [11, 12]. This suggests that it can

be also applied in the industrial automation domain, and there have been impressive number

of research projects towards this goal such as [13, 14]. In works [15, 16, 17] modelling and

verification of closed-loop automation systems using NCES was described. In work [18] the

methods to model Petri net in SMV [19] were proposed. We can conclude that, for safety-

critical applications, formal verification is one of the most efficient ways to prove a system’s

correctness. Apart from checking for systems’ correctness and safety requirements, we apply

model checking in the field of Industrial Automation for the following reasons:

1. To a certain extent, automation software is less complex, in terms of computation, lines

of code and limited use of constructs such as data structures.

2. In the case of IEC 61499 systems, there are different vendors with different execution

semantics. Hence the behavior of the same system under two different environments can

be proved (or disproved) [20, 21]; thus verifying interoperability and portability [22].

2 Related facts

2.1 Function blocks

In the IEC 61499 standard, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each

FB consists of a graphical event-data interface and a set of executable functional specifications

(algorithms), represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or as a network of other FB instances

(composite FB). FBs can be interconnected into a network using event and data connections to

specify the entire control application. Execution of an individual FB in the network is triggered

by the events it receives. This well-defined event-data interface and the encapsulation of local

data and control algorithms make each FB a reusable functional unit of software.

There are several approaches to defining formal models of function blocks, e.g. [23]. In

this paper, for the sake of brevity, we present only informal examples of function blocks and

systems built thereof. For example, the basic FB (BFB) ALU in Figure 1 is designed to perform

arithmetic operations of addition and subtraction, depending on its input events. As seen from

Figure 1, a basic FB is defined by signal interface (left hand side) and also its internal state

machine (called Execution Control Chart, or ECC, on the right hand side). The BFB has three

algorithms (executed in the ECC states), definition of these is shown along with ECC. It also

has an internal variable n initialized to the value 13.

A function block application is a network of FBs connected by event and data links. As an

example, let us consider an application that consists of two ALU function blocks interacting

with each other (Figure 2). This example, of course, does not comprehensively cover all FB

artifacts and is used for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 1: The basic FB ALU: interface (left), ECC diagram with algorithms (right).

The application consists of two instances of the arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) BFB type con-

nected in closed-loop (outputs of one BFB are connected to the inputs of other BFB). Following

the firing of the initt input of alu1 (Figure 2) (emitted by hardware interface), the application

enters an infinite sequence of computations consisting of alternating arithmetic operations -

addition and subtraction. Moreover, the input parameters are chosen such that the variables do

not change, i.e. when one FB adds a certain number, the second one subtracts it, as a result, the

state space of the system is limited.

Figure 2: FB system of two ALUs.

A composite function block (CFB) is defined by a signal interface and internal network of

function block instances similar to the application in Figure 2. The existing execution models

of FB systems differ in the disciplines of FB execution scheduling and the methods of events

and data passing between the FBs. For example, in the cyclic execution model, each FB in

an application is invoked once between the update of environment variables, and its place in

the order of invocations is predefined. On the contrary, in the sequential model, the order of

invocations is fully determined by the order of events arriving at the inputs of function blocks.
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2.2 Abstract state machines
The Abstract State Machine (ASM) paradigm was introduced by Yuri Gurevich in 1988 [24]

with basic definitions presented in [25] by the same author. The ASM methodologies are

practical in modeling and analyzing different sizes of systems and have been applied in different

research areas such as programing languages [26], hardware and software architectures [27],

algorithm verification and network protocols [28, 29]. ASMs have also been successfully used

in representing semantics of programming languages such as Prolog [30], C [31], C# [32], and

Java [33].

In this research we use ASM (in the form of function change rules) to mathematically

represent the rules used for modelling function blocks in SMV. In general, we represent an

ASM based meta-model of FBs which allows us to build specific SMV models for concrete

FBs for the purpose of model checking.

2.3 Notation used for the formal model of IEC 61499
In the definition of the formal model, the following notations will be used. Let ZA : A →
Dom(A) be a function assigning allowed values to objects from A (called a function of values),

then [ZA] denotes a set of all possible functions ZA. Following on to the concept and notation

of abstract state machines (ASM), we introduce the update operator for the functions of values,

denoting it by←. This operator can be defined as: ZA (a)← b � (ZA \ (a, x)) ∪ (a, b), where

a ∈ A; b, x ∈ Dom(A); ZA ⊆ A × Dom(A).

3 Definition of the IEC 61499 basic function block module
A Basic Function Block Module (BFBM) can be presented formally as follows:

MB= (S yntB, S emB) (1)

where,

• S yntB is syntactic part of definition (at the level of abstract syntax)

• S emB is a semantic part of definition

3.1 The syntactic part in detail
The syntactic part is defined by the initial description of FB at the level of concrete syntax,

usually using FB text language or XML description. The syntactic part of definition of BFBM

is represented by the tuple:

S yntB= ( Inter f ace, Alg, VV, ECC, ZB0) (2)

where,
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• Inter f ace is an interface of the Basic Function Block (BFB);

• Alg is a finite set ( {alg1, alg2, . . . . . . , algNAlg
} (can be empty) of algorithms in BFB;

• VV is a finite set ({VV1, VV2, . . . ,VVNVV }( can be empty) of internal variables, Dom (VV) =

N
(
set of integers

)
;

• ECC is the Execution Control Chart of the BFB;

• ZB0 = {ZVI0 , ZVO0 , ZVV0} is a set of functions of initial values for input, output and internal

variables, respectively.

Inter f ace in definition 2 is defined by the following tuple

Inter f ace= (EI, EO, VI, VO, IW, OW);

where,

• EI = {ei1, ei2, . . . , eiNEI } is a finite non-empty ordered set of input event variables,

Dom (EI)={true, f alse};
• EO = {eo1, eo2, . . . , eoNEO} is a finite non-empty set of output event variables,

Dom (EI)= {true, f alse};
• VI= {vi1, vi2, . . . , viNVI } is a finite set of data input variables,

Dom (VI)=N
(
set of integers

)
;

• VO= { vo1, vo2, . . . , voNVO} is a finite set of data output variables,

Dom (VO)=N
(
set of integers

)
;

• IW ⊆ EIxVI is a set of associations of event inputs and data inputs;

• OW⊆ EOxVO is a set of associations of event outputs and data outputs.

Each algorithm in definition 2 algi∈Alg can be defined in the form of the function

algi : [ZV]→ [ZVVO] ,

where,

• V = VI ∪ VO ∪ VV is a set of all variables;

• VVO = VO ∪ VV is a set of all variables that can be changed (input variables cannot be

modified by the algorithms).

Note that VI ∩ VO ∩ VV = � should always hold.

ECC in definition 2 is defined as

ECC = (DomQ, ECTranOrd, fGuardCond, f ECAction, q0)

where,
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• DomQ = {q0, q1, q2, . . . , qm} is a finite non-empty set of ECC states;

• ECTranOrd = (ECTran, ≺) is an ordered set of ECC transitions with the relation of

linear order ≺. The given order is defined by the location of description of ECC transition

in XML representation of the function block;

• ECTran ⊆
DomQ × (EI ∪ {ε}) × DomQ is a set of ECC transitions. Tuple

(
qi, eik, qj

)
∈ ECTran

means that there is an ECC transition from state qi to state qj labelled with an input

signal eik. Tuple
(
qi, ε, qj

)
∈ ECTran means ECC transition does not have any trigger

signal (a case of non-event triggered ECC transition);

• fGuardCond : ECTran → [[ZV] → {true, f alse}] is a function defining transition

guard conditions;

• f ECAction : DomQ → ((Alg ∪ {ε}) × (EO ∪ {ε}))* is a function assigning sequences

of ECC actions to ECC states. (A)* denotes a set of arbitrary sequences (any length),

composed from elements of set A. Every ECC action can execute an algorithm and gen-

erate a signal. Character ε designates the empty element, q0 ∈ DomQ is the initial ECC

state.

3.2 The semantic part in detail
The semantic part of BFBM is defined by a tuple

S emB = (VRT B, TB) (3)

where,

• VRT B is a set of variables at execution time.

• TB is a set of functions of elementary transitions of BFBM (i.e. functions for modification

of values of variables).

The set of execution time variables is defined by a tuple

VRT B = (VIB, VOB, Q, S , NA, NI, α, β),

where,

• VIB = {vib1, vib1, . . . , vibNVI } is a set of external buffers linked to the input variables,

|VIB| = |VI| , VIB↔ VI, Dom (VIB) = N
(
set of integers

)
;

• VOB = {vob1, vob1, . . . , vobNVO} is a set of external buffers linked to the output vari-

ables, |VOB| = |VO| , VOB↔ VO, Dom (VOB) = N
(
set of integers

)
;

• Q is a variable representing the current ECC state, Dom (Q) = DomQ;
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• S is a variable representing the current state of the Operation State Machine (OSM) [1],

Dom (S ) = {s0, s1, s2} ;
• NA is the pointer (counter) to current ECC action.

Dom (NA) = {0, 1, . . . , maxqi ∈DomQ Nqi
Q } , where Nqi

Q is the number of ECC actions in

state qi. If NA= 0, it means no ECC actions are being executed;

• NI is the pointer (counter) to the current step of running algorithm

Dom (NI) = { 0, 1, . . . , maxqi ∈ DomQ, j∈[1,Nqi
Q ] Nqi, j

NI } , where Nqi, j

NI is the number of steps

in the algorithm of jth ECC action in state qi. If NI= 0, it is considered that the algorithm

has completed its execution.

Note: In the simplest case, one step has one instruction. It should be noted that a step

can contain some instructions which are executed in parallel. The simultaneous execu-

tion of instructions grouped in steps reduces the state space in verification. The model

developer (or an automatic model generator) should use this with caution, to guarantee

the equivalence of (sequential) algorithm with its (possibly parallel) model;

• α is a flag indicating the start signal for the module execution, Dom (α) = {true, f alse};
• β is a flag indicating the termination of the module execution, Dom (β) = {true, f alse}.

4 Definition of semantics using transition rules
This section will present the basic FB semantics and transition rules of BFBM functioning. At

the heart of Basic Function Block is the ECC. IEC6499 ECC Operation State Machine (OSM)

[1] defines an internal state machine for ECC transition behavior. Table 1 below shows briefly

the OSM behavior.

Table 1: States and transitions of ECC OSM

State Operations Transition Conditions

s0 Sample inputs t1 Input event occurs

s1
Evaluate transi-

tions
t2 No transitions clears

s2 Perform actions t3 A transition clears

t4 Actions completed

Before defining the transition rules let us determine an input signal selection condition

(ISSC). We call a signal selected according to ISSC an active one. It should be noted that the
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IEC 61499 standard does not specify the procedure to select active signals.

One of the reasonable variants of ISSC for signal eik∈EI is defined as

selectEIk � ZEI (eik) ∧
∨

qi∈Qeik

(
ZQ (Q) = qi

)

∧
∧

eik≺ei j

ZEI

(
ei j

) ∧ ∨
qm∈Qei j

(
ZQ (Q) = qm

)

where Qei⊆ DomQ is a set of ECC states from which ECC transitions labelled with ei go out.

In accordance with the above definition, input signal eik ∈ EI is active if there is an ECC

outgoing transition labelled with this signal and there are no other higher priority outgoing

transition signals from the current ECC state. It should be noted that in this case, there is no

assurance that the active signal will perform any action, because the guard condition of the

relevant ECC transition may be false. Furthermore, according to this definition there may be

no selected active at all.

Rule Set 1: Once the input signal is selected, we need to reset it. There are two sub rules for

resetting the input:

pB,1
EI [k] : Zs (S ) = s1 ∧ selectEIk ⇒ ZEI (eik) ← f alse|eik ∈ EI

The first sub rule says that if current OSM state is s1(Table 1) and selectEIk is valid, then

reset eik∈EI. It should be noted that one can define some disciplines regulating resetting of

input signals. The IEC 61499 suggests the following set of rules to be added to the one above

to reset all non-selected input signals. The rule is:

pB,2
EI [m] : Zα (α) ∧ Zs (S ) = s0 ∧ selectEIm ⇒ ZEI (eim) ← f alse|eim ∈ EI

Rule Set 2: We will need to sample all the associated input data when an event fires. The rule

for sampling all the input data associated with the input event selected is:

pB,1
EI [m] : Zα (α) ∧ Zs (S ) = s0 ∧ ∨(eik ,vim)∈IW selectEIk

⇒ ZVI (vim) ← ZVIB(vibm)|vim ∈ VI

The above rule states that if start flag α is true and current OSM state is s0 (Table 1) then we

assign the values from input buffer to the interface of the basic function block’s input variables.

Next we will present functioning of OSM and ECC, which plays a key role in the definition

of basic FB semantics. We present some conditions in the form of predicates used in transition

rules that follow.

GuardCond :ECTran× [ZV]→{true, f alse} is a predicate defining guard conditions of ECC

transitions.

TranCond :ECTran× [ZEI]× [ZV]→{true, f alse} is a predicate defining con-ditions of ECC

transitions as a whole.

For ECC transition associated with an input event (named triggered ECC transition),

ect=
(
qi, eik, qj

)
∈ECTran, where qi, qj ∈DomQ, eik∈EI, we define TranCond as follows:

TranCond(qi, eik, qj,ZEI ,Zv) � ZEI (eik) ∧GuardCond(qi, eik, qj,Zv) ,
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where ZEI , ZV are functions of current values of variables from set EI and V. Condition of ECC

transition ect=(qi, eik, qj)∈ECTran is true if there is a signal on event input eik and the guard

condition of ECC transition is true.

For ECC transition not triggered by an input signal, ect=
(
qi, ε, qj

)
∈ECTran a transition

condition is specified as:

TranCond(qi, ε, qj,ZEI ,Zv) � GuardCond(qi, ε, qj,Zv).

Let us introduce an ECC transition enabling condition. For triggered ECC transition

ect=
(
qi, eik, qj

)
∈ECTran the given condition will be:

EnabledECTran(qi, eik, qj,ZEI ,Zv) � selectEIk ∧GuardCond(qi, eik, qj,Zv)

and for non-triggered transition ect=
(
qi, ε, qj

)
∈ECTran the transition condition will be:

EnabledECTran(qi, ε, qj,ZEI ,Zv) � GuardCond(qi, ε, qj,Zv)

A condition of presence of the enabled ECC transitions in a current ECC state:

ExistsEnabledECTran, and also a condition indicating the absence of enabled ECC transi-

tions: AbsentsEnabledECTran are given below:

ExistsEnabledECTran �

∨
qi∈DomQ

(
ZQ (Q) = qi∧∨

(qi,x,q j)∈ECTran EnabledECTran(qi, x, qj,ZEI ,Zv)

)

AbsentsEnabledECTran �

∨
qi∈DomQ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ZQ (Q) = qi ∧
∧

(qi,x,q j)∈ECTran

EnabledECTran
(
qi, x, qj,ZEI ,Zv

)⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Rule Set 3: As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the OSM defines the ECC transition

and the OSM transition’s function ts in the form of four (non-prioritized) sub rules, each of

which corresponds to a transition in the OSM (Table 1) as given below:

pB,1
s : Zα (α)

∧
Z

s
(S ) = s0 ∧

∨
eik∈EI

selectEIk ⇒ Zs (S )← s1

pB,2
s : Zs (S ) = s1 & ExistsEnabledECTran⇒ Zs (S )← s2

pB,3
s : Zs (S ) = s2 & ZNA (NA) = 0⇒ Zs (S )← s1

pB,4
s : Zs (S ) = s1 & AbsentEnabledECTran⇒ Zs (S )← s0

According to the rule pB,1
s , the OSM starts when there is a start signal (α) for FB from the

dispatcher and there is at least one chosen input signal. Rule pB,2
s shows the transition of OSM

to state s2. It occurs if OSM is in state s1 and there is at least one enabled ECC transition

from the current ECC state. According to the rule pB,3
s OSM moves to state s1 if all ECC
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actions associated with the current ECC state have finished evaluation and execution. The rule

pB,4
s defines the OSM transitions to state s0 when in state s1 there are no more enabled ECC

transitions.

Rule Set 4: An ordered set of rules for ECC transitions function tQ definition is presented

below. It shows transition to a new ECC state:

{pB,1
Q

[
i, x, j

]
: ZQ (Q) = qi

∧
Zs (S ) = s1

∧
EnabledECTran(qi, x, qj,ZEI ,Zv)

⇒ ZQ (Q)← qj|(qi, x, qj) ∈ ECTranOrd}
The rule from the set states that an ECC transition (qi,x,q j)∈ECTran can fire if qi is the

current ECC state, ECC transition condition is true and OSM is in state s1. An enabled ECC

transition selected to fire is called active. It should be noted that the ordering of rules in the

tuple follows the ordering of ECTranOrd.

Rule Set 5: Now let us look at the ECC action execution rules. The following three sub rules

address change function ZNA for ECC action counter values and thus define function tNA:

pB, 1
NA : ZS (S ) = s1 ⇒ ZNA (NA)← 1;

{pB, 2
NA [i] : ZS (S ) = s2 ∧ ZNI (NI) = 0 ∧ ZQ (Q) = qi ∧ ZNA (NA) < Nqi

A

⇒ ZNA (NA)← ZNA (NA) + 1 | qi ∈ Q};
{pB, 3

NA [i] : ZS (S ) = s2 ∧ ZNI (NI) = 0 ∧ ZQ (Q) = qi ∧ ZNA (NA) = Nqi
A

⇒ ZNA (NA)← 0 | qi ∈ Q};
where Nqi

A is the number of ECC actions in ECC state qi. As seen in the rule pB, 1
NA , the ECC

action counter NA is set to one in OSM state s1. The counter is increased in the case of

completion of an algorithm (NI = 0) under the assumption that the current executed ECC

action is not the last (pB, 2
NA ). If it is the last then the counter is reset to zero ({pB, 3

NA ).

Rule Set 6: We will now address the rules for NI counter that keeps track of the line number

under execution in the ECC action’s algorithm. Before we present the seven sub rules, we will

introduce a predicate defining a condition for modification of counter NI at conditional jump

in algorithms:

CondNI : Dom (Q) × Dom (NA) × Dom (NI) × [ZV]→ {true, f alse} .

We will also define a function that calculates the number (next instruction/algorithm state-

ment) of the next step executed in the algorithms, if the transition condition is satisfied:

nextS t : Dom (Q) × Dom (NA) × Dom (NI) × [ZV]→ Dom(NI).

The predicate and the function are defined and essentially determined by the FB algorithms

themselves. In the case of only linear algorithms (that don’t have looping statements like while
and for or condition statements like if ) it is not required to determine CondNI and NextS t and

the step counter NI is simply increased by 1.
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Sub rules 1-3 for implementing tNI to modify the step counter in algorithms are as below:

pB,1
NI : Zs (S ) = s1 ⇒ ZNI(NI)← 1

pB,2
NI

[
i, j, k

]
: Zs (S ) = s2 ∧ ZQ (Q)

= qi ∧ ZNA (NA)

= j ∧ ZNI (NI)

= k ∧ CondNI(qi, j, k,Zv)

⇒ ZNI (NI)← nextS t(qi, j, k,Zv)|qi ∈ DomQ, j ∈ 1,Nqi
A , k ∈ 1,Nqi, j

I

pB,3
NI : Zs (S ) = s2 ∧

∨
qi∈DomQ

∨
j∈1,Nqi

A

∨
k∈1,Nqi , j

I

(ZQ (Q) = qi

∧
ZNA (NA) = j

∧
ZNI (NI) = k

∧
CondNI

(
qi, j, k,Zv

)
)

⇒ ZNI (NI)← ZNI (NI) + 1

where Nqi, j
I is the number of steps in jth ECC action of ECC state qi.

As seen in the rule pB,1
NI , the step counter is set to 1 in OSM state s1. In OSM state s2 (at

the stage of execution of algorithms) new value of the counter depends on its current value and

its modification function. If it is a non-linear algorithm, at conditional steps if CondNI value

is true, value of counter NI varies according to function NextS t (pB,2
NI ), otherwise counter NI

simply increases by one (pB,3
NI ).

In case of linear algorithms it is possible to use the following simplified sub rules:〈
pB,4

NI , pB,5
NI , pB,6

NI , pB,7
NI

〉
:

pB,4
NI : Zs (S ) = s1 ⇒ ZNI(NI)← 1

pB,5
NI : Zs (S ) = s2 ∧

∨
qi∈DomQ, j∈1,Nqi

A

(
ZQ (Q) = qi ∧ ZNA (NA) = j ∧ ZNI (NI) < Nqi, j

I

)

⇒ ZNI (NI)← ZNI (NI) + 1

pB,6
NI : Zs (S ) = s2 ∧

∨
qi∈DomQ, j∈1,Nqi

A

(
ZQ (Q) = qi ∧ ZNA (NA) = j ∧ ZNI (NI) = Nqi, j

I

)

⇒ ZNI (NI)← 0

pB,7
NI : ZNI (NI) = 0⇒ ZNI(NI)← 1
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The last rule defines that zero value of variable NI is only temporary and in the next cycle

again becomes 1. Zero value of NI is necessary to determine completion of ECC action and

trigger of output events.

Rule Set 7: Before considering the rule set, we first introduce the predicates defining condi-

tions of variables’ modification vom ∈ VO
(
m = 1,NVO

)
in algorithms:

CondVOm : Dom (Q) × Dom (NA) × Dom (NI) × [ZV]→ {true, f alse} .
We also define functions for computation of new values of variables vom ∈ VO

(
m = 1,NVO

)
taking into account all algorithms in various ECC states and ECC actions:

NewValVOm : Dom (Q) × Dom (NA) × Dom (NI) × [ZV]→ Dom (V) .

The rule set for change of function ZVO of output variables’ values are as below:

pB,1
VO

[
i, j, k,m

]
: Zs (S ) = s2

∧
ZQ (Q)

= qi

∧
ZNA (NA)

= j
∧

ZNI (NI)

= k
∧

CondVOm(qi, j, k,ZV)

⇒ ZVO (vom)← NewValVOm
(
qi, j, k,Zv

)
|vom ∈ VO, qi ∈ Qvom , j ∈ NAqi,vom , k ∈ NIqi, j,vom

where,

• Qvom ⊆ DomQ is a set of ECC states in which variable vom can be changed;

• NAqi,vom is a set of numbers of ECC actions in ECC state qi; in which the variable vom can

be changed;

• NAqi, j,vom is a set of numbers of steps in jth ECC action in ECC state qi in which variable

vom can be changed;

Rule Set 8: This rule addresses the trigger of output events. We first present some condi-

tions of issue of output events eok

(
k = 1,NEO

)
as follows:

putoutEOk � Zs (S ) = s2 ∧ ZNI (NI)

= 0 ∧
∨

qi∈Qeok

∨
j∈NAqi ,eok

(
ZQ (Q) = qi ∧ ZNA (NA) = j

)

where

• Qeok ⊆ DomQ is a set of ECC states in which, at least in one ECC action, an output signal

eok is issued;
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• NAqi,eok is a set of numbers of ECC actions (of ECC state qi ) which issue output signal

eok;

Rules for issuance of output signals using putoutEOk can be expressed as:

{
pB,1

EO [k] : putoutEOk ⇒ ZEO(eok)← true|eok ∈ EO
}

Rule Set 9: The rule set for changing the output data buffers by issuing output events is as

below: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩pB,1
VOB [m] :

∨
(eok ,vom)∈OW

putoutEOk ⇒ZVOB(vobm)← ZVO(vom)|vom ∈ VO

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
Rule Set 10: The event indicating the termination of a basic FB execution should be triggered

when there was already a start signal to FB and the current state is s0 with no more event

inputs to process (also called "idle" state) or when transition happens on OSM from state s1 to

state s0 (case of normal working off of FB). Creation of the finish signal can be defined by the

following rule which change function Zβ:

p1,β
β : Zα (α)

∧
Zs (S ) = s0 ∧

∧
eik∈EI

selectEIk Zs (S )

= s1 ∧ AbsentEnabledECTran

⇒ Zβ(β)← true

It is necessary to note that the reset of β to "false" is made in the dispatcher. Simultaneously

with setting the finish flag β, the start flag α is also reset.

5 Modeling of a basic function block
We considered two basic approaches to developing SMV-based models of FB using the formal

model of FB described in the previous sections.

The first approach (referred to as "classical") uses the concept of modules in SMV and

simultaneous local changes of variables in each module, by using the next statement of SMV.

This approach is more "user-friendly", as it supports a hierarchical design and allows one to

one mapping of function blocks to the hierarchy of modules of SMV. In addition, it allows the

use of composite verification methods supported in the SMV. The second approach is based on

the possibility of direct transitions description using TRANS and INIT statements in SMV. Due

to the complex nature of TRANS and INIT based approach, only the first approach is presented

in this paper.

In this approach all the variables of the module FB are divided into two parts: 1) a set of

internal variables, which are localized in the FB, and 2) external variables that are located out-

side the module. Figure 3 presents the variables used in BFBM, and their relationships: solid

circles denote actual variables, and dashed ones indicate parameters. Relationship between real
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Figure 3: Variables in BFBM.

variables and parameters are shown by dashed bidirectional arrows, while solid arrows repre-

sent signal and data transfers. As an example, let us consider an application that consists of two

ALU Function Blocks interacting with each other (Figure 2). This example is designed to test

the proposed transition rules for verification of the FB systems and contains all the essential

elements of the basic FB (BFB) and FB network - input and output events, input and output

variables, internal variables, event-based information and communication.

5.1 Generating the SMV model using SMV modules

The corresponding SMV module alu is defined as follows:

MODULE alu (initt, sum, diff, d1_, d2_, inito, cnf, res_, alpha, beta)

alpha, beta refer to the α, β variables of BFBM respectively. Internal variables of the module

SMV are declared as:

VAR d1:0..99; d2:0..99; res:0..99; n:0..99; S:{s0, s1, s2}; Q:{q0, q1, q2,
q3}; NA: 0..2; NI: 0..2;

The initial values of variables are set using SMV’s ASSIGN assignment syntax.

ASSIGN init (Q): = q0; init (S): = s0; init (d1): = 0; init (d2): = 0; init
(res): = 0; init (n): = 0; init (NA): = 0; init (NI): = 0;

Definition of guard conditions of the ECC transitions is shown below using DEFINE clauses.

GuardCond, rule 3 of section IV is used.
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DEFINE GuardCond_q0q1: = 1;
DEFINE GuardCond_q0q2: = (n = 13) & (res > 0);
DEFINE GuardCond_q0q3: = (n > 0);
DEFINE GuardCond_q1q0: = 1;
DEFINE GuardCond_q2q0: = 1;
DEFINE GuardCond_q3q0: = 1;

Determination of the full conditions of the ECC transitions is shown below using SMV’s DE-
FINE definition syntax. TranCond, rule 3 of section IV is used.

DEFINE TranCond_q0q1: = initt & GuardCond_q0q1;
DEFINE TranCond_q0q2: = sum & GuardCond_q0q2;
DEFINE TranCond_q0q3: = diff & GuardCond_q0q3
DEFINE TranCond_q1q0: = GuardCond_q1q0;
DEFINE TranCond_q2q0: = GuardCond_q2q0;
DEFINE TranCond_q3q0: = GuardCond_q3q0;

Condition of the existence of the enabled ECC transitions is defined as:

DEFINE ExistsEnabledECTran: = (Q = q0 & (TranCond_q0q1 | TranCond_q0q2 |
TranCond_q0q3)) | (Q = q1 & TranCond_q1q0) | (Q = q2 & TranCond_q2q0) | (Q
= q3 & TranCond_q3q0);

Condition of absence of enabled ECC transitions is defined as:

DEFINE AbsentsEnabledECTran: = (Q = q0 & (!TranCond_q0q1 & !TranCond_q0q2 &
!TranCond_q0q3)) | (Q = q1 & !TranCond_q1q0) | (Q = q2 & !TranCond_q2q0) |
(Q = q3 & !TranCond_q3q0);

Similarly, the existence of an input signal is defined as

DEFINE ExistsInputEvent: = initt | sum | diff;

We use the SMV’s next syntax to determine the ECC state transitions,

next (Q): = case
Q = q0 & S = s1 & TranCond_q0q1:q1;--Priority 0
Q = q0 & S = s1 & TranCond_q0q2:q2;--Priority 1
Q = q0 & S = s1 & TranCond_q0q3:q3;--Priority 2
Q = q1 & S = s1 & TranCond_q1q0:q0;
Q = q2 & S = s1 & TranCond_q2q0:q0;
Q = q3 & S = s1 & TranCond_q3q0:q0;
1: Q;

esac;

Note that the priority of the transitions within the "next" construct is based on the order of the

case statements. Similarly, we use SMV’s next syntax to determine the state transitions of the

OSM and also increment/reset the NA and NI counters,
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next (S): = case
alpha & S = s0 & ExistsInputEvent: s1;
S = s1 & ExistsEnabledECTran: s2;
S = s2 & NA = 0: s1;
S = s1 & AbsentsEnabledECTran: s0;
1: S;

esac;
next (NA): = case
S = s1: 1;
S = s2 & NI = 0 & ((Q = q0 & NA <1) | (Q = q1 & NA < 1) | (Q = q2 & NA <1)
| (Q = q3 & NA <1)): NA +1;

S = s2 & NI = 0 & ((Q = q0 & NA = 1) | (Q = q1 & NA = 1) | (Q = q2 & NA =
1) | (Q = q3 & NA = 1)): 0;

1: NA;
esac;
next (NI): = case
S = s1: 1;
S = s2 & (Q = q0 & NA = 1 & NI <1 | Q = q1 & NA = 1 & NI <2 | Q = q2 & NA =
1 & NI <1 | Q = q3 & NA = 1 & NI <1): NI +1;

S = s2 & (Q = q0 & NA = 1 & NI = 1 | Q = q1 & NA = 1 & NI = 2 | Q = q2 & NA
= 1 & NI = 1 | Q = q3 & NA = 1 & NI = 1): 0;

0: 1;
1: NI;

esac;

Simplified examples of the application of rule pB,1
EI for reset of input events and rule pB,1

VI for

sampling of input data are presented below on the left and right hand sides, respectively.

next (initt): = case
S = s1: 0;
1: initt;

esac;
next (d2): = case
alpha & S = s0 & initt: d2;
1: d2;

esac;

Since the execution of algorithms can result in issuance of an output event and also in change

of output variables, the SMV rules for the same are as follows:

next(res):= case
S = s2 & Q=q1 & NA=1 & NI=2:(n - 10) mod 90;
S = s2 & Q=q2 & NA=1 & NI=1:(d1+d2+n) mod 90;
S = s2 & Q=q3 & NA=1 & NI=1:(d1-d2-n) mod 90;
1: res;

esac;
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One can see that output data variable res can be changed in different ECC states, various

ECC actions and different steps. Note that modulo 90 in case statements is done to prevent

the uncontrolled growth of a variable in the initial investigation of the system when the system

behavior is unknown. Similarly SMV rules for issuing an output event (in this case, cnf ) and

output data (res) are given below:

next(cnf): = case
S = s2 & NI=0 & (Q=q2 & NA=1 | Q=q3 & NA=1): 1;
1: cnf;

esac;
next (res_): = case
S=s2 & NI=0 & (Q=q2 & NA=1 | Q=q3 & NA=1): res;
1: res_;

SMV rules for changing flags α and β are given below:

next (beta): = case
(alpha & S = s0 & !ExistsInputEvent | S = s1 & AbsentsEnabledECTran): 1;
1: beta;

esac;
next (alpha): = case
(Alpha & S = s0 & !ExistsInputEvent | S = s1 & AbsentsEnabledECTran): 0;
1: alpha;

esac;

6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented a formal model of IEC 61499 Function Blocks based on a "cus-

tomized" ASM, well suited for verification and simulation purposes, using SMV. One can note

the following features of our formal notation: 1) the use of state variables and functions of

their values in determining the system state; 2) an asynchronous and distributed nature, where

one SMV module models one FB module; 3) the presence of shared variables for modules, 4)

determinacy of modules; 5) the use of explicit production rules when presenting the ASM pro-

grams; 6) a special restriction on the execution of the distributed ASM, addressed in detail in

[20, 21]. A small example of a basic function block is presented for better understanding of the

proposed approach. Paper [20] addresses synchronous execution semantics using distributed

ASM. Another approach of developing SMV models using TRANS and INIT statements will

be explored in future works.
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Formal Modelling and Verification of IEC61499 Function
Blocks with Abstract State Machines and SMV - Execution

Semantics

Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

IEC 61499 Standard for Function Blocks Architecture is an executable component model for

distributed embedded control system design that combines block-diagrams and state machines.

This paper proposes approach to formal modeling of IEC61499 function block execution se-

mantics for popular model checking environment of SMV using Abstract State Machines. An

operational semantics of IEC 61499 application with two-stage synchronous execution model

is presented using this framework. This paper first introduces the importance of model check-

ing function block applications in different execution semantics. It highlights the uses of formal

verification, such as, verifying portability (behavior) of component based control applications

across different implementation platforms compliant with the IEC 61499 standard. The formal

model is applied on an example IEC 61499 application. The paper compares the verification re-

sults of this IEC 61499 application with two-stage synchronous execution model and the same

application with cyclic execution model presented in the earlier work. With this comparison,

we verify the portability of the IEC61499 applications across different platforms.

1 Introduction
The IEC 61499 [1, 2] is an international standard that introduces an open reference architecture

for distributed control systems, which is an important class of embedded systems with a strong

legacy background. The standard is often nicknamed the function block architecture after its

main design artifact that is an event driven (and event activated) function block. If one would

abstract out unnecessary details, the standard introduces quite an elegant model of distributed

application that is a network of function blocks connected via control and data flows. The

control flow is modeled using the concept of event that is emitted from an output of one function

block and can be received at one or several inputs of other function blocks.

Over the past decade, the applicability of the IEC 61499 standard in distributed control

systems has been extensively studied in many projects, such as airport baggage handling sys-

tems, manufacturing control, mechatronics, building automation systems, machining, process

control, and smart grid. These case studies [1] have confirmed many advantages of IEC 61499

over the mainstream PLC technology based on the IEC 61131-3 standard in terms of design

and re-design efficiency, and better interoperability and reusability. However, these studies

also revealed many pitfalls of the first edition, which are primarily due to the non-exhaustive
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definition of FB’s execution semantics. This, on one hand, gives software vendors sufficient

freedom to adapt the IEC 61499 standard into their existing tool frameworks, such as ISaGRAF

Workbench. However, on the other hand, different IEC 61499 implementations may not be

compatible with one another. Such incompatibility directly results in portability and interop-

erability issues that are against the standard’s original intention. The portability of a function

block application A between platforms that comply with execution semantics s1 and s2 can be

defined as equivalence of the behavior B(A,s1)=B(A,s2). However, brute force check of the

equivalence can have prohibitive complexity. Instead, one can apply model-checking of A’s

model under semantic s, M(A,s), against the comprehensive set of requirements R (functional

and non-functional, including safety and liveness). Denoting the set of model-checking results

as C(M(A,s),R), we define the application A to be portable between semantics s1 and s2if the

model-checking gives equivalent results, i.e.:

P (A, s1, s2) � C (M (A, s1) ,R)=C (M (A, s2) ,R) (1)

In [3] we introduce a way of modeling function blocks that simplify parameterization

of the execution semantics, i.e. generation of model M(A,s) for cyclic semantics s. In this

paper we present synchronous semantics case. The modeling is based on the Abstract State

Machines (ASM), and SMV is assumed as a tool implementing model-checking C(M(A,s),R).

The main modeling approach used in this paper is fully described in [4], the rest of the material

presented in this paper is based on the modeling techniques described in [4]. In summary the

main contributions of this paper are:

1. An approach to define operational semantics of IEC 61499 function block application on

the basis of ASM.

2. ASM-based operational semantics of IEC 61499 application using two-stage synchronous

execution model.

3. Mapping Distributed ASM – FB model (DASM-FB) to SMV.

4. Comparing the execution of an IEC 61499 application using two different execution

semantics by means of model checking for portability issues.

2 Related facts

2.1 Function blocks
In IEC 61499, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each FB consists of

a graphical event-data interface and a set of executable functional specifications (algorithms),

represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or as a network of other FB instances (composite

FB), or as a set of services (service interface FB). FBs can be interconnected into a network

using event and data connections to specify the entire control application. Execution of an

individual FB in the network is triggered by the events it receives. This well-defined event-data
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interface and the encapsulation of local data and control algorithms make each FB a reusable

functional unit of software.

There are several approaches to defining formal models of function blocks, e.g. [5]. In

this paper, for the sake of brevity, we present only informal examples of function blocks and

systems built thereof. For example, the basic FB (BFB) ALU in Figure 1 is designed to perform

arithmetic operations of addition and subtraction, depending on its input events. As seen from

Figure 1, a basic FB is defined by signal interface (left hand side) and also its internal state

machine (called Execution Control Chart, or ECC, on the right hand side). The BFB has three

algorithms (executed in the ECC states), definition of these is shown along with ECC. It also

has an internal variable n initialized to the value 13.

Figure 1: The basic FB ALU: interface (left), ECC diagram with algorithms (right).

A function block application is a network of FBs connected by event and data links. As an

example, let us consider an application that consists of two ALU function blocks interacting

with each other (Figure 2). This example, of course, does not comprehensively cover all FB

artifacts and is used for illustrative purposes.

The application consists of two instances of the arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) BFB type con-

nected in closed-loop (outputs of one BFB are connected to the inputs of other BFB). Following

the firing of the initt input of alu1 (Figure 2) (emitted by hardware interface), the application

enters an infinite sequence of computations consisting of alternating arithmetic operations -

addition and subtraction. Moreover, the input parameters are chosen such that the variables do

not change, i.e. when one FB adds a certain number, the second one subtracts it, as a result, the

state space of the system is limited.

A composite function block (CFB) is defined by a signal interface and internal network of

function block instances similar to the application in Figure 2. The existing execution models

of FB systems differ in the disciplines of FB execution scheduling and the methods of events

and data passing between the FBs. For example, in the cyclic execution model, each FB in an

application is invoked once between the update of environment variables, and its place in the

order of invocations is predefined.

In contrast to the cyclic execution models, which is sequential in the nature, synchronous
execution model is a parallel one. Execution of FBs in the synchronous model is performed

in the abstract moments of the discrete time ..., t - 1, t, t + 1, ... At one tick all enabled FBs
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Figure 2: FB system of two ALUs.

are executed. In order to avoid the dependency of the result on a FB execution order inside the

front of connected FBs, a two-stage scheme with intermediate buffering of output signals has

been proposed. At the first stage, all FBs from the front of enabled FBs are executed, but the

transfer of output signals to FB-consumers is postponed. At the second stage, delayed signals

"come alive" and delivered to the target FBs.

2.2 Abstract state machines
The Abstract State Machine (ASM) paradigm was introduced by Yuri Gurevich in 1988 [6]

with basic definitions presented in [7] by the same author. The ASM methodologies are prac-

tical in modeling and analyzing different sizes of systems and have been applied in different

research areas such as programing languages [8], hardware and software architectures [9], al-

gorithm verification and network protocols [10]. ASMs have also been successfully used in

representing semantics of programming languages such as Prolog, C, C#, and Java. In this

research we use ASM (in the form of function change rules) to mathematically represent the

rules used for modeling function blocks execution semantics in SMV.

2.3 Formal modeling of IEC 61499 and cross-platform portability
Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving an algorithm with respect to some spec-

ification or property. Model-checking is one such formal verification approach introduced in

early 1980s by Clarke and Emerson [11, 12]. Formal modeling of IEC 61499 has more than a

decade long history [13, 14]. There are two basic approaches to formal modeling of FB sys-

tems using: 1) a direct representation of FB in a language supported by a model-checking tool

and 2) modeling of FB using an intermediate formal model and its subsequent translation to a

language supported by a tool. The main disadvantage of the works in the first direction, such

as [15, 16], is the lack of a systematic approach to constructing models of FB. In particular,

there is no comprehensive pass-through formalization of FB models. Methods of construct-

ing them do not reflect the system hierarchy, composite FB, algorithms and execution of FB

models.
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The most widely reported in the literature are the works representing the second approach.

In works [17] a method using net condition/event systems (NCES) as the intermediate repre-

sentation was proposed and [18, 19] presents a method of modeling NCES in SMV. The main

drawbacks of the majority of these works are limitations of model-checkers, insufficient perfor-

mance or limited support of arithmetic operations. From that perspective, the SMV approach

promises some breakthroughs. It should also be noted that the SMV system has been used quite

successfully in the industry, e.g. in the verification of the Function Blocks of the IEC 61131-3

standard [20]. Some of the authors of this paper have addressed the portability of FB appli-

cations by suggesting semantic-robust design patterns [21] and analyzing the consequences of

semantic differences for portability [22]. However, the approach proposed in this paper has the

potential for becoming the backend of portability certification based on formal methods.

3 Functional structure of operational model
When defining the FB semantics, two constituent parts should be taken into account: 1) The

proper functioning of FB described informally in IEC 61499 standard and 2) functioning of a

system which schedules the FB execution on a resource to provide a desired execution model.

Before the development of FB execution semantics, we should evaluate possible variants

of functional structural organization of FB formal model as a whole in order to:

1. Identify invariant and changeable parts in order to facilitate the description of a set of FB

semantics for different execution models by reusing invariant descriptions.

2. Use the functional structural organization by the implementation of runtime tools.

Figure 3: Functional structural organization of FB semantic model using hierarchically connected
dispatchers.

In Figure 4 and Figure 5, bfb1, . . . , bfbn are basic FB models; cfb1, . . . , cfbm are composite

FB models; disp is a dispatcher model. It should be noted that one can build several variants
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Figure 4: Structures of composite FB operational models for cyclic execution model.

Figure 5: Structures of composite FB operational models for two-stage synchronous model.
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of functional structural organization of FB semantic models. One of the most convenient cases

is based on the hierarchically connected dispatchers (Figure 3). In this figure fb0, fb1, fb11,
fb12 are operational models of composite FB or sub-applications; fb2 is an operational model

of basic FB; d0. d1, d11, and d12 are operational models of dispatchers (Note: Synonym

“scheduler” could be used as well). Model fb0 can also represent the whole application. Wide

arcs represent event and data flow between adjacent levels of FB, and dashed lines stand for

the information used in the execution control of FB.

In the two-stage synchronous execution model the first phase performs the sampling of

data from the external environment and the execution of component FBs. The second phase

carries out the transfer of signals and data between component FBs and issuing of signals and

data to the external environment. The sequence of actions in accordance with the two-stage

synchronous execution model is as follows (Figure 5):

Phase 1 (on start signal α): 1) the transfer of signals from inputs of the composite FB mod-

ule to input variables of component FBs; 2) start of the first execution phase in all component

FBs; 3) waiting for completion of the first execution phase in all component FBs; 4) generating

finish signal β.

Phase 2 (on start signal μ): 5) start of the second execution phase in all component composite

FBs; 6) waiting for completion of the second execution phase in all component composite

FBs; 7) the transfer of signals between component FBs and transmission signals from outputs

of component FBs to outputs of the composite FB module; 8 ) generating finish signal ψ. In

the model proposed above, the order of inter-level transmissions in each composite FB can be

varied by changing the execution order of the actions at the FB module level. In order to ensure

a "correct" signal transmission from the upper level FBs to the lower level FBs and vice-versa,

in each module the signal transfer from inputs of composite FB module should be performed

first while issuing signals to outputs of composite FB module should be performed at finish of

composite FB module execution.

4 Modular formalism for FB operational semantics – syn-
chronous execution

In the previous work we have proposed a modification of ASM for modeling FBs system called

Distributed ASM – FB model (DASM-FB) [3]. For representation of the formal model of FB

systems based on DASM-FB we choose the approach based on SMV modules. In this case,

the semantic gap between DASM-FB and SMV model is minimal. Each module of DASM-FB

(formal module) can be mapped to SMV module. Both DASM-FB modules and SMV modules

work against each other asynchronously, while the rules for changing the functions of DASM-

FB module and next-operators of SMV module run synchronously. SMV module declaration

has the following syntax:

MODULE <module name> (<list of formal parameters>)

Table 1. summarizes mapping of DASM-FB to SMV.

Each rule (or set of rules) of the formal module related to changing a variable of a type
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Table 1: The correspondence between elements of the formal module and SMV module.
DASM-FB SMV Model

(Formal) module SMV module

A simple rule for changing the function of vari-

able’s values (in the form of one production

rule)

next statement with the assignment operator

A rule set for changing the function of vari-

able’s values
next statement with case operator

Actual variable Own variable of SMV module

Variable-representative Formal parameter of SMV module

Component FB

Variables representing an instance of module of

the specified type with process (asynchronous)

descriptor

(for example, event input variables, OSM state, output variables, etc.) can be mapped to SMV

statement next (with the case statement on the right hand side of assignment operator “=”)

because of meta-model nature of DASM-FB. All SMV variables in the next statements belong

to the same type, like the type of the prototyping variable. The syntax of the next statement is

as follows:

next (<name of variable>): = case
<condition 1 of changing of variable>: <expression 1 for new value>;
...
<condition N of changing of variable> <N expression N for new value>;

esac;

If at certain conditions it is necessary to preserve the value of a variable, then the following

construction should be used in the case statement.

<condition of conservation of variable>: <name of variable>;
Example: 1: <name of variable>;

Each component FB of the formal model maps to a description (a call) of the corresponding

SMV module in the parent SMV module:

VAR <name of FB module instance>: process <name of FB module type>
(<parameters of FB module instance>);

Note that in this case the keyword process defines the execution of the FB module instance as

an asynchronous process.

4.1 Definition of scheme for the model

In the rest of this paper, we will formally define two state synchronous execution model. A

composite function block module (CFBM) for two stage synchronous execution model is de-
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fined as follows:

Ms
c =

(
S yntc, S ems

c
)
,

where S yntc is the syntactic part of the definition (same as the cyclic pattern presented in [3])

and S ems
c = (VRT s

c,T
s
c ,D

s
c) is the semantic part where the tuple components have the same

meaning as the cyclic execution model but different definition as explained below.

Run-time variables are defined as the following tuple:

VRT s
c = (VIB, VOB, FBDs, α, β, μ, ψ, ω ) ,

Where,

• VIB = {vib1, vib1, . . . , vibNVI } is a set of external buffers linked to the input variables,

|VIB| = |VI| , VIB↔ VI, Dom (VIB) = N
(
set of integers

)
;

• VOB = {vob1, vob1, . . . , vobNVO} is a set of external buffers linked to the output vari-

ables, |VOB| = |VO| , VOB↔ VO, Dom (VOB) = N;

• FBDs = { f bd1, f bd2, . . . , f bdNFB
} is a set of additional (semantic) descriptions of com-

ponent FBs, which are included in the composite FB;

Note: The given set is divided into two subsets: BFBDs is a set of descriptions of basic

component FBs; CFBDs is a set of descriptions of composite component FBs. FBDs =

BFBDs ⋃CFBDs and BFBDs ⋂CFBDs = ∅.
If f bdi ∈ BFBDs, f bdi = (αi, βi) where αi and βi are the start and end signals for BFBM.

If f bdi ∈ CFBDs, f bdi = (αi, βi, μi, ψi) where αi(μi) is a variable of the start of the first

(or second) phase of execution of ith composite component FB; βi(ψi) is a variable of the

termination of the first (or second) phase of execution of ith composite component FB;

• α (μ) is a variable of the start of the first (second) phase of execution of the module.

Dom (α)=Dom (μ) = {true, f alse};
• β(ψ) is a variable of the termination of the first (second) phase of execution of the module.

Dom (β)=Dom (ψ)= {true, f alse};
• ω is a condition of the termination of signal transfers in composite FB.

The tuple of transition functions is given below:

T s
c =

(
tEI ,

(
tEIi

)
i=1, NFB

,
(
tEOi

)
i=1, NFB

, tEO, tVI , tVOB

)
.

It is similar to cyclic execution model, but functions are modified. The function for modifica-

tion of output event variables tEO, is as below:

tEO : [ZEI] ×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

NFB⋃
i=1

ZEOi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × [Zμ] ×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

NCFB⋃
k=1

Zψk

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ → [ZEO]

This function sets output event variables of the module as a result of execution of the second

phase.
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The function of the reset of output event variables of ith component FB is modified by taking

into account the conditions of the end of the second phase of FB execution:

tEOi :
[
ZEOi

] ×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

NCFB⋃
k=1

Zψi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × [Zμ] → [
ZEOi

]

The rest remain the same as in cyclic execution model [3].

4.2 Definition of dynamics of the model
The rules below are considered for change of functions from tuple T s

c (when using a scheduler

of an intermediate level).

Rule Set 1: Rules for changing the function of values of event input variables of jth component

FB:

a) For a case when inside the composite FB, there is at least one composite component FB:

pC,S ,1
EI j

[
k, j

]
: Zα (α) ∧

∨
eim ∈ EI,

(
eim, ei j

k

)
∈ EVConn

ZEI (eim)

∨
NCFB∧
i=1

Zψi (ψi)

∧
∨

eox
n ∈ EOx,

(
eox

n, eii
k

)
∈ EVConn

ZEOx
(
eox

n
)

⇒ ZEI j

(
ei j

k

)
← true | ei j

k ∈ EI j, j = 1, NFB;

According to this rule set, an event input variable of a component FB is set to “true” if at

least one event input or output variable connected to this event variable is set to “true” as well

as there is the start signal for the composite FB.

b) For a case when inside the composite FB only basic component FBs exist:

pC,S ,2
EI j

[
k, j

]
: Zα (α) ∧

∨
eim ∈ EI,

(
eim, ei j

k

)
∈ EVConn

ZEI (eim) ∨ Zμ(μ)

∧
∨

eox
n ∈ EOx,

(
eox

n, eii
k

)
∈ EVConn

ZEOx
(
eox

n
)

⇒ ZEI j

(
ei j

k

)
← true | ei j

k ∈ EI j, j = 1, NFB.

Rule Set 2: Rules for changing the function of values of event output variables are built on the

basis of rule pC, C,1
EO [3] by adding in it a check of variables βi and ψi since signal transfer to the

output is made only at the end of the second phase in all component FBs:
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a) For a case when in the composite FB there is at least one composite component FB:

pC, S ,1
EO [k] :

∨
eim ∈ EI, (eim, eok) ∈ EVConn

ZEI (eim)

∨
∨

eox
n ∈ EOx,

(
eox

n, eok
) ∈ EVConn

ZEOx
(
eox

n
)

∧
NCFB∧
i=1

Zψi (ψi)

⇒ ZEO (eok) ← true | eok ∈ EO

b) For a case when in the composite FB only basic component FBs exist:

pC, S ,2
EO [k] :

∨
eim ∈ EI, (eim, eok) ∈ EVConn

ZEI (eim)

∨
∨

eox
n ∈ EOx,

(
eox

n, eok
) ∈ EVConn

ZEOx
(
eox

n
)

∧ Zμ(μ)

⇒ ZEO (eok) ← true | eok ∈ EO

Since, in our case, the synchronous data sampling is used, all input signals are dropped at

the reception of the start signal α . For these purposes, rule pC, C,1
EI defined for the cyclic model

could be used [3].

Rule Set 3: The reset of output event variables of component FBs is made at the end of the

second phase:

a) For a case when in the composite FB there is at least one composite component FB:

{pC, S ,1
EOi

[
k, j

]
: ZEOi

(
eo j

k

)
∧

NCFB∧
i=1

Zψi (ψi) ⇒ ZEO j

(
eo j

k

)
← f alse | eo j

k ∈ EOj, j = 1, NFB};

b) For a case when in the composite FB only basic component FBs exist:

{pC, S ,2
EOi

[
k, j

]
: ZEOi

(
eo j

k

)
∧ Zμ(μ) ⇒ ZEO j

(
eo j

k

)
← f alse | eo j

k ∈ EOj, j = 1, NFB}

Rule Set 4: The issue of output data is defined by the following rules:
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a) For a case when in the composite FB there is at least one composite component FB:

pC, S ,1
VOB [m] :

NCFB∧
i=1

Zψi (ψi)

∧
∨

(eok , vobm)∈OW

( ∨
ei j ∈ EI,

(
ei j, eok

)
∈ EVConn

ZEI

(
ei j

)

∨
∨

eox
n ∈ EOx,

(
eox

n, eok
) ∈ EVConn

ZEOx
(
eox

n
) )

⇒ ZVOB (vobm)← ZVO(reprVO(vobm)) | vobmε VOB

b) For a case when in the composite FB only basic component FBs exist:

pC, S ,2
VOB [m] :Zμ (μ)

∧
∨

(eok , vobm)∈OW

( ∨
ei j ∈ EI,

(
ei j, eok

)
∈ EVConn

ZEI

(
ei j

)

∨
∨

eox
n ∈ EOx,

(
eox

n, eok
) ∈ EVConn

ZEOx
(
eox

n
) )

⇒ ZVOB (vobm)← ZVO(reprVO(vobm)) | vobmε VOB

Here, the representative of a variable from set VO defined by function reprVO is used as an

argument of function ZVO. The purpose of this substitution is to minimize the number of

variables without loss of accuracy.

4.3 Model of the dispatcher for synchronous execution model

In order to demonstrate various schemes of construction of systems of co-operating FB mod-

ules and dispatchers, we will consider a case of implementation of a scheduler for two stage

synchronous FB execution model in the form of an asynchronous module. It should be noted

that the main principles of construction of "synchronous" and "asynchronous" schedulers re-

main the same. However, in the latter case, it is necessary to watch explicitly, the appearances

of some events, for example, the termination of all signals and data transfers in the parent FB.

A dispatcher for the synchronous execution model is defined as tuple:

DS
C = (VS

D, T S
D,Z

C,0
D ),

where V?
D is s set of dispatcher variables; TS

D is a set of dispatcher transitions functions; ZS ,0
D is

a set of functions of initial values of the variables.
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A set of variables of an intermediate level scheduler for the synchronous execution model is

defined by the following tuple:

VS
D =

(
α, μ, β, ψ, (αi)i=1, NFB

, (μi)i=1, NCFB
, (βi)i=1, NFB

,
(
ψi
)

i=1, NCFB
, ω

)
,

where α and μ are variables of the start of the first and the second phases of execution of the sub-

system accordingly (Note: the term “subsystem” means “subsystem of FBs”. In other words, it

represents a composite FB or a sub-application). β and ψ are variables of the termination of the

first and the second phases of execution of the subsystem accordingly. (αi)i=1, NFB
, (μi)i=1, NCFB

are sets of variables of the start of the first and the second phases of execution of component

FBs accordingly. (βi)i=1, NFB
,
(
ψi
)

i=1, NCFB
are sets of variables of the end of the first and the

second phase of execution of component FBs accordingly. ω is a flag of the end of transfers in

the parent composite FB. Here NFB is the number of component FBs in a subsystem, NCFBis

the number of component composite FBs in a subsystem. For simplicity, we assume that at the

enumeration of component FBs in a subsystem, composite component FBs are referred first,

and basic component FBs follow second.

Rules of functioning of an intermediate level dispatcher are given below.

Rule Set 5: Rules for resetting variable α and setting variable β accordingly are as follows:

p1,D,S
α :

NFB∧
k=1

Zβk(βk) ⇒ Zα (α)← f alse

p1,D,S
β :

NFB∧
k=1

Zβk(βk) ⇒ Zα (β)← true

According to the given rules, resetting α and setting β are performed when all component FBs

included in the subsystem, have completed their execution of the first phase.

Rule Set 6: Rules for resetting variable μ and setting variable ψ are distinguished for the next

cases:

a) The subsystem contains one or more composite component FBs:

p1,D,S
μ :

NCFB∧
k=1

Zψk(ψk) ⇒ Zμ (μ)← f alse

p1,D,S
ψ :

NCFB∧
k=1

Zψk(ψk) ∧ Zω (ω) ⇒ Zψ (ψ)← true

b) The subsystem contains only basic component FBs:

p2,D,S
μ : Zμ (μ) ∧ Zω (ω) ⇒ Zμ (μ)← f alse

p2,D,S
ψ : Zμ (μ) ∧ Zω (ω) ⇒ Zψ (ψ)← true

Rule Set 7:
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a) A rule for setting variables (αi)i=1, NFB
is represented below:

p1,D,S
αi

: Zα (α) ∧ Zω (ω) ⇒ Zαi (αi)← true

According to the given rules, the first phase of execution of ith component FB is started (in the

next clock tick) at the presence of signal α of the start of the subsystem as a whole. At that, all

signals transfers in the composite FB (from event inputs of this block) should be completed.

As it can be seen, all component FBs are started simultaneously. The start of the component

FBs will occur correctly under the following conditions: at the presence of ready signals and

the data on the inputs. Note that launch of the component FBs is behind by one tick, relative to

actions for data sampling and signals transfer from event inputs of the parent composite FB to

the inputs of the inner component FBs.

b) A rule for resetting variables(βi)i=1, NFB
is represented below

p1,D,S
βi

:

NFB∧
k=1

Zβk(βk) ⇒ Zβi (βi)← f alse

As it can be seen, variables βi are dropped simultaneously with setting variable β.

c) A rule for setting variables (μi)i=1, NCFB
for the launch of the second phase of execution of

component FBs is represented below:

p1,D,S
μi

: Zμ (μ)⇒ Zμi (μi)← true

The given rule is structurally similar to rule p1,D,S
αi , but waiting for the end of signal transfers

(from inputs) is not required.

d) A rule for resetting variables
(
ψi
)

i=1, NCFB
of the termination of the second phase of execution

of component FBs is represented below:

p1,D,S
ψi

: Zω (ω) ∧
NCFB∧
k=1

Zψk(ψk) ⇒ Zψi (ψi)← f alse

The given rule is structurally similar to rule p1,D,S
βi

, but in this case waiting for the end of signal

transfers to outputs is required. It should be emphasized, the second phase is defined only for

component composite FBs. If there are no composite component FBs in the subsystem, then

FB execution of the second phase is reduced only to transfer of signals inside the subsystem.

The difference of a main dispatcher (in other words, a top-level one, denoted as D‘) from an

intermediate level scheduler is that it is completely independent of other dispatchers and there

are no external control signals for handling of FB execution phases. The main dispatcher is

defined for FB network of the uppermost level; as a rule, it is an FB network located on a

resource.

Completeness of the above rule sets is confirmed by the correct use of the formal notation, a

software implementation of FB model in accordance with proposed semantic description [23]

and application of these FB models in some R&D projects.
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5 Model of dispatcher in SMV

For the example shown in Figure 2, the dispatcher in SMV is given below. To save space it is

depicted in a tabular form.

MODULE schedulerSynch(alpha1,alpha2,beta1,beta2,omega)
ASSIGN
next(alpha1):= case
(omega & beta1 & beta2): 1;
1: alpha1;

esac;
next(alpha2):= case
(omega & beta1 & beta2): 1;
1: alpha2;

esac;
next(beta1):= case
(omega & beta1 & beta2): 0;
1: beta1;

esac;
next(beta2):= case
(omega & beta1 & beta2): 0;
1: beta2;

esac;

6 Verification results

This section presents results of the model checking as applied to the composite block in Fig-

ure 2. For the benefit of comparison, we show the results for both the cyclic execution model [3]

and synchronous execution model presented in this paper. Result (A) column shows the cyclic

execution model and Result (B) shows the synchronous execution model.

We can conclude that verification results for both cyclic and synchronous execution models

for the given set of properties are same. Table 3. below shows the secondary results related to

a better understanding of the synchronous execution model. The results are false, but that is

what we want.

Property AG(EF sub2) = true says that the signal on input sub2 cannot be lost forever and

FB alu2 will be invoked at some point. Property AG(EF (alu1.Q=q2)) = true says FB alu1
can reach state q2 (adding) always. It means FB alu1 will be triggered sometime in the fu-

ture. Properties EF(AG alu1.AbsentsEnabledECTran & alu2.AbsentsEnabledECTran) = false
and EF(AG alu1.S=s0 & alu2.S=s0) = false indicate that FB system is live and there is no

deadlock. Properties EF (alu1.S=s1 & alu2.S=s1) = false and EF (alu1.S=s1 & alu2.S=s2) =
false and EF (alu1.S=s2 & alu2.S=s1) = false indicate that FB’s alu1 and alu2 cannot work

simultaneously while the synchronous execution model assumes usually the simultaneous exe-

cution of FBs. It is due to specificity of the FB system functioning. Here, the two instances of
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Table 2: CTL Properties and verification results.
CTL Result A Result B CTL Result A Result B

SPEC EF beta1 true true SPEC EF (alu1.n=13) true true

SPEC EF alpha1 true true SPEC EF (alu1.d2=5) true true

SPEC EF !initt1 true true SPEC EF (alu1.res=3) true true

SPEC EF inito1 true true SPEC EF (alu1.res=8) false false

SPEC EF cnf1 true true SPEC EF (alu1.res=18) true true

SPEC EF (alu1.S=s0) true true SPEC EF (alu1.res>18) false false

SPEC EF (alu1.S=s1) true true SPEC EF (alu2.res>0) true true

SPEC EF (alu1.S=s2) true true SPEC EF (res1Buf=3) false false

SPEC EF (alu1.Q=q0) true true SPEC EF (res1Buf=18) true true

SPEC EF (alu1.Q=q1) true true SPEC EF (res1Buf>0) true true

SPEC EF (alu1.Q=q2) true true SPEC AG(EF sub2) true true

SPEC EF (alu1.Q=q3) false false SPEC AG(EF (alu1.Q=q2)) true true

SPEC EF (alu2.Q=q0) true true SPEC AG (EF alpha1) true true

SPEC EF (alu2.Q=q1) true true SPEC AG (EF alpha2) true true

SPEC EF (alu2.Q=q2) false false
SPEC AG (alpha1 -> AF al-

pha2)
true true

SPEC EF (alu2.Q=q3) true true
SPEC AG (alpha2 -> AF al-

pha1)
true true

SPEC EF ((alu1.NI=2) &

(alu1.NA=1))
true true

Table 3: Specific results for synchronous execution model.
CTL Result

SPEC AG (EF alu1.AbsentsEnabledECTran &

alu2.AbsentsEnabledECTran)
false

SPEC EF (AG alu1.AbsentsEnabledECTran &

alu2.AbsentsEnabledECTran)
false

SPEC EF (AG alu1.S=s0 & alu2.S=s0) false

SPEC EF (alu1.S=s1 & alu2.S=s1) false

SPEC EF (alu1.S=s1 & alu2.S=s2) false

SPEC EF (alu1.S=s2 & alu2.S=s1) false

the FB system work alternatively (addition-subtraction-addition-etc.). However the FBs start

simultaneously. The simple example such as the one presented in this paper took a maximum

of 90 seconds (verify 43 CTL properties) to complete model checking. But as is the case with

model checking, with increase in complexity, there is an increase in verification time and state

space. Addressing state space explosion problem and verification is not in the scope of this

paper and hence would like the reader to refer to [24] that presents some techniques to address

these issues specifically targeting the methodology presented in this paper.

7 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented a formal model of IEC 61499 Function Blocks based on a "cus-

tomized" ASM, well suited In this paper, we presented a formal model for one of the execution
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semantics of IEC 61499 Function Blocks based on a "customized" distributed ASM, which

is well suited for verification and simulation purposes, using SMV. One can note the follow-

ing features of our formal notation: 1) the use of state variables and functions of their values

in determining the system state; 2) an asynchronous and distributed nature, where one SMV

module models one FB module; 3) the presence of shared variables for modules, 4) determi-

nacy of modules; 5) the use of explicit production rules when presenting the ASM programs;

6) a special restriction on the execution of the distributed ASM. This paper explained one of

the execution semantics (synchronous). The test results were compared with the those from

cyclic execution [3] and we showed that the example system works well in two different envi-

ronments (tools). In follow up works other semantics (asynchronous and sequential) and their

comparison will be covered. This paper presented a simple example, however a more advanced

example is presented in [25] that verifies a smart grid system presented in [26].
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Counterexample-guided simulation framework for formal
verification of flexible automation systems

Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin and Cheng Pang

Abstract

This paper proposes a framework for formal verification of industrial automation software in an

intuitive way. The IEC 61499 function block architecture is assumed to be the input language,

and the Intelligent Mechatronic Components (IMC) architecture is assumed as an underlying

design pattern for the applications, which implies autonomous control logic in each IMC and

their compositions to systems in a plug-and-play way. Then the system is automatically veri-

fied using model checking and the counter examples for the failed model checking properties

are played back step-by-step and state-by-state in the simulation model that most industrial

automation control systems would have built as the basis for initial testing. Net Condition

Event Systems formalism (a modular extension of Petri net) is used to model the decentral-

ized control logic and discrete-state dynamics of the plant. The model is then subjected to

model checking using the ViVe/SESA tool chain. The method’s application is illustrated using

a simple pick and place manipulator. A closed loop model of Plant and Controller is used.

Controller is extensively verified for safety, liveliness and functional properties of the robot.

We then show how a counter example for deadlock detected by the model checker is played

back in the simulation model for visualizing how exactly the system deadlocked.

1 Introduction

Industrial automation is facing challenges related to a manufacturing change from mass pro-

duction to mass customization. As a result, the focus of automation has been shifting to flexi-

bility, reconfigurability, and safety assurance. With this shift, the existing software verification

and validation (V&V) techniques, such as testing and simulation, become inadequate. Further-

more, the development of simulation models is time consuming while does not guarantee 100%

validation of the automation control software. To address this problem, formal verification [1]

has been considered as a proper complementary V&V technique. Discrete state model check-

ing [2] is one of such approaches, which is the process of automatically verifying whether a

set of desired formal specifications is satisfied over the target system (model). While model

checking is computationally resource hungry, it has been successfully used in other areas of

computer system engineering, such as hardware design, proving its ability to handle problems

of reasonably large complexity [3, 4]. This suggests that model checking can be applied in

the industrial automation domain. There has been an impressive number of research works

towards this goal.
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Despite these (moderate) successes and promises the reality is that formal verification tech-

niques are rarely used in the development practice by industrial automation engineers. It seems

that the existing tools and methods do not fit to the processes of automation system engineering.

In this paper we propose a closed-loop verification framework which we believe will be

more efficient and feasible in model checking of control systems in industrial automation do-

main. The framework consists of 4 main steps:

1. Developing a closed-loop function block application of the control system and a simula-

tion model with initial testing of the control logic by simulation;

2. Automatic generation (and composition) of formal models as a closed-loop model;

3. Model checking the resulting formal model and verifying for a comprehensive set of

requirements, which generates counter examples for any failed properties; and

4. Play back of the counter example from Step 3 in the same simulation model generated in

Step 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents basics about IEC 61499.

Section 3 related work and in section 4 we explain each of the 4 steps of the proposed frame-

work. Section 5 presents the verification results and how a counter example can be played

in the simulation model. The paper will end with conclusions and future work discussion in

section 6.

2 Design models for flexible automation
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has come with the IEC 61499 [5] stan-

dard for design of distributed automation systems [6] as an extension of the popular IEC

61131-3 standard. The standard aims at enhancing flexibility, interoperability[7] extensibil-

ity and reconfigurability of distributed systems by better reusability components. This model

has demonstrated its benefits for modular mechatronic automation systems [8, 9, 10, 11].

The standard provides several design artefacts, such as basic and composite function blocks.

The basic function block is used for encapsulating the developer’s code, similar to the object-

oriented design concept where the function block is a class defining the behavior of multiple

instances. The function blocks execution is event-driven which models the message passing

communication in distributed systems. Interface of a function block consists of input and

output events along with traditional data inputs and outputs as shown in Figure 1(b).

In order to relate event handling and program execution, each basic function block com-

prises of Execution Control Chart (ECC) and set of algorithms as shown in Figure 1(d) and

Figure 1(e). The algorithms can be written in PLC standard programming languages (IEC

61131-3) or other languages, e.g. C, C#, or Java. The ECC is a state machine containing EC

states, actions and transitions as shown in Figure 1(d). The transitions are triggered by input

events along with some Boolean guard conditions. The states have associated actions, in which
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algorithms are invoked. Once the algorithms are executed, output events are emitted. For ex-

ample, the interface of the pick and place robot shown in Figure 1(a) can be specified using an

IEC 61499 function block and its ECC would define its control logic [12].

Figure 1: (a) A pick and place robot, (b) Modular and distributed application, (c) Modularity inside a
resource, (d) Basic function block ECC, (e) Algorithm inside basic function block.

There are several benefits of the new standard for software development, such as model-

based design (Figure 1(b)), component-encapsulation and ease of distribution, along with im-

proved portability, interoperability and reconfigurability of software. These benefits should

result in design of systems with higher flexibility, fault tolerance and scalability than of current

PLCs. Some of the available tools for IEC 61499 automation are NxtStudio [13], ISaGRAF

[14] and Function Block Development Kit (FBDK) [15]. All these software tools have inbuilt

support for visual simulation in order to support testing and validation. The availability of

these new powerful tools has stipulated the development of automation systems with higher

degree of logic decentralization. Quite predictably that revealed the fundamental challenges of

distributed systems verification and validation [16].
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3 State-of-art in verification and validation

3.1 Model checking and different formalisms
Compared to some formal verification methods, such as theorem proving and equivalence

checking, model checking has three notable advantages:

1. It enables the unsupervised automatic verification process of a system;

2. It identifies system failure via counter examples; and

3. It makes use of temporal logic for specifications so that model checker can automatically

check for different properties (including safety properties).

Figure 2 shows the typical framework of model checking exemplified on a simplistic single-

cylinder automation system. First step involves formal modeling of the target system in a

modelling language such as Net Condition/Event Systems (NCES)[17]. The second step is to

feed the formal model and the properties specified using a language such as Computation Tree

Logic (CTL) to be verified by model checker. In the third step the model checker tool such as

ViVe/SESA [18] does the verification and analyses the state space for the given CTL properties

and then outputs the counter examples for the failed specifications if any.

Figure 2: Traditional model-checking based verification of automation software.

Finite state machines are widely used for the modeling of control flow and so is the for-

malism of NCES. There are mainly two types of tools that are being researched by academia

and industries for model checking. Finite state machine tools such as UPPAAL [19] and SMV

[20] that compute sets of reachable states exactly and effectively. There are second set of tools

based on Petri-net formalism related tools like NCES and its flavors such as DTNCES[21]

andViVe/SESA[18], that approximate sets of reachable states.
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3.2 Related work in model checking of automation and control Systems
There has been quite a bit of interested in this area and lot of research works exists. In this

paper we will limited the related work to model checking research to IEC 61499 function

block systems.

One of the first works in the verification of IEC 61499 function block system is [22]. There

have been many research works since then addressing various aspects of 61499 systems and

its semantics[23]. [24] presents a very good overview of IEC 61499 formal modeling and

verification. This paper is motivated and builds on top of the approach presented in [25]. There

have been other works that stem from the same motivation. [26] presents a complete closed-

loop implementation and verification framework based on the DTNCES formalism. [27] also

presents another framework with focus on hardware in loop (HiL) and software in loop (SiL)

verification.

3.3 Summary from the literature
In summary, the following gaps have been identified from the literature analysis and addressed

in this paper.

1. State space explosion is an obstacle for applying model-checking, this paper presents

an approach to control the state space explosion by applying controller non-determinism

[28]

2. There is no formal verification tool-chain that integrates seamlessly with the IEC61499

development tools. This paper presents integration with FBDK (and in general IEC

61499 tools because the player presented in section IV.E is a function block implemen-

tation).

3. The main output of the model checker in case of a failed specification is a counter ex-

ample. Analysis of counter examples has not been fully addressed in the past research

works, this paper presents visualization of counter example in the actual simulation mod-

els as a compliment to the Gantt chart approach in [21, 25, 27] to help on-site engineers

who have no knowledge about the formal model.

4. There is no proper link between the simulation (visualization) tools and the model check-

ing tools (and the counter examples it generates).

This paper attempts to bridge these gaps by proposing an integrated framework for formal

verification, the central part of which is the simulation-based investigation of counterexamples,

resulted from model checking.

4 The proposed framework
Figure 3 below shows the proposed framework. As mentioned in the introduction it is a 4 step

process. The first is the actual plant-controller model along with simulation. Second step is
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generation of the formal model. Third step is model checking and generation of state space and

counter example (if any) and finally fourth step is to playback the counter example in the same

simulation model developed in first step by implanting a player module in the function block

module. The variety of simulation environments, e.g. as surveyed in [26, 29] can be used for

the initial simulation model development.

Figure 3: The proposed framework.

4.1 Case Study Example
To illustrate our approach, we will use a pick and place object shown in Figure 4.

The system is composed of several mechatronic units as follows:

1. There are two horizontal cylinders and a vertical cylinder that extract and retract. The

left horizontal cylinder is half the size of the right cylinder. There is also a suction unit.

The vertical cylinder picks up the work pieces using the suction unit attached to its end.

2. Both horizontal cylinders have two control signals (CGO: Cylinder Go Out: extending,

CGI: Cylinder Go In: Retracting). The vertical cylinder has only one control signal

(VCGD: Vertical Cylinder Goes Done). When this signal is not active, the cylinder

moves up (pulled by the internal spring).

Each of the cylinders have their own sensors that indicate the cylinder’s home and end

positions. There are also sensors in each of the three input trays (pp1, pp2 and pp3) and one in
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the slider (pp0) to indicate the presence of a work piece. The suction unit has a built-in sensor,

vacuum indicating that a work piece is sucked.

Figure 4: Reference object: pick and place robot.

Figure 5 shows the desired behavior, it specifies the state of each cylinder and the vacuum

unit when picking and dropping each of the work pieces.

Figure 5: Activity diagram of the pick and place robot.
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4.2 Step 1: The function block model
The function block model is built as a plug-and-play application using the IMC’s described in

the previous section. The methodology used by authors in [21, 30] is applied in order to create

the function block application of the desired system. Figure 3 below shows the controller for

the case study example described in the previous section.

Figure 6: Distributed controller of the robot with Master –Slave architecture implemented in IEC 61499
(only the important data and event connections are shown).

4.3 Step 2: Generation of the formal model in NCES
Similar to composition of function block application, the NCES model is also built using the

plug and play approach making use of the pre-existing library models. In fact, in our tool-chain

the controller’s formal model of the system is automatically composed as presented in [31].

Figure 7 shows the equivalent NCES model for the function block system shown in Fig-

ure 6.

4.4 Step3: Model checking and generation of counter example
The formal model is verified using ViVe/SESA [18] model checking tools. The properties to be

verified are formulated using Computation Tree Logic (CTL) properties. Section V provides

the complete details of model checking results. In case of a specification (CTL property in our

case) is not true, the model-checking tool generates a counter example, which is a path in the

resulting state space. There could be more than one path (counter example) for a single failed

property (ViVe/SESA model checkers display a list of states where a property does not hold
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Figure 7: NCES model of distributed controller of the robot implemented with Master –Slave architec-
ture.

with possibly multiple paths to the same state). The model checker allows us to specify what

variables need to be stored (for each state) in the resulting counter example trace. The counter

example generated is stored as a text file consisting of multiple rows and columns. Each row

refers to one state in the resulting path and each column in the row refers to the value of system

variable in that state. Optionally the trace can also store timestamp of when particular events

occur, which can be used for continuous playback in step 4. By time stamping we do not mean

actual time when it occurred, but we mean discretized timestamp (discrete model time) [32],

which we will use for continues playback.

4.5 Step4: Playback of the counter example from step 3 in the same sim-
ulation model generated in step 1

The player module is implemented as an IEC 61499 function block that reads the text file

generated in step 3 and sets the plant model in a predefined state (force set the values of model

variables in the plant model as given in the counter example trace’s first state) in order to see

controller behavior for that particular value(s) combination. The user can select any state from

the state space of the counter example trace and view the variable values in that state (in the

simulation model). For example, the simulation model can be set to a start state where cylinder

1 is in extended state and work piece 1 and 3 are present. In the next state (or in any the

preceding state), the vertical cylinder also will be extended (to pick work piece 1).

The player also supports playing the whole counter example trace as one continues simula-

tion run making use of the timestamps in the trace text file. For example, in the formal model,
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the cylinder position is discretized [32] as 20%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 80%, 100% extending and

similarly retracting. In NCES modeling each of the above values constitutes to 1 place and

transition happens between place to place every ‘tick’ (fired when no other spontaneous tran-

sition are available). So in different states of the trace file, the values for position of cylinder

(0, 20, 40, 50, 60, 80 100) and ‘tick’ value is stored. For simulation, we map 1 tick value to

1 time cycle (using standard library function block E_CYCLE) of the simulation model (cycle

value in millisecond is configured by the simulation model using E_CYCLE). Hence instead

of cylinder jumping from start state to end state, it gradually jumps according to discretized

values. More discretization, the better continuous motion in the playback. Increased granu-

larity must be used with caution as this might increase the state space and probably unreliable

results.

5 Model checking with ViVe/SESA
The three cylinders system was checked using the ViVe and SESA tool chain. CTL was used

to represent safety, liveliness and other functional requirements. The advantage of these tools

is the ease with which properties can be mentioned. The properties are presented in terms of

the places in the NCES models.

The ViVe tool flattens the whole model consisting of different sub modules into one (pos-

sibly huge) NCES model, the ViVe tools tree view of the flat model is shown in Figure 8. The

flattened model can be exposed then to SESA model checker.

For example, to check for the property that says “Opposite actuator signals (extend and

retract) to the cylinders (C1, C2 in case of 3 cylinder model) should never be emitted at the

same time”, we write the property as AG (NOT (p136 AND p137)), where places p136 and

p137 correspond to global place numbers in the flattened NCES model variables. The global

place numbers used by flattening the model aids in better analysis of the counter examples.

Because we use a closed-loop model, the property can also be expressed in terms of the plant

variables instead of the controller.

In NCES terminology, the tool checks if at all there is a possibility that a token can be

present in both these places at any given time. The base NCES model of the plant (without our

controlled non-determinism) was timed and deterministic. This model was checked against a

set of CTL specifications of safe and correct behavior. Table 1 summarizes all the properties

that were checked for our use case.

The liveliness property of the cylinder, can be expressed as: all the places in the cylinder

model become false (have no token) in future once they were true (had token). The format of

the CTL property is AG(pXX−>EF(NOT (pXX))), where XX corresponds to every place of

the flattened controller model.

Let us consider a property defined as, “if only work piece 2 is present, only the right cylinder

should extend and the work piece should be picked up”. Figure 9(a) shows a valid behavior of

the above property, left cylinder is still in retracted position and right cylinder is extended.

Then the model was checked after non-determinism was introduced to model one abnormal

behaviour of the plant (work piece disappears) due to unpredictable external influences (Ex:

someone handpicked the work piece). The same property like in the above was checked i.e. “if
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Figure 8: Tree View of the ViVe tool, shows the flat model of the pick and place robot.

Table 1: List of safety, liveness and functional properties for the pick and place robot.
Specifications

Safety
Opposite actuator signals to the horizontal cylinders should never be emitted at

the same time.

Safety
If the signal to descend the vertical cylinder is emitted, the horizontal cylinder

should stand still.

Safety

If there is an emission of a control command corresponding to movements of the

horizontal cylinders then the sensor “vcu” of all the vertical cylinders must be

true.

Safety
The horizontal cylinders can move only if the value of sensor “vcu” of all vertical

cylinders is true.

Liveness Absence of deadlocks in the (decentralized) control logic.

Functional
If a part is detected by pp1, pp2 or pp3, then in future one of the horizontal

cylinders will be extended.

Functional
If a part is detected by pp1, pp2 or pp3, then in the future, the part will be removed

from the tray.

Functional
When the vertical cylinder goes down, both horizontal cylinders are (and remain)

in their end positions (home or end).
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Figure 9: a) Valid behavior in a deterministic model; b) Invalid behavior in a non-deterministic model.

only work piece 2 is present, only the right cylinder should extend and the work piece should

be picked up”. But due to non-deterministic model, where work piece disappearance was

modeled, the property check failed. The failure scenario is illustrated in Figure 9(b), which

shows both left and right cylinders being extended and system in a deadlocked state. The

ViVe/SESA tool also gives us a counter example trace showing how it failed. The sequence

was:

1) All the three work pieces arrived.

2) Cylinder 1 starts to extend to pick up work piece 1.

3) Then work piece 1 and 3 disappear.

4) Cylinder 2 also starts extending and system enters a deadlocked state.

Table 2: Number of States needed to detect a failure and time taken for a non-deterministic NCES
model.

No of places where

non determinism

exists

No of States generated

before an error was

detected

Time taken to

generate the

reachability graph

0 532 4 seconds

1 3552 60 seconds

2 5268 90 seconds

In our case both the deterministic and non-deterministic (controlled) NCES models on

a system with 1) Intel dual core CPUD525@1.8 GHz, with 2GB of RAM, 2) Windows 7

operating system, 3) ViVe 0.37b version – for NCES model, the state space of the deterministic

NCES model was less than 600 states and all the CTL properties were verified to pass. The

verification in ViVe/SESA [31, 32] took less than 4 seconds. As seen from Table 2 even with

non-determinism the time taken to verify the model with NCES is much lesser. Surprisingly, we

also managed to spot the deadlock behavior of the plant, hence concluding that the controller
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was still not yet up to the mark. In our approach we assemble the model from modules provided

by IMC’s without the need to take care of synchronization. Our tool chain helped to “plant”

non-determinism modeling failures in particular mechatronic parts of the plant without causing

state explosion. Such ability greatly enhances the performance of the developer, making formal

verification a practical tool for everyday work. In our experiment we planted non-determinism

in 1 or 2 places only in order to show the working of our framework.

6 Conclusion
One of the main issues with formal verification is design and development of formal models and

analysis of the counter examples, which are usually in a format that a control engineer would

not understand. It is also time consuming, needs some level of understanding and experience in

formal modeling. This paper has given a brief overview of previous research works to address

this issue and presented a 4 step framework for formal verification of IEC 61499 function block

systems with focus on counter example guided verification to compliment and add on top of the

other research works cited to address the issue even better. The paper shows how we can make

use of simulation (visualization) model to benefit and ease the process of model checking.

We also used automated techniques for formal model generation, but added controlled non-

determinism to better model the physical behavior of the plant and exemplified how a counter

example can be played back in the simulation to better understand the failures during model

checking. Possible future work directions will concern, for example:

1. Developing a more realistic timed plant modeling pattern allowing for variable actions

duration within a certain interval.

2. Integrating this approach with various simulation environment vendors such as CIROS

by Festo and with IEC 61499 tool vendors such as 4DIAC and NxtStudio. Apply to real

applications such as load balancing in smart grids [33].

3. Further investigating the computational impact of the “planted” and incremental non-

determinism methodology over range of other embedded control systems.

4. Time-synchronization proposed in [34, 35] can be applied for alignment of simulation

models interpretation with player. However, formal model of the corresponding function

block semantics is yet to be developed.
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Towards a Formal Model of Protection Functions for Power
Distribution Networks

Michael Masselot, Sandeep Patil, Gulnara Zhabelova and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

The protection system is a crucial part of the power grid. It protects people, equipment, and

property. Reliability of such mission critical systems is of an extreme importance. Protection

systems have strict requirements to reliability including dependability, security and timeliness.

Although it undertakes rigorous testing and commissioning, it fails in some circumstances

causing faults in the network, resulting in loss of power. It is hard to catch these hidden and

undetectable errors in the design and installation. Since protection function is essentially a

piece of code, formal methods can be used for rigorous testing of the software and provide

definitive proof of the system properties. This paper proposes a formal model (to use in formal

verification techniques) for protection systems. The paper develops closed loop model of the

electrical network with its protection system. The model is developed in IEC 61499 language

for the further generation of its formal model in SMV language. The model is validated via

simulation and comparison with a comprehensive model of the electrical network in Matlab

Simulink. In future work, the generated SMV model will be used to formally verify reliability

requirements of the protection system.

1 Introduction

Modern society heavily relies on the electrical energy: from residential consumers to the in-

dustrial customers. The electricity powers our life not only on an everyday basis but also most

of the products and services we use. The electrical energy is delivered by the complex system

consisting of heterogeneous components form generators, lines both transmission and distri-

bution, to low voltage transformers providing power to the residential houses. The system is

carefully managed and balanced in real time.

As the complexity and scale of the network grows, it is becoming harder to control the

grid. In Swedish grid from 132kV to 400 kV, there were 558 faults in 2013 [1]. The faults

caused by substation is 17.9%, that is including control systems and all the equipment from

power and instrument transformers, switches and circuit breakers, surge arresters, busbars,

ancillary equipment and etc. [1]. Out of that, 8.3% of faults were caused by control system and

equipment (including protection system) [1]. That is almost a half. Having a fault is dangerous

and expensive, both in system restoration and compensation pay outs to the customers.

To avoid damage to people, equipment and property, the power system has to be protected.

So called protection system also have functions of improving system stability, detecting faults,
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separating or isolating faulty sections from the rest of the system, and restore normal operation

after the fault clearance.

Protection system consists of protection relays, communication systems, instrumentation

(voltage, current, frequency and other sensing devices) Figure 1 [2, 3]. Protection functions

are deployed and performed by the protective relays or so-called Intelligent Electronic Devices

(IEDs). As all software systems, protection functions have known issues such as design errors,

bugs, version control, configuration errors, proprietary vs standardized approach and testing

and etc.

With malfunctioning control, a power system poses a great danger to surrounding environ-

ment and people. Not only there is a risk of damaging expensive equipment (e.g. catching fire),

but it is a real hazard to human lives.

Figure 1: Protection and control system in distribution network.

Therefore, protection systems have strict reliability and real-time requirements [4]. The

system has to satisfy these requirements during the design, testing and commissioning.

The study of the reliability of a protection system is critical [4].

This paper is an effort towards formal validation of reliability requirements of protection

functions (software).

Various verification and validation techniques exist. Simulation is a method for validation.

Simulation in a closed loop is well known and used technique, where control and plant simu-

lated in parallel [5, 6, 7, 8]. The controller is tested not only against known and expected inputs
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and events in the plant model, but also in the presence of plant dynamics. Plant dynamics can

exhibit unexpected behavior as a response to the sequence of actions carried out by the con-

troller. Therefore, the controller is tested in close to realistic settings, which is an advantage.

Several methods of closed loop simulation exist. The system can be validated with hardware
in the loop (HiL), software in the loop (SiL); and sometimes with the communication system
in the loop (either model or real) [5, 6, 7, 9, 10].

Formal methods are used for verification of the controller. They form the basis of any

industrial automation control system. Formal method is a technique used to represent a system

or part of a system mathematically for the purpose of evaluating its operation. It is needed if

one has to do more rigorous analysis of a system as compared to traditional manual empirical

testing.

Formal models are used in formal verification. The rigorous analysis of a system for a

certain property is known as formal verification. Formal verification has been applied de-facto

to any hardware design since the FDIV bug discovered in Intel chips [11]. Formal verification

of software on the other hand is challenging and been in the research domain for decades. It

is also applied in software, embedded systems, industrial automation, automotive industry and

so on.

There are many challenges for applying formal methods in software such as:

1. Formal modeling is time consuming. So auto-generation of formal models is a must,

which is hard due to lack of generic model generation techniques.

2. Abstraction of physical systems in the formal model is a must and it should be logical to

understand.

3. Not every software engineer has required skill set to define formal model and perform

formal verification of the developed software, not to mention automation engineers.

There is a gap for a tool that can generate formal models based on domain specific

models and requirements.

Automated generation of formal models improves safety and security aspects reducing pos-

sible human error. However it relies on adequate modeling and correct specification of the

controller and plant models.

This paper focuses on the formal modeling of the protection functions in a closed loop with

the model of the electrical distribution network. This approach hopes to gain advantages of the

formal verification and closed loop validation. Contribution of this paper is as follows:

1. Analysis of properties and operation of protection functions (section 4);

2. Model of the distribution network that is simplified and adapted to fit requirements of

the SMV modeling tool (NuSMV) for generating corresponding formal model (section

5 and 6); this task turned out to be most challenging so far;

3. The model of the simple protection and control software (section 5 and 6), suitable for

generating formal model.
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First, relevant introduction to the formal verification and model checking techniques will

be presented in section II. Then case study of simple distribution network will be described in

section 3. This example will be used in sections 4-6.

2 Formal verification and model checking
Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving an algorithm with respect to some spec-

ification or property. Model-checking is one such formal verification approach introduced in

early 1980s by Clarke and Emerson [12]. Formal modeling of IEC 61499 has more than a

decade long history [13]. There are two basic approaches to formal modeling of FB systems,

using: 1) a direct representation of FB in a language supported by a model-checking tool and

2) modeling of FB using an intermediate formal model and its subsequent translation to a lan-

guage supported by a tool. The main disadvantage of the works in the first direction, such as

[14], is the lack of a systematic approach to constructing models of FB. In particular, there is

no comprehensive pass-through formalization of FB models. Methods of constructing them do

not reflect the system hierarchy, composite FB, algorithms and execution of FB models.

The most widely reported in the literature are the works representing the second approach.

In works [15] a method using net condition/event systems (NCES) as the intermediate rep-

resentation was proposed and [16] presents a method of modeling NCES in SMV. The main

drawbacks of the majority of these works are limitations of model-checkers, insufficient perfor-

mance or limited support of arithmetic operations. From that perspective, the SMV approach

promises some breakthroughs [17]. It should also be noted that the SMV system has been used

quite successfully in the industry, e.g. in the verification of the Function Blocks of the IEC

61131-3 standard [18]. In this paper we make use of automatic SMV model generation from

IEC 61499 function blocks as presented in the works [19, 20]

3 Case study: Simple distribution network
A simple distribution network is selected to demonstrate the use case (Figure 2). System con-

sists of three feeders with a circuit breaker at the top CB X. Power comes down from the zone

substations. Each feeder is sectionalized into three sections by switches S XX. Adjacent feeders

are connected by the tie switches SF1 and SF2. Each section of a feeder has residential load.

For the purpose of this exercise a simple scenario is considered. Also, simplified protection

and control functions have been developed to scale down the task of formal modeling.

The fault is simulated on section of circuit breaker CB1, as shown in the Figure 2. The

fault is phase to ground fault, imitating a tree falling on the distribution lines. The current in

the section CB1 will reach pick up value for overcurrent protection. After detecting a fault the

protection function should trip a circuit breaker CB1. A controller should isolate the fault by

opening switch S11. Once fault is isolated from the rest of the feeder 1, controller should open

S12 to divide the feeder into sections. Then, tie switches SF1 and SF2 should be closed to

enable alternative supply from adjacent feeders 2 and 3 to the section S12 and S13 correspond-

ingly.
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Figure 2: Sample distribution network. Fault position is shown.

Both controller and the distribution network have to be modeled in the discrete domain us-

ing IEC 61499 [21]. Then using automated tool [22], convert IEC 61499 model of a closed loop

system into formal model in SMV. Then desired properties and requirements of the protection

system need to be defined.

Modeling dynamic power system model without relying on differential equations has proven

to be challenging. Consequently, the system was considered as a “black box” and modeled in

terms of observable behavior using state space. The details are described in the next chapter.

4 Analysis of reliability of a protection function

4.1 Protection system and its requirements (properties)
In this example, the network is protected by overcurrent function. Overcurrent function is

simplified to threshold based operation. Threshold is a pickup current. When current exceeds

pickup value, relay trips the CB. In the realistic function, there should be several timers in-

volved that will allow controlling how fast relay operates: the higher the current the faster the

response.

Since protection functions are the critical part of the power system, they have to satisfy to

the strict reliability requirements [3, 4].

One of them is dependability i.e. the certainty that a protection system will operate when it

is supposed to. In software engineering this is also known as deterministic behavior.

Security requirement is the certainty that a protection system will not operate when it is

not supposed to, for instance in the non-fault situations, reacting to the faults in neighboring

zones or high load currents. This is also related to the stability i.e. stability to the events and

dynamics of the power system irrelevant to the specific fault conditions.

Timeliness or immediate availability criterion that is faults must be isolated as fast as pos-

sible. In software engineering this is also known as real-time property. Speed is necessary

for two reasons: maintain stability of overall power system and reduce damage to property or

equipment.
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All three above mentioned requirements constitute reliability property of the protection

system. Reliability problems stems from: 1) incorrect design; 2) incorrect installation and

testing; 3) deterioration of the software and equipment.

Compromising any of these properties might lead to undesirable and sometimes fatal re-

sults.

4.2 Towards formal model of the distribution network
Modeling of such a system in SMV is challenging, as seen in the previous works [23]. One of

the biggest challenges is state space explosion. The modeling approach presented in this paper

addresses state space explosion. It is based on identifying the safe states and unsafe states of

the systems. More specifically we identify what states in IEC 61499 function block execution

control chart (ECC) are safe and unsafe for a given fault.

The selected distribution network has following components: current transformers (CT);

circuit breakers (CB), switches, and protection relays. Distribution network is a plant model,

and protection relay is modeled as a controller in this example.

We can define a tuple of function block plant model FBs in the following way.

FBs = {TCTRs, SW s,CBs, SMs, Fs} (1)

where,

• TCTRs is a set of current transformers in the system (1. . . ..n) and its domain is {0, 1, 2,

3} (described later). n is a number of transformers in the distribution network.

• SWs is a set of switches in the system (1. . . k) and its domain is {true, false}. k is a number

of switches in the distribution network.

• CBs is a set of circuit breakers in the system (1. . . l) and its domain {true, false}. l is a

number of circuit breakers in the system.

• SMs is the single simulation manager (defined below);

• Fs is a set of possible fault locations of a given system.

Further, S Ms, is defined a set of vectors.

S Ms = {TCTRs x S W s x CBs} (2)

In the case study, there are 3 circuit breakers, hence CBs= (CB1,CB2,CB3). The system

has 9 current transformers and 8 switches. State space vector for the given distribution network

is presented below.

S = [CB2, S 21, S 22, CB1, S 11, S 12,CB3, S 31, S 32, S F1, S F2,

TCTR21, TCTR22, TCTR23, TCTR11,TCTR12,TCTR13,

TCTR31, TCTR32, TCTR33 ] (3)
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These vectors are fixed for a given system topology and represent state of the system at any

given time. Therefore, S Ms always outputs one of these vectors representing the current state

at a given point and the length of the vector is always equal to the sum of members of TCTRs,

S s and CBs. Hence for any given fault of a system, there exists S S s (safe state of the system)

which is subset of S Ms and US s (unsafe state of the system) which is subset of S Ms.

S Ms = S S s ∪ US s (4)

These vectors are directly mapped to ′n′ ECC states. Therefore, we have set of safe ECC

states and set of unsafe ECC states. So given such a model, when we covert the model to SMV,

it is easier for us to verify for different fault scenarios.

The aim is to verify security requirements of the system: For any input values of our system,
is there any state (in the SMV state space) where any of the unsafe ECC state variables is true.

Note that there is direct mapping between ECC state in function block and ECC state in

SMV model. In the network shown in Figure 2, there are 10 such ECC states. Number of safe

and unsafe ECC state differs based on fault location. Assuming for a given fault, ECC state 4,

5, 7 (Figure 6) are unsafe, then our property to verify will be

AG (EF (state = 4)
∨

EF (state = 5)
∨

EF (state = 7) ) (5)

i.e across all states (paths) globally there exists a state (or path) where ECC state is either 4, 5

or 7.

5 Modeling of a distributed network and protection function
The plant is modeled following the topology of the system using a component based approach,

similar to Matlab Simulink. Each component of the plant is modeled separately. Then model

of the plant is assembled using models of the components (Figure 2).

The distribution network is treated as a “black box”. Dynamics of model is considered as

changes in the state variables of the system as a reaction to the sequence of events.

Events are the faults and changes in the network topology (status of CBs and switches

(open/close)). Latter are sent by the controller. Since electrical systems are interconnected,

opening/closing CBs and switches affect the entire system, changing power flow in the network.

These changes are detected by current transformers. CTs change their state to model the

behavior of the current under various combinations of CBs and switches.

Since local events have global effect, the information provided to the transformer about

adjacent CBs and switches is not sufficient to decide the state of the transformers. Therefore,

the plant model has a manager that knows status of all CBs and switches and calculates the state

of all transformers in the system. This information propagates to the transformers that generate

corresponding waveforms. The simulation manager does not control CBs and switches.

The distribution network with simulation manager constitutes plant model. Overcurrent

protection function and additional control functions are modeled in a controller. Integrated

simulation of plant and controller creates closed loop simulation.

Description of the model of plant and controller is presented below.
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5.1 Plant model: distribution network

Current transformers are modeled as TCTR function block, FB (Figure 3). TCTR is the logical

node for CT defined in IEC 61850 standard [24]. Transformer is described by the four states:

0 - normal status and generation of a sine according to the frequency and the amplitude chosen;

1 - normal status but no output signal due to an absence of electric current (no power);

2 - faultUpstream status, output signal is 0 because of the fault upstream;

3 - faultDownstream status, output signal increasing constantly because of the short circuit

caused by fault downstream.

Since NuSMV (SMV tool that will be used for model checking) does not support variable

of Real type, all values in this models are of either Boolean or Integer type.

Figure 3: Current transformer FB: interface and execution control chart, ECC.

In normal operation, CT generates a sine wave according to the given frequency and ampli-

tude. When status is given (input Power), CT provides corresponding response: 1 – no signal

(zero); 2 – zero output (fault upstream); 3 – output is growing linearly simulating fault condi-

tions. The output resultINT is a value of type INT, roughly representing sine wave in a normal

operation. Status output represents state of the CT (normal or fault).
Circuit breakers and switches are modeled by the same FB (Figure 4). CB has status of

either 0 - open and 1- closed. When CB is open, the circuit is open and there is no power.

Figure 4: Circuit breaker FB: interface and ECC. Switch FB is same as circuit breaker FB.

The distribution network can be described as a vector of state variables S. There are 9 CTs,
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3 CBs and 8 switches. State space vector for the given distribution network is presented in (4).

The states of CTs are calculated by the simulation manager (SM). The Figure 5 shows interface

and composite structure of the model. SM initializes CBs, switches and CTs on the startup of

the simulation. The initialization vector SI is

S I = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] (6)

Figure 5: Simulation manager (SM): interface and composite structure.

SM receives state information from all CBs and switches during simulation, and therefore

is aware of any topology changes in the network. After evaluation of the system topology, SM

generates and sends out new states to CTs.

The fault is introduced by the event Fault in the SM FB. This will trigger SM to re-calculate

states of the system, and generate state vector corresponding to fault conditions.

The system states depend not only on the topology, but also on the order of opening/closing

CBs and switches.

The following example considers only Feeder1 under the fault condition at the position of

CB1 (Figure 2). Starting from initial state with the events in the Feeder1 (CB1, S11, S12) in

any order, the network can evolve into 29 possible states with its corresponding state vectors.

Figure 6 depicts first 9 states including initial state, indicated as 1. The state machine

advances to each state when corresponding CB or switch is opened (transition condition). And

eventually arriving to state 9, where CB1, S11 and S12 are opened. This tree is implemented

as OtuterSM FB with corresponding ECC (Figure 5, Figure 7).
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From each of the states 3-9, tie switches SF1 and SF2 can be opened in any order, therefore

there is a small tree (Figure 6(b)). This completes the state machine to 30 states. This small

state machine is modeled as FB InnerSM (Figure 8). With an Update input, FB receives state

of SF1 and SF2. When fault is cleared, state machine will come back to the initial state (top of

the tree).

Figure 6: State space of Feeder1.

Figure 7: States of the CBs and switches in Feeder1.

For each 3-9 states, there is one such FB, making in total 7 FBs. Figure 9 shows InnerSM-
Composite FB that encapsulates all 7 InnerSM. When SF1 or SF2 opens while SM is in state
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3-6 in Figure 7, corresponding InnerSM will be triggered.

Figure 8: States of Feeder1 under SF1 and SF2 operation.

Although plant model presented here is developed for Feeder1, the same design can be

used for modeling events in Feeder2 and Feeder3.

The model is developed for a single fault location. This in itself resulted in 30 states.

Handling all three feeders with multiple simultaneous faults occurring in the network is a chal-

lenging task. For the purpose of this exercise modeling one feeder with fixed fault location is

sufficient.

Figure 9: Internal structure of InnerSMComposite FB.

5.2 Model of the controller
Figure 10 shows controller modeled as a basic FB SimpleController. This FB implements the

behavior explained in Section III. The controller takes in current readings supplied by CTs of

Feeder1. It periodically evaluates the current, and if the current exceeds pickup value, it starts
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protection algorithm. The controller isolates the fault and opens up tie switches, providing

alternative supply. This change in the topology will reflect in the states of the CTs in the plant

model.

Figure 10: SimpleController FB: interface and ECC.

If the switches or CBs are not operated in right order (described in section III), then adjacent

feeders might be exposed to the fault.

Once the fault is cleared, controller resets the status of CB1 and switches into initial posi-

tions in the following order:

1. Open tie switches SF1 and SF2;

2. Close CB1;

3. Close S12 and S13.

The developed closed loop model is simulated and compared to more comprehensive model

where plant model is developed in Matlab Simulink. Matlab Simulink is designed to model

specific dynamics of the power system, and therefore gives precise simulation. However, it is

way too complicated to describe it formally or to generate a formal model via existing model

checking tools.

6 Simulation
Figure 11 demonstrates closed loop model: plant model with 11 CBs and switches and 9 CTs.

The amplitude and frequency of the sine wave are 75A and 2Hz correspondingly. The

parameters of the same model in Matlab are different: 60Hz frequency and 11kV voltage;

since it simulates realistic scenario. However, this does not affect the results. The simulation is
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focused on the validating correctness of the developed model that models the behavior of the

distribution network, not its internal dynamics.

Figure 11: Close loop simulation of distribution network and controller.

The state space of the network is presented in Table 1. The set of states corresponds to the

CBs and switches are controlled by the controller, whereas states corresponding to the CTs are

calculated by SM.

The simulation starts with SM initializing CBs and switches in the network, step 1 in the

table. Fault is introduced on the Feeder1 below CB1 (step 2). SM generates corresponding

CT vector, where CT1 is in “fault downstream” state, CT2 and CT3 is in “fault upstream”
state. Figure 12 represents simulation result of the developed closed loop model. Reacting

to the fault in the system, protection function trips CB1 (step 3). Entire Feeder1 loses power

as seen in the state space vector in Table 1. The controller restores alternative supply (steps
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4-7) without violating reliability requirements. Adjacent feeders did not lose power nor been

exposed to fault. The trace of the model is highlighted in red in Figure 6(a).

Figure 12: Developed closed loop model of the plant and simple controller.

The results of simulation of Matlab model and multi-agent control system are shown in

Figure 13. As it can be seen, developed closed loop model is adequately models behavior

of the plant and controller. The results, although rough due to restriction to the Integer type,

are satisfactory and correspond to model in Matlab. This validates developed model correctly

capturing system’s behavior. Next step would be to generate formal model of the closed loop

protection system and verify its correctness and its properties.

7 Conclusion and future work
The purpose of this work is to apply formal verification techniques to verify reliability require-

ments of the protection systems. Although formal verification a complex and resource intensive

method, it gives a definitive proof and provides rigorous testing of system performance. This

method relies on formal models. Verification results depend on adequate modeling and correct

specification of the controller and plant models.

The paper proposes formal model of electrical distribution network in a closed loop with

protection system. The system was simplified in order to reduce the scale of the task (formal

verification). Complexity and dynamics of the electrical distribution network makes it chal-

lenging to define its formal model for this task. The authors propose to treat the plant model

as a “black box”. The sample distribution network is modeled in terms of its components (as

in Matlab) and system state variables. State variables represent state of the whole distribution
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Figure 13: Closed loop simulation of Matlab model and multi-agent protection and control system.

network. In this work, authors defined state variable are CBs/switches since they reflect topol-

ogy of the network; and current transformers, since they reflect changes in the power flow of

the system.

Resulting system reflects the structure of the electrical grid similar to Matlab. Simula-

tion and comparison with Matlab model validates the correctness of the proposed closed loop

model. Despite simplification and limitations to variables of type INT, our model showed same

behavior as Matlab model.

We were already able to generate the SMV model using the Function Block to SMV con-

verter [20]. The next step is to use existing verification tools (NuSMV for now and NuXMV in

future which has support for Real data types) to proof security and dependability requirements

of the protection system.

For example, as mentioned above, the operation order of the CBs and switches is crucial

for safety of the network. An error in the design of the controller can result in the controller

reaching unsafe state, i.e. incorrectly closing SF1 before isolating the fault by opening S11.

That is controller would perform step 6 instead of step 4 (Table 1). This action would expose

Feeder2 to the fault. The trace of the controller is depicted in Figure 6(c) in green. State space

of the network would look as follows:

S F= [1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 3, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 0, 0, 0]

This situation is dangerous and undesirable. Detecting such mistakes early in the design

and improving reliability of the protection systems is crucial.
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Towards Formal Verification of Smart Grid Distributed
Intelligence: FREEDM case

Sandeep Patil, Gulnara Zhabelova, Valeriy Vyatkin and Bruce McMillin

Abstract

This paper presents a model-checking framework for the purpose of design and implementation

of robust smart grid applications based on distributed intelligence. The paper first introduces

distributed grid intelligence approach to smart grid automation and related challenges of their

verification. We then introduce the case study example and how model-checking can be applied

to the presented system implemented in IEC 61499 standard. In the end we present the initial

results of our model-checking application to smart grid applications. The paper will conclude

with some issues faced during the research and corrective steps to address these issues in future.

1 Introduction
Modeling of cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1] with block diagram languages is becoming a

mainstream trend. A well-known academic example of such heterogeneous modeling envi-

ronment is Ptolemy II [2] developed at Berkeley. Industrial automation has been one of the

sources for challenges in CPS design and analysis. The executable component architecture of

IEC 61499 allows modeling CPS composed of physical processes (a.k.a. plant) combined with

control and communication. The model can be used for validation of system-level properties

before deployment.

Smart Grid [3] can be viewed as on such CPS. The term smart grid is used to denote

novel power distribution infrastructure (grid) enhanced with latest computer and communica-

tion technologies that is being widely investigated worldwide as the replacement for current

systems. It is intended that it will prevent the cascading failures and blackouts that currently

occur, as well as allowing the easy integration of renewable energy sources such as wind, so-

lar, and geothermal generators, together with the widespread use of electric vehicles. Current

grid architecture with centralized and hierarchical control is one of the principal barriers to

microgeneration (e.g. via solar photovoltaics) at the household level.

The Smart Grid concept has been widely researched and prototyped in the last decade.

Investigation towards the sustainable and efficient energy delivery system, has identified two

significant paradigm shifts [4]. The future infrastructure should be ready for wide spread of

distributed renewable energy resources (RES) and bi-directional energy flow. In order to in-

tegrate components of the future grid such as distributed renewable energy resource (DRER),

Plugin Electric Vehicle (PEV) and distributed energy storage device (DESD), the grid needs to

be smarter. The Smart Grid promises efficient, sustainable and reliable electricity infrastruc-

ture, where every member of the grid (consumer, energy retailer, operator and generation.)
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is an active participant in fast-paced real-time energy market. While the creation of ‘dis-

tributed nervous system’ architecture for the grid is still in the research domain, great effort

is being undertaken to bring advanced research results into industrial practice. Our team has

recently championed the development of a new SmartGrid multi-agent automation architec-

ture, based on decentralized intelligent decision-making nodes [5, 6] and utilizing several ad-

vanced embedded computing and software technologies, such as function blocks [7], software

agents [8, 9] and communications [10].

The Future Renewable Electric Energy Delivery and Management (FREEDM) center is

a part of the world’s research effort to realize Smart Grid. FREEDM project envisions the

backbone of future grid to be a new power distribution infrastructure, allowing for integration

of Smart Grid components in a "plug and play" manner and enabling bi-directional flow of

electricity. This new energy delivery infrastructure forms the "Energy Internet" [4].

To control such a complex infrastructure, the FREEDM system needs to perform energy and

power management, energy dispatch, dynamic reconfiguration, power balancing, maintaining

system stability and reliability, fault identification and location (self-healing), and managing

business policies while maintaining security of grid participants. Within the FREEDM context,

these functionalities constitute Distributed Grid Intelligence (DGI).

FREEDM also emphasizes on the Robustness of the DGI applications. Towards the goal

of achieving robustness in DGI applications, in this paper we present a model checking ap-

proach to check robustness of two DGI applications implemented using IEC 61499 reference

architecture.

Modeling of smart grid systems with block diagram languages is becoming a mainstream

trend [11, 12, 6, 13, 14]. The function block architecture of the IEC 61499 standard [7] is based

on the event-driven block diagrams and is used for modeling and implementation of distributed

automation systems in various branches of industry. The executable component architecture of

IEC 61499 allows modeling smart grid systems composed of physical processes (a.k.a. plant)

combined with control and communication. The model can be used for validation of system-

level properties before deployment. The most common validation method is simulation, but

it has well known limitations in the discovery of possible faults. Model-checking [15, 16]

presents a complementary method of exhaustive testing, however it is also limited by possible

complexity explosion when the original system uses rich data-types and computations. In the

past 15 years of research certain progress [17] was achieved in formal modeling of the IEC

61499 architecture, limited by support of very simple data types, non-timed semantics and

small scale systems. In the meantime the power of model-checking tools and sophistication

of supported model-checking techniques has substantially improved and new opportunities

emerge.

With increasing complexity of developing program systems, visual languages has become

more and more popular [18]. In applied computer programming, for example, UML graphical

notation is in fact a standard for representing program architecture, use cases etc. In indus-

trial automation, the IEC 61131-3 standard defines Function Blocks Diagrams (FBD), Ladder

Diagrams (LD), and Sequential Function Charts (SFC) as graphical languages for high-level

control software definition. The new standard IEC 61499 defines function block diagram lan-

guage as a basis one.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The section 2 presents the two case study ex-

amples. A brief introduction to model checking is given in sections 3, section 4 presents some

robustness requirements and properties to be verified. Section 5 presents the initial results. The

paper then concludes and presents the future work contribution in section 6.

2 Case study examples
Two DGI applications created in the FREEDM project can be exemplified by the following

two: Intelligent Fault Management (IFM) [19] and Load Balancing [20].

2.1 Intelligent fault management
IFM device is a new generation fault isolation device with intelligent control.

Figure 1 shows FREEDM’s zone concept protection scheme where the system is divided

into zones, using fault isolation devices (FID, new generation circuit breakers). These FID’s

are places at the borders of each zonal section. In Figure 1(a) the protection scheme is divided

into three zones and an overall zone (henceforth referred to as zone 0) as a backup protection

for overall system. Figure 1(b) shows one such zone with energy resources, storage devices

and some load. At each zone merging unit is placed at the terminal of distribution line and the

feeder of the load to measure current, digitize and transfer the sensed values to IFM controller.

Each zone has an IFM, which runs the protection algorithms and incorporates into DGI –

distributed grid intelligence. The overall protection scheme consists of primary and secondary

protection. Primary protection used is the differential scheme: if the sum of current in a zone

equals zero indicates either there is no fault or fault is outside the zone. In case the sum is not

zero then the fault is within the zone and IFM makes decisions to trip the FID’s at the border

of the faulty section (eq.1).

∀i
∑

j

(
in j

i + out j
i

)
= 0 (1)

where, i = zone and j = current in the zone
The secondary protection (over-current protection) of IFM (Zone 0) examines each incom-

ing current sample; then compares against pre-set current value, which can be 3-5 times of the

rated current. The current from zone 1, 2, 3 are evaluated at the central IFM, and in case of

fault, trip is sent to corresponding FID’s (eq.2).

∀i current j
i > ε =⇒ f aulti (2)

where, i = zone , j = current in the zone and ε is the threshold

IEC 61499 implementation of this control scheme can be found in [19].

2.2 Load balancing
Another DGI application critical for FREEDM operation is Load Balancing. The LB algorithm

is used to normalize the overall load within the FREEDM distribution network among the IEM
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Figure 1: (a) FREEDM’s zone concept protection scheme, (b) a zone with energy storage device, energy
resource, SST (DGI with IFM) and some load.

peers. The DGI nodes, running the load balancing algorithm, communicate their load changes

with each other in order to transfer the load from a node with excess load to a node that is need

of additional load in order to maintain stability of the distribution system. The LB algorithm

was developed by the FREEDM center and presented in [21].

Figure 2 shows the state flow diagram of the distributed load balancing algorithm as pre-

sented in [21].

A simplified version of the algorithm is explained below in three simple steps:

1. Every IEM peer (DGI node) computes the actual (house) load of the SST (represented

by XActual). Actual load is defined as the difference between total load consumption

(represented by XLoad) and total load (power) production by the energy resources (DRER)

(represented by XDRER), i.e

XActual = XLoad − XDRER (3)

1. An IEM node is considered to be in a Low state (excess load, i.e. Supply), if actual load

is less than Threshold, i.e. XActual < Threshold. It is thought to be in a High state (inade-

quate load, i.e. Demand), if actual load exceeds the Threshold, i.e. XActual > Threshold.

Threshold is defined based on an optimization heuristic. In any other cases, the IEM is

in a Normal state (has just sufficient load);

2. The IEM node in a Low state then communicates with the IEM node in a High state for

power migration following the state chart as shown in Figure 2

Complete algorithm details can be found in [21].

3 Formal verification and model checking
Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving an algorithm with respect to some spec-

ification or property. Model-checking is one such formal verification approach introduced in

early 1980s by Clarke and Emerson [15, 16]. A model-checker generates state space of the
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Figure 2: State diagram of a distributed load balancing scheme [21].

model that includes all or some states and transitions. Each path in the state space corresponds

to one system’s run or a single test case. Model-checking has three notable advantages:

1. It enables the unsupervised automatic verification process of a system;

2. It identifies system failure via counter examples(a scenario (state trace) that breaks the

safety property of the system); and

3. It makes use of temporal logic for specifications so that model checker can automatically

check for different properties (including safety properties).

While model-checking is hungry on computational resources, it has been successfully used

in other adjacent areas of computer systems engineering, such as hardware design, thus proving

its ability to handle problems of reasonably large complexity [22, 23]. This suggests that it can

be also applied in the industrial automation domain, and there have been impressive number

of research projects towards this goal such as [17, 24]. Block-diagram system models have

been formally modeled by Bae, K. et al. [25], and IEC 61499 has been modeled using various

formalisms [26, 27, 28]. In works [29, 30, 31, 32] modeling and verification of closed-loop

automation systems using NCES was described. In work [33] the methods to model Petri net

in SMV [34] were proposed.. In [35, 36, 37] a new modeling approach was proposed based

on abstract state machines (ASM) that allowed application of the most developed SMV model

checker. The latter enables modeling and verification of more complex system specifications

with arithmetic computations. In this paper, we use the methodology presented in [35].
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4 Robustness requirements

4.1 IFM
The following requirements were derived from the actual robustness requirements that were

drafted for the IFM. More of the Robustness requirements can be found in [38]

REQ1. The system shall have ‘n’ number of isolated fault tolerant zones.

REQ2. Each IFM controller should support a differential protection scheme (eq(1)) of the zone.

REQ2.1. If eq(1) does not hold for 10 consecutive readings, fault is triggered.

REQ2.2. If eq(1) holds, then counter (used in REQ2.1 will be reset)

REQ3. Each IFM controller should support a overcurrent protection scheme (eq(2)) of the

entire system (all the zones, Zone 0 in our nomenclature).

REQ3.1. If eq(2) does not hold for 20 consecutive readings, fault is triggered.

REQ3.2. If eq(2) holds, then counter (used in REQ3.1 will be reset).

4.2 Load balancing
REQ1. If there is a zone with excess power and a zone in need of power, the load balance must

happen.

REQ2. The actual load in the zone must be less than the threshold for a zone with excess load.

REQ3 The actual load must be greater than the threshold for a zone in need of additional load.

4.3 CTL properties for model checking the IFM and load balancing
Table 1 below summarizes the CTL properties that are checked for the IFM use case and Table 2

summarizes the CTL properties for Load Balancing use case.

Apart from the above CTL properties, the following liveliness properties are also checked.

1. The protection check module is invoked always.

2. The protection check module is terminated always.

3. Once the protection module is invoked, it must be terminated eventually.

5 The SMV model of the IFM case study and results

5.1 The SMV model
In this section we briefly present the SMV model (important snippets) of the IFM system (we

will not present the model for the load balancing) auto-generated using the Function block to

SMV code generator developed by us.

The main module declaration of the overcurrent protection unit is given below.

MODULE overcurrentUnit(INIT_smv, REQ, INITO, Operate, Counter, variable_,
CompareValue_, CounterVal_, OperateVal_, count_, alpha, beta)
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Table 1: CTL properties to be satisfied for the IFM case.
Tests CTL Properties

If sum of currents is non zero (± ε),

differential_counter is incremented
AG(sumk > ε → EX(di f fcountk + +))

If current is greater than a threshold,

overcurrent_counter is incremented
AG(

i∨
0

ik > ω → EX(overcuurentcountk + +))

If overcurrent_counter reaches n (n =

20 in our example), trigger overcur-

rent_fault

AG(overcuurentcountk = 20→ EX (OCFaultk))

If differential_counter reaches n (n =

10 in our example), trigger differen-

tial_fault

AG(di f f countk = 10→ EX (DIFFFaultk))

If either different_fault or overcur-

rent_fault trigger zone fault
AG(DIFFFaultk ∨ OCFaultk → EX(ZoneFaultk))

Resetting of the counter

AG
(
sumk < ε → EX

(
di f fcountk = 0

))

AG(

i∨
0

ik < ω → EX(overcuurentcountk + +))

Where, k is the zone and i is the current in the zone. sum_k refers to the summation used

in eq(1). di f f _count_k is the counter as referred to in REQ2.1. overcuurent_count_k is the

counter as referred to in REQ3.1. DIFFFaultk is the differential protection scheme fault and

OCFaultk is the overcurrent protection scheme fault.

The main statement that checks for overcurrent is as below

next(QO):= case
S_smv=s2_smv & Q_smv=S_REQ & NA=1 & NI=1 & (Current > comparevalue): TRUE;
S_smv=s2_smv & Q_smv=S_REQ & NA=1 & NI=1 & (Current <= comparevalue):
FALSE;

TRUE: QO;
esac;

The main module declaration for the differential protection is given below

MODULE DifferentialUnit4(INIT0, REQ0, INITO, Operate, current1_, current2_,
current3_, current4_, CountVal_, HiSet_, OperateVal_, alpha, beta)
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Table 2: CTL properties to be satisfied for the Load Balancing case.
Tests CTL Properties

Invariant holds [39] AG

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
k∑
0

highk +

k∑
0

lowk + kγ = g

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

If a node in low state (and there is at

least one node in high state), eventu-

ally there will be energy migration

AG(

k∨
0

XActualk < ω AND
k∨
0

XActualk > ω

→ EF(PS tark = PS tark − δ)

Where XActualk is as referred to in eq(3) and PS tark is the load adjustment as part of the load

balancing agreement [20].

The main statement that checks for differential protection is given below in two parts, the first

calculates the sum of all the currents and second the comparison (same compare value block

used for the previous case).

next(sumAll):= case
S_smv=s2_smv & Q_smv=S_REQ & NA=1 & NI=8 :
(IntCurrent1+IntCurrent2+IntCurrent3);

TRUE: sumAll;
esac;

next(QO):= case
S_smv=s2_smv & Q_smv=S_REQ & NA=1 & NI=1 & (Current_Sum > comparevalue):
TRUE;

S_smv=s2_smv & Q_smv=S_REQ & NA=1 & NI=1 & (Current_Sum <= comparevalue):
FALSE;

TRUE: QO;
esac;

5.2 Preliminary results

The SMV modeling language gives us the option to mention the range of values a variable

can take (Figure 3) and we put this to good use. For example, we know that counter value for

differential protection cannot be more than ‘10’ according to requirements.

Hence, even before the CTL properties can be checked, the NuSMV model checker showed

us error saying we were trying to assign value ’15’ to the count (Figure 4). It was indeed the

case as we forgot to reset the counter value (REQ2.2), once we triggered a fault.

All the liveliness properties were also successfully verified. Some of the other CTL prop-

erties were also verified and resulted in no counter examples. However some of the properties
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Figure 3: Ranges in SMV modeling language.

Figure 4: Invalid counter value.

could not be verified due to the limitations of the resources (RAM).

6 Conclusion and future Outlook

In this paper we briefly presented how model-checking can be applied in the context of smart

grid automation. We auto generated formal model of two DGI applications in SMV modeling

language and model checked with NuSMV [40] model checker. The primary results were great,

we were able to liveliness check and also boundary value checks successfully.

The immediate future work is to optimize our SMV model so that we are able to model

check all the CTL properties. We have developed a new framework [41] towards optimization

using cloud infrastructure and we will be applying it to our current SMV model.

We also did not account for modeling time in the current SMV model and hence we will be

incorporating model of time and notion of time in our SMV model. We have already integrated

it [42] in our auto generator tool.
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Neutralizing Semantic Ambiguities of Function Block
Architecture by Modeling with ASM

Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, Cheng Pang and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

The Function Blocks Architecture of the IEC 61499 standard is an executable component

model for distributed embedded control systems combining block-diagrams and state ma-

chines. The standard aims at the portability of control applications that is however hampered by

ambiguities in its execution semantics descriptions. In recent years several execution models

have been implemented in different software tools that generate mutually incompatible code.

This paper proposes a general approach to neutralizing these semantic ambiguities by for-

mal description of the IEC 61499 in abstract state machines (ASM). The model embodies all

known execution semantics of function blocks. The ASM model is further translated to the

input format of the SMV model-checker which is used to verify formally properties of ap-

plications. In this way the proposed verification framework enables the portability checking

of component-based control applications across different implementation platforms compliant

with the IEC 61499 standard.

The paper first discusses different existing execution semantics of function blocks and the

portability issues across different IEC 61499 tools. Then a modular formal model of function

blocks’ operational semantics in ASM is introduced and exemplified in the paper by the cyclic

execution semantics case for a composite function block. Subsequently, the SMV model is

generated and model-checking is illustrated for a simple test case.

1 Introduction
The IEC 61499 [1, 2] is an international standard that introduces an open reference architecture

for distributed process measurement and control systems that is an important class of embedded

systems with a strong legacy background. The standard is often nicknamed as the function
block architecture after its main design artifact that is an event-activated function block. If

one would abstract out of unnecessary details, the standard introduces quite an elegant model

of distributed application that is a network of function blocks connected via control and data

flows. The control flow is modeled using the concept of event that is emitted from an output of

one function block and can be received at one or several inputs of other function blocks.

This mechanism, however, has been interpreted differently by the implementers due to

some ambiguities in the norm’s text [3]. As a result, several semantic interpretations appeared.

Even though the semantics gap has been tightened in the second edition of the standard in

2012, there are already a number of tools on the market reflecting the semantics ambiguities,

for which portability is an important goal.
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The portability of a function block application A between platforms that comply with ex-

ecution semantics s1 and s2 can be defined as equivalence of the behavior B(A,s1)=B(A,s2).

However, brute force check of the equivalence can have prohibitive complexity. Instead, one

can apply model-checking of A’s model under semantic s, M(A,s), against the comprehensive

set of requirements R (functional and non-functional, including safety and liveness). Denoting

the set of model-checking results as C(M(A,s),R), we define the application A to be portable

between semantics s1 and s2if the model-checking gives equivalent results, i.e.:

P (A, s1, s2) � C (M (A, s1) ,R)=C (M (A, s2) ,R)

In this paper we introduce a way of modeling function blocks that simplifies parameteri-

zation of the execution semantics, i.e. generation of model M(A,s) for any known semantics

s. The modeling is based on the Abstract State Machines (ASM), and SMV is assumed as a

tool implementing model-checking C(M(A,s),R). An example of applying model-checking to

the model created in the way proposed in this paper was presented in [4] therefore it is omitted

in this paper.

2 Related works

2.1 Function blocks
In IEC 61499, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each FB consists of

a graphical event-data interface and a set of executable functional specifications (algorithms),

represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or as a network of other FB instances (composite

FB), or as a set of services (service interface FB). FBs can be interconnected into a network

using event and data connections to specify the entire control application. Execution of an

individual FB in the network is triggered by the events it receives. This well-defined event-data

interface and the encapsulation of local data and control algorithms make each FB a reusable

functional unit of software.

There are several approaches to defining formal models of function blocks, e.g. [5, 6, 7].

In this paper, for the sake of brevity we present only informal examples of function blocks and

systems built thereof. For example, the basic FB (BFB) ALU in Figure 1 is designed to perform

arithmetic operations of addition and subtraction, depending on its input events. As seen from

Figure 11, a basic FB is defined by signal interface (left hand side) and also its internal state

machine (called Execution Control Chart, or ECC) on the right hand side, and definition of the

three algorithms (executed in the ECC states) is shown along with ECC. It also has an internal

variable n initialized to the value 13.

A function block application is a network of FBs connected by event and data links. As an

example, let us consider an application that consists of two ALU function blocks interacting

with each other (Figure 2). This example, of course, is not comprehensively covering all FB

artefacts and is used for illustrative purposes.

The application consists of two instances of the arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) BFB type con-

nected in closed-loop (outputs of one BFB are connected to the inputs of other BFB). Following

the firing of the initt input of alu1 (Figure 2) (emitted by hardware interface), the application
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Figure 1: The basic FB ALU: interface (left), ECC diagram with algorithms (right).

enters an infinite sequence of computations consisting of alternating arithmetic operations ad-

dition and subtraction. Moreover, the input parameters are chosen such that the variables do

not change, i.e. when one FB adds a certain number, the second one subtracts it, so, as a result,

the state space of the system is limited.

Figure 2: FB system of two ALUs designed.

A composite function block (CFB) is defined by a signal interface and internal network of

function block instances similar to the application in Figure 2. The existing execution models

of FB systems differ in the disciplines of FB execution scheduling and the ways of events and

data passing between the FBs. For example, in the cyclic execution model, each FB in an

application is invoked once between the update of environment variables, and its place in the

order of invocations is predefined. Contrary, in the sequential model, the order of invocations

is fully determined by the order of events arriving at the inputs of function blocks [3].

2.2 Abstract state machines
The Abstract State Machine (ASM) paradigm was introduced by Yuri Gurevich in 1988 [8]

with basic definitions presented in [9] by the same author. The ASM methodologies are practi-

cal in modeling and analyzing different sizes of systems and have been applied in different re-
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search areas such as programing languages [10, 11], hardware and software architectures [12],

algorithm verification and network protocols [13, 14]. ASM’s have also been successfully used

in representing semantics of programming languages such as Prolog [15], C [16] and Java [17].

In this research we use ASM (in the form of functions changes’ rules) to represent math-

ematically the execution semantics of function blocks in SMV. In particular, we consider in

detail one of the execution models that is the cyclic execution semantics.

2.3 Formal modeling of IEC 61499 and cross-platform portability
Formal modeling of IEC 61499 has more than a decade long history [18]. There are two basic

approaches to formal modeling of FB systems using: 1) a direct representation of FB in a

language supported by a model-checking tool, such as SMV; and 2) modeling of FB using an

intermediate formal model and its subsequent translation to a language supported by a tool. The

main disadvantage of the (seldom) works in the first direction, such as [19, 20], is the lack of

a systematic approach to constructing models of FB. In particular, there is no comprehensive

pass-through formalization of FB models. Methods of constructing them do not reflect the

system hierarchy, composite FB, algorithms and execution of FB models.

The most widely reported in the literature are the works representing the second approach.

For example, [21] presents a method using net condition/event systems (NCES) as the inter-

mediate representation and [22] presents a method of modeling NCES in SMV. Of the other

papers on modeling IEC 61499 FB for the purpose of verification [7, 23, 24] can be noted. The

main drawbacks of the majority of these works are limitations of model-checkers, suffering

from insufficient performance or limited support of arithmetic operations. From that perspec-

tive, the SMV approach promises some breakthroughs. It should also be noted that the SMV

system has been used quite successfully in industry, e.g. in the verification of the Function

Blocks of the IEC 61131-3 standard [25].

Some of the authors of this paper have addressed the portability of FB applications by

suggesting semantic-robust design patterns [26] and analyzing the consequences of semantic

differences for portability [27] However, the approach proposed in this paper has the potential

for becoming the backend of portability certification based on formal methods.

3 Modular formalism for FB operational semantics
In this section, a modular formalism for FB operational semantics definition is proposed. The

formalism follows the ASM approach (further referred to as Distributed ASM – FB model, or

DASM-FB) and has the following characteristic features:

1. System’s state is modeled using state variables and their state functions;

2. The model is composed of modules with asynchronous behavior with respect to each

other;

3. There can be shared variables in the modules;
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4. Behavior of modules are deterministic;

5. Explicit production rules are used to represent an abstract state machine (ASM) program;

6. There are special restrictions on executing the distributed ASM.

In the definition of DASM-FB, the following notations will be used. Let ZA:A→Dom(A)

be a function assigning values from a domain to the objects of A (ZA is also called a function

of values), then [ZA] denotes a set of all possible such functions. Following the concept and

notation of ASM, we introduce the update operator for the functions of values, denoting it

by←. This operator can be defined as follows:

ZA (a)← b � (ZA \ (a, x)) ∪ (a, b) (1)

where a ∈ A; b, x ∈ Dom(A); ZA ⊆ A×Dom(A). Here the symbol ′ �′ means "by definition".

A model of a FB system in DASM-FB is a linearly ordered set of asynchronously working

(synchronous) modules:

W=(M1,M2, . . . ,Mn) (2)

Each module M j ∈ W is defined as a tuple (for simplicity the index j (module’s number) is

omitted in the subscript indices).

M j =

(
V, (Dom (vi))vi∈V ,

(
Tvi

)
vi∈V ,

(
Pvi

)
vi∈V ,

(
Z0

vi

)
vi∈V

)
(3)

where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} is a set of module’s state variables. Dom(vi) denotes the domain

of values for variable vi ∈ V . Tvi is a function of updating the values of state variable vi ∈ V .

This function can be represented in a global variant or in a local one. In the first case, the

function is defined as

TG
vi

:
∏
vk∈V

[
Zvk

]→ [Zvi] (4)

Since not all variables have influence on the change of other variables, then the global

function is redundant and can be reduced to the following local variant:

T L
vi

:
∏

vk∈H(vi)

[
Zvk

]→ [
Zvi

]
(5)

where H(vi) =
{
vi1 , vi2 , . . . , viq

}
is a (linearly ordered) set of variables vi j ∈ V, j = 1, q that

the variable vi ∈ V depend on. Expression (6) is a rule for updating the value function of the

variable vi ∈ V . Z0
vi

is a function of initial value of variable vi ∈ V .

Pvi � Zvi (vi)← Tvi(Zvi1
, Zvi2

, . . . ,Zviq
) (6)

The execution of module M j consists in the simultaneous (synchronous) execution of all

rules from
(
pvi

)
vi∈V . A system’s state is determined by the state variables that are included in

all modules of W as well as by their values: S =
∏

vk∈VS Zvk , where VS =
⋃n

i=1 Vi is a set of

variables of the system. For definiteness, this set must be linearly ordered.
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As it is known, in the theory of distributed ASM the module execution order is not defined,

only restrictions on this order are given [10]. DASM-FB module execution order may be

arbitrary but with only restriction – in a run of DASM-FB the executions of modules that

do not change the current state are not permitted. To support this requirement the following

implementation schemes are suggested:

1. To execute a module whose input data are changed that in turn can influence the change

of the module’s current state. From the set Vi of the Mi variables one can pick out

variables shared with other modules Vi
COM=Vi⋂⋃

i� j V j. Then, from those variables we

select the following sets: Vi
RD⊆Vi

COM - set of variables which influence the change of the

current state when executing the module Mi, and Vi
WR⊆Vi

COM that is a set of variables

which the module Mi changes at its execution.

Let us use the following denotation: Zi
RDcurr

is an ordered set of current values of variables

from Vi
RD. Zi

RDold
is an ordered set of values of variables from Vi

RD in the previous run.

Then the triggering condition for DASM-FB module is formally defined as

(Zi
RDcurr

� Zi
RDold

) (7)

2. After execution of the Mi module one can execute those modules whose variables di-

rectly depend on the variables of the Mi, that are, modules from the set MS UCC ={
M j|Vi

WR ∩ V j
RD � ∅, j = 1,N

}
.This is an obvious consequence of the principle of the

global state change locality at executing a module. Obviously, DASM-FB modules must

be "robust" in the sense of insensitivity to the order of other modules invocation. Tak-

ing into account the robustness of modules one can assume "transactional" principle of

DASM-FB module execution according to which a module is executed not only once

(like in ASM) but possible repeatedly - until a fixed point, i.e. until the re- execution of

the module would not lead to changes in the state variables localized in the module. This

principle would not affect the final result of entire FB system execution though it may be

convenient in software implementation of the system.

DASM-FB can be used to describe the semantics of FB systems functioning in accordance

with different execution models where the execution unit is one function block (for example,

these are cyclic and synchronous execution models).

The rules of changing variable’s value functions (represented in DASM-FB only in general

terms) will be implemented using production rules. In the simplest case, one production rule

will correspond to one rule of the function’s value change. A production rule is denoted as

Pm
t :c⇒a, (8)

where Pm
t is an identifier of the rule (or group of rules), c is a rule application condition,

a are the actions executed on a change of the corresponding variable. The indices in the rule

identifier are: t - the name of the variable to change, and m - a modifier of the rule’s identifier

bearing additional information about the rule.
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The modifier is expressed in forms of B, C, D or B, C, where B is a number of the rule

in the ordered set of rules related to value change of the variable t, C is an identifier of a

module, where the rule is localized; D is an identifier of an execution model. The left hand

side conditions of rules related to value change of the same variable are mutually exclusive,

so rules’ collisions on writing do not occur, therefore, the order of the rules in DASM-FB

is not essential. For brevity of representation of the same type of rules we use the rules’

parameterization and group the parameterized rules as a set.

One can arrange the use of the variable change rules into lists according their priority, e.g.:

< p1 : c1 a1; p2 : c2 a2; . . . pn : cn an >. The priority rules’ lists can be easily transformed

to a non-priority group as follows:

< p1 : c1 ⇒ a1; p2 : c2 ∧ c1 ⇒ a2; ...pn : cn ∧ c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cn−1 ⇒ an >

4 Model of a composite function block in the cyclic execution
semantics

In order to apply formal methods for establishing the portability of function block applica-

tions across different execution semantics, one shall define a comprehensive model of the FB

architecture in the DASM-FB.

Figure 3: Structures of composite FB operational models for (a) cyclic and (b) two-stage synchronous
execution models.

In this section, we present a formal model of a composite function block which can also give

idea about formal model of FB applications (since applications are FB networks same as the
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internals of composite FBs) and of modeling the interface part of basic FBs. A more compre-

hensive formal model of basic FBs is presented in [4]. Figure3 shows the functional structure

of the operational models of composite FB for cyclic and synchronous execution models. Here

b f b1, . . . , b f bn are basic FB models, c f b1, . . . , c f bm are composite FB models, disp is a

dispatcher model. Figure 3(a) shows only those inputs, outputs, and connections that affect FB

execution order. In the cyclic execution model (Figure 3(a)) when FB receives the start signal

the following actions are performed: 1) the movement of signals from inputs of the composite

FB module to input variables of component FB, 2) launching all the component FB by the

dispatcher, 3) the movement of signals between component FB and transmission signals from

outputs of component FB to outputs of the composite FB module, 4) generate finish signal.

Figure 3(a)(b) shows a two-stage synchronous execution model. The sequence of actions

in accordance to the two-stage synchronous execution model is as follows:

Stage 1: on receiving starting signal : 1) the movement of signals from inputs of the com-

posite FB module to input variables of component FB, 2) launching the first execution phase

in all component FB, 3) waiting for completion of the stage 1 execution of all component FB

and 4) generate finish signal .

Stage 2: on receiving starting signal ): 5) launching the stage 2 execution in all component

composite FB, 6) waiting for completion of the stage 2 execution in all component composite

FB, 7) the movement of signals between component FB and transmission signals from outputs

of component FB to outputs of the composite FB module and 8 ) generate finish signal . In the

rest of the paper we will only use cyclic execution semantics.

4.1 Schema definition

A (DASM-FB) model of a composite function block (MCFB) can be represented formally as

follows:

MC
C=

(
S yntC, S emC

C

)
, (9)

where S ynt? is a syntactic and S em?
?

is a semantic part of the definition.

The syntactic part of the definition is a tuple S ynt? = (Inter f ace, FB, EvConn, DataConn),

where Inter f ace is an interface of composite FB (similar to the interface of basic FB [4]);

FB = { f b1, f b2, . . . , f bNFB} is a set of component FBs belonging to the composite FB, f bi =(
Inter f acei, f bti

)
, i ∈ [1,NFB], where Inter f acei = (EIi, EOi, VIi, VOi) is an interface

of ith component FB. This interface includes: EIi and EOi – sets of event input and event

output variables; VIi and VOi - sets of input and output variables, respectively. f bti is a type

of ith component FB. EvConn ⊆
(
EI ∪⋃NFB

i=1
EOi

)
×

(
EO ∪⋃NFB

i=1
EIi

)
is a set of event

connections, DataConn ⊆
(
VI ∪⋃NFB

i=1
VOi

)
× ⋃NFB

i=1
VIi ∪ ⋃NFB

i=1
VOi × VO is a set of data

connections.

At that, the following constraint has to be satisfied for data connections: ∀ (p, t) , (q, u) ∈
EvConn[(t = u) → (p = q)]. In other words, one cannot connect more than one data out-

put to a data input. When using event connections such topological restriction is not imposed
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on the structure because the use of E_SPLIT and E_MERGE FB for splitting and merging

events is implied.

The semantic part of MCFB definition is given by:

S emc
c=

(
VRTC

C ,T
C
C ,D

C
C

)
, (10)

where VRTC
C is a set of variables and conditions of run-time; TC

C is a set of MCFB tran-

sition functions; DC
C is a scheduler which defines an execution order of component FB within

its parent composite FB according to the cyclic execution model. The set of variables and

conditions of run-time is determined by a tuple: VRTC
C = (VIB, VOB, FBDC, ω, ϑ, α, β),

where VIB, VOB, α, and β have the same meaning as in the model of basic FB (MBFB )[4];

ω �
∧

eok
j∈
⋃

i EOi ZEOi(eok
j) is a condition of termination of signal transfer from component FB’

event outputs inside composite FB; ϑ �
∧

ei j∈EI ZEI(ei j) is a condition of existence of signals

at FB event inputs; FBDC = { f bd1, f bd2, . . . , f bdNFB} is a set of additional (semantic) descrip-

tions of component FB included in the composite FB, FBFBD?, f bdi = (i, i), where i is a

starting flag for ith component FB; i is a finish flag for ith component FB. MCFB transition

functions are defined as a tuple

TC=
(
tEI , (tEIi )i=1,NFB

, (tEOi )i=1,NFB
, tEO, tVI , tVOB

)
, (11)

where,

• tEI: [ZEI]× [Zα]→ [ZEI] is a function for resetting the event input variables of the MCFB

(as a result of signals transfer from its inputs).

• tEIi: [Zα]×
[⋃NFB

i=1
ZEOi

]
× [ZEI]→ [ZEIi] is a function for setting the event input variables

of i-th component FB.

• tEOi: [ZEOi]→[ZEOi] is a function for resetting the event output variables of i-th compo-

nent FB.

• tEO:
[⋃NFB

i=1
ZEOi

]
× [ZEI]→ [ZEO]is a function for setting the event output variables of the

MCFB (as a result of signals transfer to its outputs).

• tVI: [Z] [ZVIB] [ZEI] [ZVI] is a function of changing the MCFB input variables (as a

result of data sampling).

• tVOB:
[⋃NFB

i=1
ZVOi

]
× [ZEI]×

[⋃NFB
i=1

ZEOi

]
→[ZVOB] is a function of changing the output buffers

(as a result of data issuing).

4.2 Model dynamics definition
The following summarizes the rules of composite FB functioning within a typical sequential

execution model, in which the selection of an active FB is determined as a function of the

execution completion of other FB. An example of this execution model type is the cyclic exe-

cution model. All actions related to signal and data transfer between component FB as well as

an environment is considered to be performed in a tick.
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Besides, unlike the basic FB, in this case data sampling enabled by active event inputs of

composite FB is carried out simultaneously. It is so-called “synchronous data sampling”. Nev-

ertheless, this does not deny the possibility of using other modes of selection and processing

of input signals including the priority ones.

There is no need in starting signal for the transfer of signals to outputs of composite FB.

Here the signal/data transfer uses "hot potato" principle according to which signals/data are

passed on as soon as they appear. It should be noted that these options are an optional part and

may vary. At the same time for the transfer of signals/data from inputs inside composite FB

the signal is required.

The function of signal transfer to event inputs of jth component FB can be defined as

follows:

{pC,C,1
EI j [k] : Zα(α) ∧ V

eim∈EI,(eim,ei j
k)∈EvConn

ZEI(eim) ∨ V
eox

n∈EOx,(eox
n,eiik)∈EvConn

ZEOx(eoE
n )

⇒ ZEI j(ei j
k)← true|ei j

k ∈ EI j}, j = 1,NFB

(12)

where ei j
k is kthevent input variable of jth component FB. In accordance with this rule an

event input variable of component FB is set to “1” if there is at least one event input variable

of MCFB valued to “1”(“true”) which is connected to this event input variable of component

FB. Similarly one can define the function tEO of signal transfer to MCFB event outputs:

{pC,C,1
EO [k] : Zα(α) ∧ V

eim∈EI,(eim,eok)∈EvConn
ZEI(eim) ∨ V

eox
n∈EOx,(eox

n,eok)∈EvConnZEOx (eox
n)

⇒ ZEO(eok)← true|eok ∈ EO}
(13)

The function tVI of data sampling can be defined by means of the following set of rules:

{pC,C,1
VI [m] : Zα(α) ∧ V

eik∈EI,(eik ,vim)∈IW
ZEI(eik)

⇒ ZVI(vim)← ZVIB(vim)|vim ∈ VI}
(14)

The function tVOB of data issuing can be given by the following set of rules:

{pC,C,1
VOB [k] : V

(eok ,vobm)∈OW
(Zα(α) ∧ V

ei j∈EI,(ei j,eok)∈EvConn
ZEI(ei j)

∨ V
eox

n∈EOx,(eox
n,eok)∈EvConn

ZEOx(eox
n))

⇒ ZVOB(vobm)← ZVO(reprVO(vom))|vobm ∈ VOB}

(15)

Here, the argument of function ZVO is not an output variable from VO but its representative.

The purpose of this substitution is to minimize the number of variables in common model

without loss of correctness. The function of resetting the signal sources can be represented by

the following rules:

{pC,C,1
EI

[
j
]
:Zα (α)∧ZEI

(
ei j

)
⇒ZEI

(
ei j

)
← f alse|ei j∈EI} (16)
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{
pC,C,1

EO j [k] :ZEO j

(
eo j

k

)
⇒ZEO j

(
eo j

k

)
← f alse

∣∣∣∣ eo j
k∈EOj

}
, j=1,NFB (17)

4.3 Model of scheduler
The scheduler for the cyclic execution model is defined as a tuple:

DC=(VC
D ,T

C
D ,Z

C,0
D ) (18)

where VC
D is a set of scheduler’s variables, TC

D is a set of transition functions of the scheduler,

ZC,0
D is a set of initial values functions of the scheduler. We assume that the scheduler is executed

asynchronously with the parent FB. The set of variables of the "cyclic" scheduler is defined as

follows:

VC
D=

(
tα, tβ,

(
tαi

)
i=1,NFB

,
(
tβi

)
i=1,NFB

)
, (19)

where α is a flag for launching the subsystem (i.e. controlled FB network) from the upper

level, β is a flag indicating the termination of the execution of controlled FB network as a

whole, (αi)i=1,NFB
are output flags for separately launching the component FB included in the

controlled FB network, (βi)i=1,NFB
are input flags indicating the termination of the execution of

component FB in the controlled FB network. The initial values of all flags are “false” (or “0”).

The transition functions of the “cyclic” scheduler are defined as follows:

TC
D = (tα, tβ,

(
tαi

)
i=1,NFB

,
(
tβi

)
i=1,NFB

) (20)

where,

• tα: [Zα]× [ZEOi] × [ZEI]→ [Zα] is a function for resetting the starting flag of MCFB.

• tβ:
[
ZβNFB

]
× [ZEOi]→

[
Zβ
]

is a function for setting the finish flag of MCFB.

• tα1
: [Zα]× [ZEOi] × [ZEI]→[Zα1

].

• tαi:
[
Zβi−1

]
× [ZEOi] × [ZEI]→ [

Zαi

]
, i=2,NFB are functions for setting the flags i.

• tβi:
[
Zβi

]
× [ZEOi]→

[
Zβi

]
, i=1,NFB are functions for resetting the flags i.

The functioning of “cyclic” scheduler of an intermediate level is determined by the follow-

ing rules:

pD,C,1
α1

:Zα (α)∧ ω∧ϑ⇒Zα1
(α1)←true (21)

{
pD,C,2
αi

[i] : Zβi−1
(βi−1)∧ ω∧ϑ⇒Zαi (αi)←true| i=2,NFB

}
(22)
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{
pD,C,1
βi

[i] : Zβi (βi)∧ ω⇒Zβi (βi)← f alse|i=1,NFB

}
(23)

pD,C,1
β1

:ZβNFB

(
βNFB

)∧ ω⇒Zβ (β)←true (24)

pD,C,1
α : Zα (α)∧ ω∧ϑ⇒ Zα (α)← f alse (25)

It should be noted that the number i determines the FB execution order assigned statically.

Unlike an intermediate level scheduler, the upper level scheduler (the main scheduler) is inde-

pendent of the other schedulers. At that, once the upper level scheduler executes the last FB in

the execution list, it starts executing the first FB of the list. This process is repeated cyclically.

The model of the upper level scheduler is defined similarly to the model of an intermediate

level scheduler, but flags and as well as functions for their modification are not used. The set

of the upper level scheduler functioning rules contains rules:

pD,C,2
αi [i] , pD,C,1

βi
[i] and a special rule pD,C,3

αi [i] :ZβNFB

(
βNFB

)∧ ω⇒Zα1
(α1)←true.

4.4 Implementation of DASM-FB in SMV

There are two basic approaches to developing SMV-based models of FB using the formal model

of FB described in the previous sections.

The first approach uses the concept of modules in SMV and simultaneous local changes of

variables in each module, by using the next statement of SMV. This approach is more intuitive,

as it supports a hierarchical design and allows one to one mapping of function blocks to the

hierarchy of modules SMV. In addition, it allows the use of composite verification methods

supported in the SMV.

Figure 4: Variables in Composite FB model.
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The second approach is based on the possibility of direct global transitions description

using TRANS and INIT statements in SMV. Due to the complex implementation of TRANS and

INIT based approach, in this paper only the first approach is presented.

In this approach all the variables of the FB model are divided into two parts: 1) a set of

internal variables, which are localized in the FB, and 2) external variables that are located out-

side the module. Figure 4 presents the variables used in a Composite FB model (CFBM), and

their relationships, solid circles denote actual variables, and dashed ones indicate parameters.

Relationship of real variables and parameters are shown by dashed bidirectional arrows, while

solid arrows represent signal and data transfer.

For formal matching of MBFB and MCFB functioning using the accepted buffering scheme

it is necessary to use an operation of identification of variables used in neighboring FB modules.

Let us introduce function reprVI allowing to determine representatives of input variables of

component FB in MCFB:

reprvi :

NFB⋃
i=1

VIi → VI∪
NFB⋃
i=1

VOi

As can be seen from the definition, input variables of component FB are identified with

input variables of the composite FB itself or output variables of internal component FB.

Let us introduce function reprVO defining representatives of MCFB’ output variables.

reprvo : VO→
NFB⋃
i=1

VOi

Output variables of composite FB are identified with output variables of component FB.

Thereby, we can assume that physically the output variables of composite FB do not exist.

There exist the following one-to-one mapping between variables of ithcomponent FB and the

corresponding module x:

EIi ↔ EIx; EOi ↔ EOx; VOi ↔ VOBx;
⋃

vi∈VIi

reprVI(vi)↔ VIBx.

5 Example: Modeling of a simple FB application
In this section, the “Two ALU” FB application from Figure 2 will be modeled using the pro-

posed modeling method. The corresponding SMV module alu is defined as follows (rules

presented in [4]):

MODULE alu(initt, sum, diff, d1_, d2_, inito, cnf, res_, alpha, beta).

We create two instances of the ‘alu’ module for the composite block as below.

VAR alu1: process alu (initt1, add1, sub1, res2Buf, vc1, inito1, cnf1,
res1Buf, alpha1, beta1);
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VAR alu2: process alu (initt2, add2, sub2, res1Buf, vc2, inito2, cnf2,
res2Buf, alpha2, beta2);

The main part of the composite block execution is the scheduler which follows the cyclic

execution semantics. The scheduler SMV module is quite small and mainly acts to schedule

which instance of the BFB in the composite FB is presently executing according to the cyclic

execution semantics, the rules for which were presented in section 4.3:

MODULE schedulerCyclic (alpha1, alpha2, beta1, beta2, omega, v)
ASSIGN
next (alpha1):=case

beta2 & omega & !v: 1;
1: alpha1;

esac;

next (alpha2):=case
beta1 & omega & !v: 1;
1: alpha2;

esac;

next (beta1):=case
beta1 & omega: 0;
1: beta1;

esac;

next (beta2):=case
beta2 & omega: 0;
1: beta2;

esac;

The scheduler is instantiated in SMV as follows:

VAR disp: process schedulerSynch (alpha1, alpha2, beta1, beta2, omega, v);

Properties of model of a system under investigation are expressed using temporal logics

LTL or CTL. An example of such a CTL property in SMV is SPEC EF alu2.beta (with true
result) that means alu2 module is terminated at least once.

6 Conclusion
The modeling method presented in this paper enables certification of applications portability

using formal verification. It should be noted that the paper presents in detail only one model

for the cyclic execution semantics of function blocks. Other execution models, for example,

synchronous execution model, can be achieved by simply changing the scheduler, which we

plan to present in future works.
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A Survey of Static Formal Methods for Building Dependable
Industrial Automation Systems

Roopak Sinha, Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin and Luis Gomes

Abstract

Industrial automation systems need to be highly dependable; they should not merely function

as expected but also do so in a reliable, safe and secure manner. Formal methods provide math-

ematical formalisms and tools to analyze and develop systems systematically, and can greatly

aid in developing dependable systems. This state-of-the-art survey reports existing formal ap-

proaches for creating more dependable industrial automation systems. Focusing on static (as

opposed to runtime) formal methods, this article categorizes existing works as per the require-

ments engineering, design and development, and testing phases of the system development life

cycle, allowing us to identify gaps in current research and promising future directions for each

of these phases.

1 Introduction
Industrial Automation Systems (IAS) are highly distributed systems containing software to

drive mechatronic components that interact with physical processes, and cover all imagin-

able applications in production, logistics, and energy generation and distribution. IAS need to

provide a high level of dependability, which is defined as the trustworthiness of a computer

system’s ability to reliably provide the service it promises to deliver [1]. A dependable system

must be functionally correct and do what it promises, but also, it must meet non-functional
requirements such as reliability, safety, security, and availability. Dependability analysis is not

limited to IAS, and many mature techniques exist in other areas such as embedded control

of transportation systems (cars, ships, planes), medical systems, and robots. As system sizes

and complexity grow, the lack of systematic methods can significantly limit our ability to build

highly dependable systems. Formal methods include formalisms, algorithms and processes that

have sound mathematical foundations and therefore provide more objective and unambiguous

means to model and check the dependability of a given system. Due to well-known factors like

difficulty in their use, expert skills required from users, significant manual effort, and scala-

bility concerns, only a few formal methods found use in industry. However, that landscape is

changing as the need to systematize system development grows.

This article surveys formal methods that can be used for dependability analysis of IAS. We

restrict the scope of this study to only off-line or static approaches for dependability [2], leav-

ing out on-line approaches used for monitoring, diagnosis and fault tolerance. While on-line

approaches play an important role in assuring dependability, they are generally well-studied

elsewhere. For instance, state-of-the-art surveys are available for fault diagnosis [3, 4], and

247
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event scheduling [5]. In the context of dependability, this article focuses on surveying formal

fault prevention and fault removal techniques [1] that can be used while an IAS is being built.

Furthermore, this article does survey a few topics within the scope in detail, as existing state-

of-the-art surveys cover these topics comprehensively. These topics are controller synthesis

(covered in [6]) and networking issues (covered in [7, 8]).

There are a number of well-established and widely understood challenges in assuring the

dependability of IAS. Scale and complexity are the most obvious ones; Typical IAS contain

highly distributed and modularized software running on multiple programmable logic con-

trollers (PLCs), and hundreds or even thousands of mechatronic components which must in-

teract with often very heterogeneous and application-specific physical processes. Several con-

cerns related to dependability exist throughout the system development life cycle (SDLC) for

IAS. Requirements engineering involves eliciting and organizing requirements for a system,

and dependability-related concerns in this phase include ensuring requirements are consistent,

correct, and complete, and are managed efficiently throughout the subsequent SDLC phases.

During design, dependability rests squarely on a system’s selected architecture and hence key

concerns include architecture selection, comparing design alternatives, and choosing a sound

and scalable primary separation strategy. During design and development phases, ensuring con-

sistency between subsequent refinements of a system is a key dependability-related concern.

The testing phase demands scalable, comprehensive and easy-to-use verification and validation

techniques to test a system’s dependability. Runtime management and re-configuration of IAS

are key dependability-related concerns in the final deployment stage. Some concerns cross-

cut through the SDLC. Safety standards such as IEC 61508 provide a number of additional

dependability-related requirements. Similarly, design and development standards such as IEC

61499 or IEC 61131-3 constrain the design space for a system considerably and can aid in

more systematic dependability assurance.

We use the SDLC phases to categories surveyed works, although some approaches span

multiple phases. Focusing on individual phases allows us to see how well existing approaches

address the key dependability-related challenges in each phase, which leads to a more thor-

ough analysis of the state-of-the-art and future directions. This phase-based categorization

also forms the basis of organizing this article. Sections 2–4 present the key dependability-

related themes and future directions for these phases. Section 3 combines both the design and

development phases as most formal approaches for assuring dependability in one phase were

found to be applicable in the other. Existing surveys [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] are loosely related

to this article, and focus on specific standards or IAS sub-domains.

This survey is designed for industry practitioners so that they can evaluate available ap-

proaches for use in their own contexts, as well as for researchers in industrial automation

systems, dependability analysis, or formal methods, who would like to explore the intersection

of these fields. A systematic mapping review methodology was employed for this survey as

shown in Figure 1 to ensure a comprehensive treatment of the vast amount of literature avail-

able. An initial list of peer-reviewed research papers covering individual keywords like formal

methods, industrial automation, dependability and model-based engineering (a typical archi-

tecture for IAS) yielded more than 2000 works. This initial list was pruned to about 400 after

using the phases of the SDLC and industrial automation standards like IEC 61499 and IEC
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61131-3 as additional keywords. We further reduced the number of studies to little over 100

by focusing on off-line formal approaches and also by studying how closely the works relate

to IAS by manually reading the titles, abstracts and the conclusions sections of the articles.

Figure 1: Paper filtering process.

The results, as detailed later in Section. 5, include finding SDLC phases that have found

more successful use for formal methods, the imbalance between techniques borrowed from

other domains and those developed or customized specifically for IAS, and some of the issues

in making formal methods intrinsic to the IAS SDLC. These observations lead to identifying a

number of promising research directions to accelerate the adoption of formal methods in IAS.

1.1 Key definitions

A lack of standardization around dependability in IAS means that several terms can have am-

biguous meanings, depending on where we look. Hence, we precisely define some key terms

used in the context of this article.

The term specification refers to either requirements specification and/or system specifica-

tion. The former is used in Sec. 2 while the latter is used in Section. 3–4. Formal refers to

methods, models and algorithms that have precise syntax and semantics, allowing unambigu-

ous specifications and interpretations. Temporal logics are well-known formal methods for the

specification of requirements. Informal refers to techniques, tools and methods where specifi-

cations and interpretations can change subjectively between observers. For instance, require-

ments written in natural language are inherently informal. Semi-formal tools and approaches

provide some formalism, but not enough to allow a completely objective interpretation. UML,

for instance, provides a formal structure for the formation of requirement specifications, but

the meanings of terms used in a UML diagram may differ between interpretations.

In literature, the terms verification and validation are frequently used interchangeably. We
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follow the definitions from the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology

[15]. Verification corresponds to the process of determining if the artifacts produced in the

current phase of system development fulfill the requirements established during the previous

phase. Validation is the process of evaluating software at the end of the software development

process to ensure compliance with software requirements. Boehm [16] presents a more intu-

itive categorization where verification answers the question, “Am I building the product right?"

and validation answers another question, “Am I building the right product?".

2 Requirements engineering

Requirements engineering is the first phase in system development and focuses on creating a

constrained solution space before a system is constructed. It consists of sub-phases for the elic-

itation, analysis, specification and validation of requirements [17]. Requirements express the

needs and constraints on a system, and in industrial automation systems, requirements can cor-

respond to the software, hardware and/or the physical processes being controlled. In addition to

providing a precise understanding of the system to be built, requirements engineering has a far

reaching impact into subsequent phases in system development via traceability of requirements

to system artefacts, and change management [18]. Most current requirements engineering pro-

cesses are informal or semi-formal at best. For instance, requirements elicitation where the aim

is to capture as many requirements from stakeholders is largely an informal process. However,

part of the innovations in requirements engineering has been about how formal methods can

be used, with most success obtained with specification languages and requirements analysis

methods [19].

2.1 Requirements specification

Requirements specification involves creating a structured system requirements specification

(SRS) document that can be systematically reviewed and evaluated. SRS allows us to analyze

requirements and to also estimate costs and risks. While requirements are often written infor-

mally, several requirements specification languages (RSLs) allow semi-formal or even formal

specification of certain classes of requirements.

In the realm of semi and fully formal requirements specification, UML and use-cases and

their variants are by far the most common RSLs. SysML is another widely accepted semi-

formal RSL in automation systems [20] and can capture functional and safety requirements.

Other RSLs include SWSpec based on Petri nets for formally specifying requirements in ser-

vice workflow environments [21].

Adequate user guidance can make the writing of formal requirements easier. Often this is

done by providing templates or patterns to write requirements. In [22], several patterns to write

requirements such as possibility or fairness are proposed. Pattern-based requirements can be

automatically converted into temporal logic formulas. A similar, template-based approach of

converting informal requirements to semi-formal boilerplates and then to formal patterns was

proposed in the CESAR project [17].
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Some approaches extract formal requirements from more informal sources automatically.

E.g., in [18], semi-formal engineering design process enables the conversion of CAD docu-

ments to formalized documents. An approach to formalize product requirements from natural

language to formal specification in [23] processes sentences using lexical analysis to create a

structure diagram for requirements which can be integrated to build a formal structure for the

product, its environment, and relations between them. A language in which test information

is extracted through the various stages of development starting from the requirement stage is

presented in [24].

2.2 Handling non-functional requirements (NFRs)

A system must satisfy many non-functional requirements (NFRs). There are a number of for-

mal methods focused exclusively on classes of NFRs. In [25], safety requirements over individ-

ual components and compositions are specified and verified. Here, SysML is used to capture

safety requirements with a tree structure used to capture relationships between requirements

and sub-requirements. This approach also provides support for traceability by allowing indi-

vidual requirements to be linked to components that must satisfy them. When requirements

are refined, an automatic approach is taken to allocate sub-requirements to subcomponents

while also ensuring that their combined behaviors are checked. The SAPIS tool allows for-

mal specification of safety requirements according to the CENELEC standard and is based on

previous work on safety [26]. A classification of safety requirements for industrial automation

appears in [27]. Classifications include static requirements that demand global satisfaction

of a property or dynamic requirements that must be true in certain states and false in others.

These requirements can be easily translated to CTL formulas using templates. In [28], pro-

cesses, tools and models from safety engineering are used in security engineering. Graphical

formalisms for modeling fault trees in safety analysis were found useful for modeling security

attacks.

2.3 Requirements management and analysis

Requirements management is concerned with maintaining requirements in a usable manner

throughout the SDLC. A problem is storing requirements and associated artefacts like test-

cases and ensuring that they are reusable (concretised) as we go down the SDLC. In [24], a

model-based methodology called Test Requirements Model (TeRM) is used to transfer tests

between various stages of the life cycle. It follows the behavior model for tests standardized

by a consortium of standardization committees including IEEE.

Continuous requirements validation and analysis is required as requirements get refined

during the development of the system. Requirements traceability is useful here as it allows

linking requirements with their predecessors. Formal methods can help find consistencies be-

tween requirements. In [29], a trace creation and recovery approach is provided which uses

context analysis to create traces. They also provide a model-based approach to validate re-

quirements using timed state machines as well as feature-oriented requirements validation, and

present observers to monitor requirements at runtime.
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Another concern for requirements management is that of change management, which usu-

ally stems from changes in requirements. Article [20] provides an approach based on SysML

to depict and analyze change influences in industrial automation systems. The focus is on the

interdisciplinary aspects of these systems - the mechanical, hardware and software aspects and

modeling the impact of requirements changes on these three aspects of the system.

Management and analysis require maintaining the knowledge within requirements, which

is often done using ontologies to store interrelationships between concepts. Formal methods

can help maintain a structured ontology, interlinking the various documents involved and main-

taining these links.

3 Design and development
During the design phase, the solution space described by requirements is increasingly con-

strained. During development, a finalized design is extended with code to build the system.

Supervisory control theory and controller synthesis are formal approaches that have been used

widely for design and development. However, these topics are too broad to be covered within

the scope of this survey, and they have been covered in detail in other secondary studies like

[6].

3.1 Design
The design phase can be broken down into two broad categories: high-level design, followed

by low-level design [17]. The key concern in high-level design is the creation of a system ar-
chitecture. The system architecture captures an initial, abstract layout of the main sub-systems

or parts of a system via a primary separation strategy, and also contains architectural tactics

to deal with primary quality or non-functional attributes of the system such as dependability,

safety, etc. Existing standards such as IEC 61499 and IEC 61131-3 provide robust software

architectures for IAS. A few formalized extensions or alternatives are reusable automation

components [30], intelligent mechatronic components, and automation objects [31]. These ar-

chitectures provide better formalization, increased flexibility, and the ability to design software

in a more hierarchical manner. Model-driven design is a key primary separation strategy used

in IAS architectures, where a system is broken down into a controller constituting the software

and PLC hardware and a plant representing the physical processed being controlled.

In low-level design, an increasingly concrete layout of the system is built. Here, visual

domain-specific languages (VDSLs) are quite common. Several others provide some kind of

formalized modeling support. VDSLs in [32] come complete with syntax and behavioral se-

mantics for converting designs to Petri nets while preserving timing or safety related behaviors

leading to early verification of designs. Early stage automata-based VDSLs presented in [33]

also allow modeling safety but do not provide sufficient test results to back the theoretical ba-

sis. Continuous function charts [34] is a VDSL based on Statecharts that allows hierarchical

designs of discrete-continuous embedded systems. It allows both control and data flow to be

explicitly specified. These can potentially be used in IAS design too as models can be auto-

matically translated into code which is amenable to coverage analysis.
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Standards like IEC 61499 and IEC 61131-3 are the most popular design languages for

IAS. Both provide VDSL-like features for creating component interfaces and networks with

an ability to embed code into components during development. A plethora of works exists

in the formalization of these standards, such as formalizing the syntax and semantics of IEC

61499 presented in [35]. IEC 61499 suffered ambiguities to its execution semantics resulting

in several works that formalize the execution of function blocks differently [36]. As a result of

these diversified semantics, several further works have focused on how IEC 61499 programs

written with one semantics in mind can be ported to another [37].Some works focus on con-

verting system designs into languages accepted by model checkers like SMV and UPPAAL,

to enable automatic verification. PLCverif [38] is a tool that converts IEC 61131-3 programs

to target model checkers languages (NuSMV/NuXmv, UPPAAL). PLCVerif has been subse-

quently extended to provide support for all five programming languages of the IEC 61131-3

standard [39, 40]. These works propose rule-based translation of IEC 61131-3 models into for-

mal languages using an intermediate model for transformation. Similarly, other works like [41]

convert IEC 61499 programs into SMV models for model checking using NuSMV/NuXmv.

The work presented formal rules for transformation using Abstract State machines (ASM) as

an intermediate model. A few works extend the semi-formal SysML industry standard for

modeling, such as the Manufacturing Execution Systems modeling language MES-ML [42]

and extensions like [43] extending SysML with system modeling activities for enabling safety

analysis. A comprehensive perspective on the whole analysis and design process during system

development is presented. Works focusing on interoperability include [44] for re-engineering

IEC 61131-3 programs into other paradigms such as IEC 61499 programs.

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is used in several domains and we find several works

on formalizing and adapting UML for designing IAS [45]. It enables detailed modeling of

control logic [46], often leading to automatic code generation of standard PLC languages like

function blocks [47]. Some works like [48] extend standards like IEC 61499 to include UML-

Statecharts like features and enabling automatic generation of standard-compliant code.

Some works use formal languages or a combination of formal languages and industry-

standards for specifying system designs. In [49], a specification language for control programs

based on linear temporal logic and structured text called ST-LTL is presented, making it easier

for control engineers familiar with structured text to formally specify their designs.

Similarly, a B language based design specification in [50] allows formally proving that a

design provides completeness, consistency, precision and correctness guarantees. Other lan-

guages combine several formal languages, such as those combining Petri Nets and Object-

Z [51], Specification and Description Language, and languages underpinning formal tools like

NuSMV and SIPN.

A large body of work exists in IAS design using Petri nets and their extensions due to their

easy graphical way of modeling. Petri net extensions include Hierarchical Colored Petri nets,

Timed Petri nets, and High-level Petri nets. Some works combine Petri nets with other tech-

niques such as supervisory control approaches [52] for design-level analysis, validation and

simulation of IAS. Several formal frameworks are based on Petri nets, like Timed Net/Condi-

tion Event Systems [53] for modeling PLC behavior, or signal net systems for modeling and

verification of distributed control systems. Some drawbacks of these initial works like a lack
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of formalized semantics have been addressed in later works [54]. Some works extend exist-

ing development approaches using Petri nets, such as [55] where the GHENeSYS modeling

environment is extended by adding a function of process actions association with places and

transitions. Some works study Petri nets based modeling patterns [56], enabling model to code

generation pathways.

Plant modeling is an integral part of systems designed using MDE. Current works using

formal or semi-formal frameworks for this purpose include using SysML variants to model

changes in mechatronic production systems [20], closed-loop modeling of plant and controller

using net condition/event systems (NCES) leading to formal verification [57] or code genera-

tion. In [58], an approach to synthesize discrete-state plant models from behavior traces and

temporal properties is proposed. The problem is solved by translating it to an instance of the

Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) and running a SAT solver. The work also presents the

actual translation of the plant model synthesis problem to SAT. Generated models are intended

to be applied in closed-loop model checking.

3.2 Development
There is a limited number of formal methods available for IAS development. Several formal

controller synthesis approaches have been proposed from formalized system models [59] and

differ mainly in the kinds of formalized system models they require as inputs. Some other

works convert formal specifications to standard-compliant code [60, 61], differing again in

input specification and output language types. The method presented in [62] uses Petri net

models for controller synthesis in commercial PLCs using IEC 61131-3 function blocks en-

hanced with object-oriented programming techniques to achieve event driven semantics for the

target PLC hardware.

Some works infer executable models of off-the-shelf components with black box interfaces

through black-box testing data. The technique presented in [63] infers the behavior of com-

ponents as IEC 61499 function blocks. This approach cannot guarantee completeness due to

the non-exhaustive black-box exploration methods used. In [64], an automated people mover

system is developed and tested using both verification and simulation. Formal verification was

used to check only for deadlocks, while timed models in UPPAAL were used for simulation

purposes. In some cases, development artefacts are specified using formal languages such as

variants of process algebra [65].

4 Testing
Testing ensures that an implemented IAS meets its intended requirements, including constraints

emerging from industry standards. Testing is the most time-consuming phase of the SDLC

and formal methods hold immense promise in accelerating this phase. While simulation and

formal verification approaches are generally considered as complimentary to testing, especially

for discrete event systems, our SDLC phases based classification requires us to cover these as

subsets of testing. Simulation refers to stimulating a part or whole of a system via inputs

and then checking its responses for correctness. Formal verification refers to using formal
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algorithms to prove the correctness of a system or component model. While formal methods

naturally lead to formal verification, they have found use in simulation too, such as in creating,

executing and monitoring test-cases. While traditionally seen as rivals, formal methods are

now being used extensively to supplement simulation-based testing, and in many cases, more

successfully than simulation alone [66]. Some works, like [67] frame testing of automation

systems as a model checking problem.

Formal methods-assisted testing tries to address one of several key open questions: ef-

ficiently dealing with the highly modular and compositional structure of IAS, ensuring that

formal methods fit well within current practice and testers’ skill sets, and reducing testing time

without sacrificing precision. Unfortunately, a large gap between research and its application

in industry exists. Only a few techniques and tools find direct use in industry [68].

4.1 Simulation
Test-case generation

Simulation involves stimulating a system (or component) under test and observing and reason-

ing about its outputs. Each carefully chosen, automatically generated, or randomly selected

sequence of stimuli or system inputs for simulation is called a test-case. Formal techniques

such as symbolic execution, model-based testing, combinatorial, random and search based test-

ing [68] can help automatically generate test-cases. Other techniques can help with executing

tests and providing tool support [69].

In model-based testing, incomplete system models are used to generate test-cases and then

tested with control software. In [70], a system software specification in sequential function

charts is translated into labeled transition systems and then traversed by a custom test-tool to

derive test-cases. In [71], a hybrid system model is converted into a target discrete diagnostic

model in Ludia, a language for modeling complex systems for fault diagnosis. This technique

lacks a proof of correctness. At the component level, function blocks in both IEC 61131-3 and

IEC 61499 provide modules that can be seen as black-boxes amenable for test-case generation.

In [72] a symbolic execution based approach is presented where an intermediate model from

Arcade.PLC [73] is used to auto-generate test-cases for IEC 61131-3 programs. This work

can test for unreachable code, a rarely encountered feature in other works. In [74], IEC 61131

function blocks are converted into timed automata models and tailored unit tests and coverage

requirements are generated in the UPPAAL modeling environment. A framework for verifying

IEC 61131 instruction list programs is presented in [75]. It proposes a formal semantics for a

significant fragment of the instruction list language, and a direct mapping of the semantics into

a model checking tool. A requirements-based test-generation and tracking simulation based

execution technique for systems built using IEC 61131 appears in [76].

Some works like [77] target test-case generation for complete systems. Here, systems-

under-test (SuT) are described using executable networks of either IEC 61131-3 or IEC 61499

function blocks. A UML description of the system is used to generate tests in UML, and the

test-case generation strategy traverses branches in the system and creates test-cases that ensure

that each branch is visited once. Then through model-to-model transformation, or model view-

ing, the SuT as well as generated test-cases are transformed into IEC 61499 or IEC 61131-3
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systems. A test-case generation strategy presented in [78] extracts test-cases from IEC 61499

programs specified as state and activity diagrams using the round-trip path coverage strategy,

where every defined sequence of transitions that begin and end in the same state is taken. Fu-

ture directions in system testing, include developing formal testing platforms to decide which

components to test together, how they should be tested, and when to stop testing.

There are a number of tools for test-case generation and execution. Some tools specialize

in generating and executing test-cases for specific platforms, such as testing the timing of CAN

bus-based control applications [79], and the safety of software deployed on FPGAs [80].

Other simulation approaches

Testing the functionality of a distributed industrial automation system is a key problem, and a

number of works address parts of this problem. Some approaches, like [81], model commu-

nication tasks in a semi-formal language such as SysML out of which timed Petri net models

can be extracted and simulated to estimate the performance of a target distributed system. In

such approaches, networks are replaced by models and parameters can be controlled, including

packet drops, etc.

Other simulation frameworks provide testing systems for non-functional requirements and

attributes. In [82] a random testing framework for safety-critical embedded systems is pre-

sented where constrained random testing enables larger coverage through random input varia-

tions, random fault injections, and automatic output comparisons. Functional safety standards

such as EC 60812, 61580, MIL-STD-1629A, etc. apply to many IAS [83]. Current approaches

use safety PLCs for mission critical applications and formal failure mode and effects analysis

(FMEA) approaches to analyze system hardware, but no existing formal technique can assess

complete systems for functional safety. In [84], the need for a theoretical basis for formally

modeling and assessing IAS for security requirements such as availability, integrity, confi-

dentiality, graceful degradation, and detection is highlighted. Authors note the high modeling

overheads that prevent the widespread use of formal modeling for this purpose. An online fault-

detection approach appears in [85] where if a controller faces a symptom or non-normative

condition, the algorithm tries to detect a root cause and reconfigures the system to avoid cas-

cading failures.

4.2 Formal verification
Formal verification involves testing a model of a system or part of a system with respect to

formal requirements. Existing surveys like [12, 13] look at the use of formal verification tech-

niques like model checking in industrial automation systems. Distinctions between formal

verification techniques appear to arise from differences in system and requirements modeling,

algorithms used, user effort required, and outputs produced. For instance, [86] propose an

automatic verification tool for PLC systems which includes a modeling system, static syntax

checking, code generation and optimization, and visual representation of counter examples.

Some works extract formal models of systems or requirements automatically. A syntactic

and semantic analysis for IEC 61499 systems appears in [44]. A semantic checker implements

a number of semantic rules to analyze function block networks and can scalably decide if a
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network is semantically correct, based on hard-coding of correctness criteria and reducing user

effort. In [87] timed-models of plants and closed-loop automation systems are built. Exces-

sive state explosion is avoided by incorporating variables to constrain the search area. Plant

models are built as timed discrete event systems and timed controller models are built from the

specification view in GRAFCET keeping them independent of implementation language. Both

models are then transformed into timed automata with a discrete data model to permit building

realistic characteristics including urgency. UPPAAL is then used to check requirements. Other

automatic modeling approaches include converting various system software models written in

different languages to timed automata [88]. A static code analysis tool is presented in [89] to

parse and convert IEC 61131-3 control applications into control flow graphs. This model can

then be assessed for type constraints, reachability and liveness using a hybrid algorithm based

on abstract interpretation and data flow analysis. A very good summary of IEC 61499 model-

ing and verification can be found in [9]. A semantic characterization of PLC programs based

on extended λ-calculus appears in [90], leading towards theorem proving and model checking.

In [91] requirements specified using symbolic timing diagrams and safety-oriented techni-

cal language are translated to temporal logic leading to a model checking of a given closed-

loop system model. Some works deal with graphical, intuitive and more user-friendly front-end

specification languages that are aimed at making formal methods more accessible. Such works

include specification patterns for the nuclear automation section [92], and user-friendly visual-

ization and handling of counter examples generated by model checking tools [93].

Formal verification algorithms face the well-known state explosion problem, where system

model sizes explode when component compositions or data variables are taken into account.

Typically, these details are either abstracted out or verification is focused on individual com-

ponents or on simpler to verify requirements. Therefore, several modeling languages exist,

such as for the synchronous/asynchronous composition of finite state machines and automata,

networks of timed automata [94], and Petri nets [95].

Formal plant modeling helps in reducing the state space to be verified by closing an IAS

system though a constrained plan model [96]. In [97] a work-flow to specify safety-critical

systems, plants and requirements as sequential function charts is proposed. These models are

automatically translated into controller code, plant models (via library matching of modules),

and requirements in temporal logic. These can then be simulated and verified using UPPAAL.

Work [98] presents a framework for modeling complete IAS, including plants as hierarchical

and compositional net condition/event systems, and provides support for editing, visualization

and verification.

Verification algorithms may be fully automated, like model checking, or require user guid-

ance as in theorem provers. There is a range of algorithms targeting functional verification and

require modeling systems as some variant of finite state machines. In [99] the Coq theorem

prover is used to formalize the semantics of several IEC 61131-3 languages leading to a frame-

work for automatic generation of code from graphical system specifications. Works like [100]

model IEC 61499 systems as finite state machines, contracts or modules in synchronous lan-

guages and can then use model checkers to find functional correctness. A few IAS-only model

checkers exist, such as ViVe/SESA [101], VEDA [102], and Arcade.PLC [73].

Many algorithms use the UPPAAL model checker to verify aspects of system timeliness.
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Work [103] models IEC 61499 systems as timed automata using translation rules and then

verify timing requirements. This work does not take into account the configuration of the

hardware which affects the timing characteristics of the system. Other works employ hybrid

automata to analyze the frequency of worst case execution times in component networks [104],

and timed automata to elevate existing IEC 61131-3 systems for compliance with newer safety

standards like IEC 61508 [105]. The latter approach includes support for safety analysis and

reduces translation effort by using a rule-based translation. In [106], formal dependability

analysis is carried out by manually modeling I/O module modes first qualitatively as I/O point

systems and then quantitatively by including probabilities and then computing metrics such as

system reliability. In [107], client-server networked automation systems are evaluated by using

timed event graph models that are analyzed using deterministic and probabilistic analyses.

Mazzolini et al. [108] show an early stage verification strategy for IAS using model checking

algorithms and model coverage.

Some approaches are focused on specific sub-problems like scheduling of flexible manu-

facturing systems by using formal analysis to assign schedules to a system divided into sub-

nets citelee2006scheduling. Some works, such as [109], formalize the execution semantics

of flexible manufacturing systems modeled using State-flow diagrams and can reason about

undesirable execution sequences that ambiguities in the specification language can induce.

Work [110] formally analyses the effectiveness of using a listen-before-talk protocol for in-

teracting components over congested wireless networks. Networking and assuring network

performance is a significant problem in general. In [111] industrial wireless protocols are ver-

ified based on 802.11 and specifically target security analysis using several model checkers.

Each model checker was benchmarked for performance in finding vulnerabilities in a shared

key authentication protocol.

A few approaches look at formally verifying non-functional requirements. Online re-

configuration of IAS is an important topic addressed in works such as [112]. Work [113] looks

at formally specifying buffered sequential execution model (BSENI) of the Fuber IEC61499

runtime. It also presents extended finite automata models that are suitable for formal verifi-

cation of the proposed execution semantics. In [114], industrial controllers modeled as finite

state machines can be verified for fault tolerance using SMV. Techniques like [115] explore the

use of formal methods to verify the security of networks used in industrial settings. In this par-

ticular work, π calculus is extended with security features allowing system and requirements

modeling, allowing automatic verification of vulnerabilities. Another work [116] performs

fault-tolerance analysis of control algorithms using signal interpreted Petri nets for modeling

and symbolic model checking (SMV) for verifying requirements to check for determinism.

5 Conclusion and future research directions
This survey reveals some key insights into the current use of formal methods for dependabil-

ity in IAS. Figure 2 shows the number of formal methods surveyed for each sub-phase of the

SDLC. These numbers provide a clear picture of the sub-phases, such as design and testing,

that have found more use for formal methods. Figure 2 also shows the technology readiness

level [117] (TRL) for each approach we studied. TRL provides a scale to assess the matu-
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rity of a technology. Lower levels, such as TRL1–3 indicate that a work is more conceptual,

whereas higher levels TRL8–9 indicate robust, industry-ready technologies that have sufficient

process and tool support available. Overall, most surveyed works were in the TRL3–5 range,

indicating the relatively low maturity of formal methods in IAS. This also corroborates with

the split between early-stage works and established works. We cite 47 (40% or all citations)

early-stage papers which are mostly conference papers proposing techniques at lower TRLs.

The remaining 60% are established works at higher TRLs and published mostly in established

journals, as well as a few high impact conferences, white-papers and patents. In the following

paragraphs, we unpack the information contained within this figure and derive some critical

information about the state of the art in the use of formal methods for the SDLC phases we

studied.

Figure 2: Proliferation and technology readiness of surveyed works, categorized by SDLC sub-phases.

Requirements engineering, the first phase of the SDLC, involves eliciting, organizing, spec-

ifying, analyzing and managing requirements. Some aspects of this phase, such as elicitation,

are inherently informal and do not utilize formal methods at present. However, there is im-

mense value in the early use of formal methods for requirements specification, management

and analysis. The earlier we can unambiguously capture the knowledge base a system is built

on, the easier and cheaper it becomes to reason about requirements. Several existing formal

and semi-formal methods provide sufficient support to model requirements, the knowledge

these requirements is built on (ontologies), and for automatic or guided analysis. However,
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their use is sporadic due to the high learning curves and expert skill sets needed. While the

lack of tool-support is an important issue, standardization of the use of formal methods for var-

ious specification, analysis and management of requirements can go a long way in addressing

this problem. Both tool-support and standardization can help build a critical mass of repeatable

and feasible tools, processes and skills in the domain. Standardization will involve formalizing

common domain-specific knowledge in IAS, as well as laying out a roadmap for incorporating

new formal methods into the requirements engineering phase. We also find inadequate formal

support for non-functional requirements (NFRs). Again, the application of standardized formal

models, templates and analysis methods for IAS-specific NFRs such as safety, dependability,

timing, etc., can help with wider adoption and use of formal methods. The most robust technol-

ogy in this area is the semi-formal SySML, which is an industry-wide standard for modeling

behavioral and some safety requirements. Other technologies lie more in the proof-of-concept

or early validation stages and require more experimentation with real-life systems.

In the design phase, primary functional requirements and primary NFRs are converted into

a structured solution space that is then concretised in the development phase. This phase is

a crowded field, with most formal methods providing support for modeling techniques. How-

ever, only a few provide a seamless transition from the requirements engineering phase, making

them more useful than other, more disjointed or stand-alone modeling techniques. Similarly,

modeling techniques are more useful when they can also be used in the development phase

such as several works that support automatic code generation. There is a clear need for for-

mal methods for tracing and mapping requirements through design and into the development

phases. The fact that requirements, design and development aspects are typically specified us-

ing different formal tools and techniques contributes significantly to this problem. It is also

infeasible to expect a single modeling framework for all these stages. Hence, we hypothesize

that it is more important to focus on formal model transformations, such as in model-driven

design. The prevalence of mature design and development standards such as IEC 61499 in

IAS makes this a relatively easier endeavor, as opposed to other more disjointed domains.

Further formalization of these standards is, therefore, another interesting direction to improve

the uptake of formal methods. Formal methods targeting requirements standards such as IEC

61508 will also help improve formal support for building dependable IAS. From a technology

readiness level, VDSLs based on semi-formal SySML and UML are used widely in industry.

Some formal methods such as Petri nets and those involving plant modeling have also grown

in popularity and have found wider use.

The testing phase of the SDLC has found the most use for formal methods. Traditional,

simulation-based testing approaches have been successfully extended through formal approaches

for test-case generation, selection and execution. For test generation, we find that most frame-

works are semi-formal, and there is need to formalize them more to derive coverage guarantees.

A few approaches help with testing implementations against non-functional requirements such

as fault tolerance and functional safety. Considerably more work is needed to test for other im-

portant NFRs such as reconfigurability, maintainability, scalability, and most importantly, secu-

rity. Security is a growing concern in this area, since IAS have moved on from being contained

within factory walls to being large, cloud-based solutions. UPPAAL has found more popu-

larity in timing-related verification of system models in IAS. We also find several customized
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formal verification based testing tools, differing mostly in requirement types and models, and

the format of systems supported. A bulk of the work in this area has focused on plant mod-

eling and verifying both plants and controllers together, highlighting the domain’s focus on

formally capturing the physical processes controlled by IAS. In general though, formal ver-

ification based testing techniques have found limited industrial adoption due to well-known

limitations like state explosion and required user-expertise. Figure 2 clearly shows that most

formal verification techniques in the testing phase are at low TRL levels.

Going forward, there is need to carry out substantial evaluative research, where the effec-

tiveness of available formal methods must be tested empirically in industrial scenarios. This

is contrary to the more prevalent propositional approach, where new models, algorithms and

formalisms are being proposed rapidly, resulting in a sparse landscape with little to no industry

adoption. The evaluative approach will help ensure that more robust formal methods for the

IAS domain incorporate domain-specific knowledge and context, allowing for more repeatable

use. .
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Adapting Software Design Patterns to Develop Reusable IEC
61499 Function Block Applications

Sandeep Patil, Dmitrii Drozdov and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

Design patterns in software engineering is a generic solution provided for repeatable problems

occurring frequently in a software design. They are used a lot in the field of software engineer-

ing, especially for object-oriented software development. Different standards exist for design

and development of industrial cyber-physical systems and the IEC 61499 standard is one of

them. The standard presents a reference component architecture for design and development

of distributed industrial cyber-physical systems. There is a lack of design patterns for appli-

cation development with IEC 61499 standard and this paper address this by proposing some

patterns. The design patterns presented are inspired by popular design patterns used in software

engineering.

1 Introduction
IEC 61499 [1, 2] is a standard for distributed control system design and implementation that

has of late gaining lot of traction. It is considered as the main enabler of distributed and intel-

ligent automation [3]. With its increasing adoption in the industry, it has become necessary to

practice good programming techniques for design and implementation of IEC 61499 systems.

Authors believe that since the standard is just taking off, it is important to follow certain good

practices for the design and implementation in order to avoid mistakes such as dealing with

legacy code [4, 5]. Looking at much of current IEC 61499 research, it can be noted that most

of them address what IEC 61499 can help compared to standards such as IEC 61131. What is

missing in existing research literature is questions like

• How to make use of modular design in IEC 61499 control systems? The current literature

in this area has limitations. We will look at them in section 3.

• How to logically separate individual models/modules?

• How many states in an ECC is good/bad?

• How many basic function blocks should exist in a function block network.

IEC 61499 promotes modularity and often the goal of modularity is misunderstood or mis-

stated. The goal of modularity is not to make things easier but to hide the things that are hard

and sometimes that are trivial. We also talk about re-usability, but we never talk about is it
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really usable. Modules also should be easily replaced/updated without affecting system down-

time or extended maintenance time. Ralph Johnson [6] says "Before software can be reusable

it first has to be usable". There is a difference between modules that are usable within a project

and modules that are usable across projects (standard libraries are examples for this case). We

will present design patterns that can be part of the standard library so that only additional func-

tion blocks that we design and program are those that satisfy the business requirements for a

particular project and application.

2 Background

2.1 IEC 61499

In IEC 61499, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each FB consists of

a graphical event-data interface and a set of executable functional specifications (algorithms),

represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or as a network of other FB instances (composite

FB), or as a set of services (service interface FB). FBs can be interconnected into a network

using event and data connections to specify the entire control application. Execution of an

individual FB in the network is triggered by the events it receives. This well-defined event-data

interface and the encapsulation of local data and control algorithms make each FB a reusable

functional unit of software.

As seen from Figure 1, a basic FB is defined by the signal interface (left hand side) and

also its internal state machine (called Execution Control Chart (ECC)) on the right hand side,

and definition of the three algorithms (executed in the ECC states).

Figure 1: The basic FB ALU: interface (left), ECC diagram and algorithms (right).

A Function Block Application (FBA) is a network of FBs connected by event and data links.

As an example, let us consider an application that consists of two ALU function blocks inter-

acting with each other (Figure 2). This example, of course, is not comprehensively covering

all FB artifacts and is used for illustrative purposes.

The application consists of two instances of the arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) Basic FB type

connected in closed-loop (outputs of one BFB are connected to the inputs of other BFB). Fol-

lowing the firing of the INIT input of ALU1 (Figure 2) (emitted by hardware interface), the

application enters an infinite sequence of computations consisting of alternating arithmetic
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Figure 2: FB system of two ALUs.

operations addition and subtraction. A composite function block (CFB) is defined by a signal

interface and internal network of function block instances similar to the application in Figure 2.

2.2 Design patterns
The term Design Pattern is generic is used in many domains, including almost all of the en-

gineering domains such as architecture, construction, hardware design, etc. This work will

deal with software engineering design patterns. According to [7], a pattern has four essential

elements, which are listed below:

1. The pattern name is a controller which can be used to describe a design problem, where

it occurs and its solution in a word.

2. The problem describes the context where the given pattern can be applied.

3. The solution is used to explain the element that forms a design domain, their workflow,

collaboration among each design.

4. The consequences are the outcome or result that we get after applying the pattern.

The design patterns mentioned in this paper will also mention classification of the design

pattern, in what category the design pattern belongs to. The different categories are defined in

Section 3.

3 Related work
The concept of design patterns runs deep in software engineering, this article will not look at

design patterns in software engineering in general, instead look at design patterns in the area of
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design and implementation of industrial cyber-physical systems (iCPS), especially IEC 61499

standard. Design patterns in software engineering presented in [7] have taken an important

place in the field mainly because it comes from expert system designers. Similarly, we intend to

present design patterns in this article based on our experience in designing IEC 61499 systems

for more than a decade. All the design patterns mentioned in the article were used in design

and implementation of the didactic systems in our laboratory [8]. Due to the space limitations,

we present only few design patterns.

iCPS control software is mostly dominated by two standards, IEC 61499 [1] and IEC

61131-3 [9]. At the core of these two standards is the concept of Function Block(FB) which

supports modularity, hence reusability. FB can be treated as representing an object because

FB’s have types (encapsulate data and algorithms) and they are instantiated in order to be used.

Their interface is well defined making it easier to communicate with other FB’s (objects).

Given these features, programming using these standards can be considered object-oriented.

However, strictly speaking, these standards are not object-oriented programming since they

don’t support inheritance. (We do not discuss here the object-oriented extension to IEC 61131-

3 implemented in CoDeSys tool.) It is for this reason that we present design patterns here that

are inspired by the patterns in [7].

Different categories exist, to which a design pattern can belong to. In object-oriented (OO)

software engineering (that use OO languages), design patterns are widely classified into four

categories, namely creational patterns, structural patterns, behavioral patterns and architectural

patterns [10, 11]. Since there is no such comprehensive classification available in our domain

of applications of IEC61499, we will use the following category names. The first pattern

deals with the creation of function block types and remaining three deal with creation and

organization of function block instances.

1. Structural (or creational): Design patterns that deal with the creation of a new function

block type. Design of interface of function blocks (all types) and ECC of basic function

blocks are classified as structural (or creational) design patterns. These patterns help

solve the problems of reusability, scalability, and debug-ability,

2. Architectural: Design patterns that describe the organization of the function blocks at

the application level are classified as architectural design patterns. These patterns help

solve the problems of reconfigurability and distributed control problems. We would

like to classify many model-driven engineering patterns in the context of IEC 61499 as

architectural patterns. The design patterns that deal with scheduling also fall under this

category.

3. Compositional: Design patterns that describe how composite function blocks are de-

signed are classified as compositional design patterns. They describe the composition of

the FB network that forms the composite function block. These patterns help solve the

problems of debug-ability and maintainability

4. Behavioral: Design patterns that deal with communication between different function

blocks are classified as behavioral design patterns. These patterns help solve problems

of communicability.
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Table 1: Design patterns summary.
Pattern Name Presented in Category Name

Distributed Application [12, 13] Architectural

Proxy [12, 13] Architectural

Model-View-Control(MVC)/Model-View-

Control-Diagnostics(MVCD)
[12, 13] Architectural

Ordered Synchronous [13] Architectural

Delayed Synchronous [13]

Hierarchical Control [14] Architectural

Motion control [14] Architectural

Alarm handling pattern [14] Architectural

Generic Model-driven design patterns
[15, 16, 17, 18,

19]
Architectural

Intelligent Mechatronic components [20] Structural

Peer-to-Peer [21] Behavioral

Master-Slave [21] Behavioral

The earliest work that dealt with design patterns using IEC61499 is presented in [12]. The

work presented three main patterns, namely “Distributed Application,” “Proxy,” and “Model-
View-Controller”. These patterns were also well summarized in the book [13]. [13] also pre-

sented other patterns, namely "Ordered Synchronous" and "Delayed Synchronous", both ar-

chitectural design pattern applicable to synchronous execution semantics of function blocks.

These two patterns define how function blocks are scheduled for execution in a single de-

vice ("Ordered Synchronous") and across distributed device("Delayed Synchronous"). In initial

days of the IEC 61499 standard, there was lack of definition of certain semantic behavior of

FBA’s. In order to address these semantic ambiguities, [22] proposed design patterns so that

FBA designed could be portable and interoperable. Although much of the semantic ambiguities

are addressed in the second version of the standard [23], the design patterns presented in the

work are applicable even today as they describe patterns for a generic function block design.

The patterns presented in this work can be classified into structural patterns.The work [16]

presents design patterns in IEC 61499 for managing failures, by describing message passing

and function block composition to handle failures efficiently. The design patterns can be clas-

sified as architectural.

[14] presents design patterns for model-driven software design and implementation by

studying the packaging industry practices. The work presents three design patterns for the

design of manufacturing systems, namely Hierarchical Control pattern (Architectural pattern).

Other works that propose similar architectural patterns are presented in [17, 18, 19].

The second pattern is Alarm handling pattern, this can be classified as an architectural pat-

tern. The third is Motion control pattern, also an architectural pattern. The work also presents

three complementary implementation patterns for implementing Statecharts in a PLC language.

Work [24] presents patterns used in systems implemented using IEC 61131 standard classified

based on complexity and interconnectedness of Program Organization Units (POUs). Other

generic works are presented in [15, 16]. Another architectural pattern Intelligent Mechatronic
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components is presented in [20]. [21] presents two behavioral patterns "Peer-to-Peer" and

"Master-Slave" that deal with communication between different IEC 61499 function blocks.

In summary as shown in Table 1, it can be safely said that the majority of the works deal

with model-driven design and engineering applicable to iCPS. The patterns presented were

mainly for function block application(FBA) architecture and did not address patterns for the

design of basic function blocks(BFB) and composite function blocks(CFB). This is due to

the fact how traditionally control engineers design and implement control software currently.

There is lack of implementation patterns in iCPS as most works deal with high-level design.

4 Design patterns

In the following section we will present the design patterns.

4.1 Input/Output (IO) abstraction layer

This pattern is inspired by Hardware abstraction layer (HAL) subsystems in UNIX-like Oper-

ating Systems (OS).

Name: IO Abstraction Layer

Classification: Architectural design pattern

Problem: Just like HAL in UNIX-like OS’s, only one entity should be able to communicate

with the target hardware, in our case, the Input/Output terminals of the target system. In case of

an OS, multiple applications use the same entity (drivers in HAL system) to communicate with

the hardware. So in our case, we want one entity, a function block be responsible for one Input

or output control. For the rest of this pattern description, we will assume digital IO’s (of type

boolean). It should be noted that, in IEC 61499, data input multiplexing by direct connection

is not allowed, as shown in Figure 3 (left). However event input multiplexing is allowed, as see

in Figure 3 (right). This pattern addresses this problem as well.

Figure 3: In IEC 61499 standard, (a) Data input multiplexing is not allowed by direct connections,
however (b) Event input is.
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Solution:The solution (for digital Input (DI) and digital Output (DO)) is to use two function

block for standard function block library, namely E_SR for DO abstraction and E_R_TRIG
for DI abstraction. Figure 4 shows the schematics for E_SR block and Figure 5 shows the

schematics for E_R_TRIG.

Figure 4: E_SR function block from standard library.

Figure 5: E_R_TRIG function block from standard library.

Figure 6 shows how to use IO Abstraction Layer design pattern. The E_R_TRIG instances

(AtHome and AtEnd) form the DI abstraction layer, E_SR instances (Extend and Retract) form

the DO abstraction layer and DoSomething and DoSomeOtherThing blocks use this abstraction

layer to control a single actuation of the DO. Since it is common to have multiple blocks to

listen to change in environment and connecting an variable to multiple inputs of function blocks

is allowed by the standard (Figure 7), ofter DI abstraction is not used and the solution looks

like as shown in figure

Consequences: The number of function block instances will increase in the complexity of

the function block application. Also, care must be taken to use a composite function block

to encapsulate all the E_SR block instances in case there are many of them in the function

block network. But this increased complexity is not a concern as it improves maintainability,

reusability and scalability [25]. An alternative to current approach in many projects (based

on our experience with reviewing work in IEC 61499 applications) is to use a multiplexer to

address the issue shown is Figure 3 (left side). But this is an anti-pattern (it is not scalable), an

anti-pattern is a common response to a recurring problem that is usually ineffective and risks

being highly counterproductive.
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Figure 6: Example usage of the DI and DO Abstract Layer design pattern.

Figure 7: A data out can be connected to multiple inputs, across multiple function blocks.

4.2 Purely event-driven function blocks
Name: Purely Event-Driven function blocks

Classification: Structural design pattern

Problem:If we have an application that uses the IO abstraction layer pattern presented in Sec-

tion 4.1, then we need to design function blocks that interface with function blocks in hardware

abstraction layer to emit events and not set data out directly. For example Figure 9 shows a

function block that can Extend or Retract a Cylinder. Looking carefully, we can see that output

variables are set directly in the algorithms. If this block has to be used in an example like

shown in Figure 8, then it would not be possible.

Solution: We propose to use purely event driver function blocks to interact with the HAL.

Simplest solution will be to use event outputs instead of the algorithms as shown in (Figure 10).

However, if we consider the fact that HAL on the input is optional, then the solution will look

like in
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Figure 8: Example usage of the just DO Abstract Layer design pattern.

Consequences: We cannot just convert the algorithms into event outputs, if we do, looking

carefully at Figure 10, we see two issues, first is with confusing interface, where we have

EXTEND and RETRACT events on both input and output. Second issue is further optimization,

looking carefully at Figure 9 and Figure 11, we see that transition(s) from state HOME to state
Extended are similar to transition(s) from state Extended to state Home, only difference being

algorithms(only for Figure 9) and transition conditions. It is possible to generalize this and

"Generic Actuation" design pattern presented in Section here solves/addresses this issue

Figure 9: ECC of a double acting cylinder.

4.3 Generic actuation
Classification: Structural design pattern

Name: Generic Actuation

Problem:As seen in the consequence of "Truly Event-Driven" design pattern presented in Sec-

tion 4.2, a common use case in automation systems actuator behavior is that, an actuation stays

ON until some position sensor is detected (sensor associated with that actuation), when actua-

tion stops (Extend and Retract case for example).

Solution: We propose to design generic Service Interface Function Blocks (SIFBs), a new IEC
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Figure 10: ECC of a double acting cylinder which is purely Event-Driven.

Figure 11: ECC of a double acting cylinder which is purely Event-Driven on Output interface.

61499 SIFB, we call this TrueUntil, shown in Figure 12 is shown as an example. Whenever this

block is triggered via TRIGGER event, it actuates until the actuator reaches a certain position

detected via the input inPosition. For now, ignore the use of DONE output event, this will be

clear in the next design pattern called "Chain of Actions".

Figure 12: Proposed TrueUntil Library SIFB.

Consequences: This results in increased number of function block instances.

4.4 Chain of actions

The pattern is inspired by design pattern called "Chain of Responsibility" presented in [7].

Name: Chain of actions

Classification: Behavioral design pattern

Problem: This design pattern addresses two things
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Figure 13: Example usage for TrueUntil SIFB in our Extend/Retract use case, in combination with IO
Abstraction Layer design pattern.

1. At the core of a IEC 61499 basic function block is a state machine called Execution

Control Chart (ECC) (section 2). Often this state machine may become very large, and

at some point very confusing with too many crisscrossing transitions. The situation is

often referred to as "Spaghetti Code"[26], an anti-pattern in software engineering. In

other words, such an ECC has higher Cyclomatic complexity [27] in traditional software

engineering resulting in code duplication, and it is trying to do too many things (in a

single basic FB). This often results in bad programming practice of 1:1 mapping of the

statechart description/design of a system to the ECC.

2. How to effectively use function blocks from the standard library.

Figure 14: A three cylinder pick and place system.

Solution: We propose that there is a chain of function blocks, performing meaningful actions

in a cyclic/sequential way. The chain of the function blocks also follows a meaningful flow. For

example, Figure 13 shows the composite block for a cylinder that can do two actions extend

and retract. It looks good when it is a standalone block. But, not so good, when we need to use
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it in a system consisting of many such cylinders like the one shown in Figure 14 where three

cylinders act together to pick up workpieces from either pp1, pp2 or pp3 position and drop of at

pp0 position. Let us consider just LC and RC cylinders, We can either use two instances of the

DoubleActingActuator composite FB proposed in the last section, which is what is used in the

design patterns suggested in [21]. In this design pattern, instead we suggest to use 4 instances

of TrueUntil function block (Figure 12).

Figure 15: Chain of Action design pattern example.

Figure 15 shows the design pattern in action and this where DONE output comes into

picture. Each function block triggers the next function block when it is done doing its own

action. The figure shows a cropped version of the complete sequence of actions. For example,

to pick from pp3 position, the actions will be LCExtend ->RCExtend ->VCExtend ->VAC_ON
->RCRetract ->RCRetract ->LCRetract ->VCExtend ->VAC_OFF ->VCRetract
Consequences: If we use the TrueUntil block as is, then we need to have three different chains

for picking a workpiece from three different places (pp1, pp2, and pp3). One way to resolve

this is to use a modified version of the TrueUntilC block such that depending on a boolean

input, the block does processing or just passes the request to next block, by emitting DONE
event directly. See the next design pattern for handling this use case

4.5 Decorator
This is inspired from and is very similar to the decorator pattern from [7].

Name: Decorator Pattern

Classification: Structural design pattern

Problem: From the previous design pattern, we have this TRIGGER and DONE semantics

which triggers the start of function block execution and tells the next function block in the

chain when it is done execution. However, in some cases, you don’t want to do anything at

all depending on certain conditions at runtime and just issue DONE event. This design pattern
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addresses such use cases.

Solution: We combine the initial TRIGGER event transition with a boolean condition, resulting

in two combinations, TRIGGER & FALSE, and TRIGGER & TRUE. Lets TE (short for Trigger

Execution) input data for determining if the function should just emit DONE or process com-

pletely (complete ECC). We modify the TrueUntil block from Figure 12 to include the new

proposed transitions. TrueUntilC block is also modified to include the QI input data.

Figure 16: TrueUntil block with QI decorator.

Figure 16 shows the modified TrueUntil block. Note that we also added a new state DONE
and moved the association of action that emits DONE event from STOP state to DONE state.

For example, in the pick and place example from Figure 14, LC cylinder works only when

work piece needs to be picked from pp1 and pp3, RC cylinder works only when work piece

needs to be picked from pp2 and pp3 position. VC cylinder always works (so QI can always

be TRUE for TrueUntilC blocks associated with the VC cylinder). QI for TrueUntilC blocks

associated with LC and RC cylinders have there QI set to TRUE/FALSE based on where on the

input trays the work piece is present. There can be a separate function block that controls the

setting of the QI input data. We can call this function block as mediator. The use of mediator

is already proposed a design pattern in [21] and it is called Master-Slave pattern. Of course

Master-Slave pattern has its similarities to Mediator pattern from [7].

Consequences: The use of a mediator, if not used correctly can lead to monolithic and central

design. Much care needs to be taken such that mediator function block is not doing all the

work.

5 Miscellaneous design patterns

Section 4 presented three patterns in details, this section presents small patterns by using either

IEC 61499 standard elements, standard libraries and some tool related features that will en-

hance the function block applications. All the patterns presented in this section are exemplified

using the Figure 18
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5.1 The Start/Stop pattern
Almost every machine will have manual controls for starting a system and stopping a system.

To handle this we propose the use of IEC 61499 standard function block library E_PERMIT.

The block along with its timing diagram is shown in Figure 17

Figure 17: Interface and timing diagram for E_PERMIT standard library.

Uses: We can use it at the start of the chain of actions, EO of E_PERMIT is connected

to the TRIGGER event in the first function block of the chain. The PERMIT input will be

connected to if start/stop is pressed on a control panel. If start is pressed, TRIGGER happens,

else (meaning stop) is pressed, the execution is not triggered. For example the chain of actions

in Figure 15, can be preceded with an E_PERMIT.

5.2 The reset pattern
The other common manual control you find on a system control panel is a RESET control, that

basically resets the system’s hardware (plant) to its default state. So we propose that every

function block application has a reset function block, which is nothing but a set of sequential

calls to E_SR blocks controlling all the actuations of the system. Refer to the Figure 18 for

example

5.3 The handshake pattern
In a distributed system, there needs to be a good handshaking protocol that can be used to

communicate between different systems. A handshaking can have a lot of information and

this could be hard if we use the standard interface of the function block, instead, we could use

IEC 61499 artifact called adapters [1] that combines many interface connections into a single

unified connection.

5.4 Example use case for all the miscellaneous patterns
Figure 18 shows a system with one cylinder that can extend and retract. This is connected

to another system (called NextSystem) that can be imagined to do some imaginary actions.

Figure 18 shows the FB network of Cylinder system with all the three patterns in this section.

The HS instance shows the Handshake pattern works, it receives EXTEND and RETRACT
commands from NextSystem via the adapter interface (via REQ). It also tells the NextSystem
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Figure 18: Example for uses of Miscellaneous patterns.

when it is DONE processing (DONE from Extend and Retract function block is connected to

CNF input of HS instance). The reset pattern is shown by the use of Reset function block

instance. The default behavior of this block is to be in retracted position. Note that it is

shown here this way for example usage only, because, it can be argued that we can use the

Retract FB instance to do the same. The StartStopHandle along with the Started FB instances

shows the Start/Stop pattern use case. What is seen in this image is our standard template for

programming all our systems in the laboratory [8].
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6 Conclusion and future work

The paper highlights how automation/PLC programming is different to other software engi-

neering areas such as programming using OO languages. Traditionally it has been a heavily

monolithic approach. Although the model-based design is a popular research area and many

excellent works exists, the main thing they lacked was practical uses of principles. This ar-

ticle presented a practical approach of using design patterns from the popular object-oriented

software engineering design patterns theory in design and implementation of distributed con-

trol applications using IEC 61499 standard. Most existing patterns in the IEC 61499 applica-

tion domain were architectural patterns and this paper presented patterns in other categories,

namely, Structural, and behavioral. Patterns were presented that stressed on effective use of

the standard library and also patterns for designing reusable standard library function blocks.

In future the authors will present a case study of how to refactor a legacy system by applying

these design patterns and compare the two solutions on varies metrics such as performance,

readability, re-usability, and complexity.
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Refactoring of IEC 61499 function block application - a case
study

Sandeep Patil, Dmitrii Drozdov, Gulnara Zhabelova and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

Industrial Cyber-Physical System applications, especially distributed ones are designed and

implemented in many standard approaches, one of them being IEC 61499 distributed program-

ming standard. This article presents a case study of applying couple of refactoring methods

and techniques in order to improve readability, maintainability, reuse-ability and debugging

friendliness of existing function block applications. The article presents some software met-

rics for pre and post refactoring function block applications for measuring the effectiveness of

refactoring.

1 Introduction
IEC 61499 [1] is a standard for distributed control system design and implementation that has

of late gaining lot of traction. It is considered as the main enabler of distributed and intelligent

automation [2] for industrial Cyber-Physical Systems (iCPS). With its increasing adoption in

the industry [3] it has become necessary to practice good programming techniques for design

and implementation of IEC 61499 systems. Authors believe that the standard is in a phase

where widespread adoption is just around the corner thanks to initiatives such as European

Competence Centre for IEC 61499 [4].

iCPS control software is mostly dominated by two standards, IEC 61499 [5] and IEC

61131-3 [6]. At the core of these two standards is the concept of Function Block (FB) which

supports modularity (hence re-usability). FB can be treated as representing an object because

FBs have types (encapsulate date and algorithms) and they are instantiated in order to be used.

Their interface is well defined making it easier to communicate with other FBs (objects). Given

these features, programming using these standards can be considered object-oriented, although

technically they are not since they don’t support inheritance. (We do not discuss here the

object-oriented extension to IEC 61131-3 implemented in CoDeSys tool.).

Given the similarities of software engineering using function blocks to object and component-

oriented design in the general software engineering and many ideas and concepts aiming at the

code quality improvement can be borrowed from there. Applying design patterns is one such

technique and so is the refactoring. In this paper, we present refactoring techniques applicable

to function block application designed using IEC 61499 standard. The basis of refactoring

presented in the paper is by applying design patterns presented in [7].

IEC 61499 promotes modularity and often the goal of modularity is misunderstood or mis-

stated. The goal of modularity is not just to make things easier but to also hide the things that

293
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are hard. Modules should also be easily replaced/updated without affecting system downtime

or extended maintenance time. Ralph Johnson [8] says "Before software can be reusable it

first has to be usable". There is a difference between modules that are usable within a project

and modules that are usable across projects, standard libraries are examples for later case and

these library modules have a degree of re-usability. A direct implication of modularity is re-

usability, and we never talk about if it is really re-usable when we design. It is easy to design

modular applications, but difficult to design for re-usability. There are software metrics that

show a degree of re-usability, one such metric is proposed in [9]. This paper by using a case

study example will show how refactoring can result in creating more library function blocks

with high re-usability. The paper will also show the other metrics proposed in [9] for both pre

and post refactored function block application (FBA).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 provides some background about

IEC 61499 standard, motivation and software metrics used to analyze the effect of refactoring.

Section 3 presents literature review, section 4 presents the case study used in this paper, Section

5 presents couple of refactoring methods and techniques. Section 6 presents some results of

effects of refactoring by analyzing software metrics for both pre- and post re-factored function

block application. The paper ends with the conclusion and future work.

2 Background

2.1 IEC 61499
In IEC 61499, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each FB consists of

a graphical event-data interface and a set of executable functional specifications (algorithms),

represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or as a network of other FB instances (composite

FB), or as a set of services (service interface FB). FBs can be interconnected into a network

using event and data connections to specify the entire control application. Execution of an

individual FB in the network is triggered by the events it receives. This well-defined event-data

interface and the encapsulation of local data and control algorithms make each FB a reusable

functional unit of software.

Figure 1: The basic FB ALU: interface (left), ECC diagram and algorithms (right).

As seen from Figure 1, a basic FB is defined by the signal interface (left-hand side) and
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also its internal state machine (called Execution Control Chart (ECC)) on the right-hand side,

and definition of the three algorithms (executed in the ECC states).

Figure 2: FB system of two ALUs.

A function block application is a network of FBs connected by event and data links. As an

example, let us consider an application that consists of two ALU function blocks interacting

with each other (Figure 2). This example, of course, is not comprehensively covering all FB

artifacts and is used for illustrative purposes.

The application consists of two instances of the arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) Basic FB type

connected in closed-loop (outputs of one BFB are connected to the inputs of other BFB). Fol-

lowing the firing of the INIT input of ALU1 (Figure 2) (emitted by hardware interface), the

application enters an infinite sequence of computations consisting of alternating arithmetic op-

erations addition and subtraction. A composite function block (CFB) is defined by a signal

interface and internal network of other function block instances similar to the application in

Figure 2.

2.2 Motivation

With over 10 years of experience in design and implementation of automation system using

IEC 61499, the authors have learned a lot of useful techniques to overcome different hurdles.

The first hurdle was debugging, for example debugging a complex smart-grid application [10].

Testing and debugging in a block-based programming paradigm is not straight forward, with

many levels of hierarchy and ECC, etc. In order to solve this problem, we started designing

our applications in a certain way by applying certain design patterns [7]. The result was not

only ability to debug easier, there were some side effects too, improved readability, re-usability

(added many library function blocks), modularity and maintainability. This paper is a result of

work that went behind the design of systems in our lab [11]. Brian Kernighan says “Debugging

is twice as hard as writing the code in the first place. Therefore, if you write the code as cleverly
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as possible, you are, by definition, not smart enough to debug it.“. When we started to refactor,

the following were the common “code smells“ we saw:

• Too many ECC states in a single basic function block.

• Too many ECC transitions, branching transitions, crisscrossing transitions, repetitive

transitions, looping transitions.

• A function block doing too much, determined by the fact that it had too many interface

artifacts (I/O events and I/O data on the interface)

• Don’t repeat yourself (DRY), we were repeating same algorithms in more than one ECC

states, we were repeating pattern in ECC transitions (similar condition but with different

variables)

The second hurdle was applying model checking formal verification techniques [12]. We

have seen that our refactored application is much easier to model check using NuXMV [13]

due to the reduced complexity of SMV modules [14].

2.3 Software metrics

Description of software metrics used in this case study

Two systems developed in IEC 61499 (original and refactored) were evaluated using a basic set

of metrics to assess basic characteristics of the software. These metrics were adopted to assess

IEC 61499 basic and composite FBs [15]. The selected metrics help to have a quantitative

comparison. The Table 1 below shows selected metrics to estimate an individual FBs, i.e. not

as a part of the system (structural hierarchy).

Table 1: Selected software metrics.
Metric Assessment method
Lines of code The total number of lines in the code

McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity v(G) = Nedges − Nnodes + 2

Program Length N = N1 + N2

Program vocabulary n = n1 + n2

Estimated length Nel = n1log2n1 + n2log2n2

Purity ratio PR = Nel/N
Program volume V = Nlog2n
Difficulty D = n1

2
∗ N2

n2

Program effort E = D ∗ V
where,

(n1) is distinct operators and (n2) is distinct operands

(N1) is total number of operators and (N2) is total number of operands
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Lines of code (LOC) is one of the most common metrics that estimates program length

and complexity. The structural complexity of IEC 61499 basic function blocks is estimated

as a combined complexity of control flow in ECC and all algorithms. The control flow of a

program can be represented as a graph, and a number of paths in the control flow graph indicate

complexity and testability as each path has to be tested. This metric is referred to as McCabe’s

cyclomatic complexity. The set of Halstead’s metrics indicate volume and entropy measures.

It estimates the program length, vocabulary, volume, difficulty and program effort. It is based

on number of distinct operators (n1) and operands (n2), and total number of operators (N1)

and operands (N2). The estimated length is close to the length of well-structured programs

with given vocabulary. The purity ratio is an indicator of how well the program is structured.

Metrics for composite FB are estimated as an average across all FBs in the composite FB.

The design complexity of basic and composite FBs can be estimated with structural, data

and system complexity. The Table 2 below shows the metrics for FB i. The fan-out ( fout) is

Table 2: High level design metrics.
Metric Assessment method
Structural complexity S (i) = f 2

out(i)
Data complexity D(i) = v(i)/( f 2

out(i) + 1)

System complexity C(i) = S (i) + D(i)

the number of FBs that are directly invoked (connected) by the FB i. v(i) is the number of

input and output data and events of FB i. Structural metrics reflect coupling of the module

to the rest of the system. The efficiency of data utilization and information flow is indicated

by data complexity. The system complexity is also suggested by coupling between software

components (FBs). High fan-out indicates tight coupling, while high fan-in indicates good

component design and reuse. Fan-in ( fin) is the number of FBs that invoke FB i. It is impossible

to sustain low fan-out and high fan-in across the whole system.

Design complexity of composite FB also reflects in the Depth of Encapsulation (DoE). The

deeper the encapsulation the harder it is to predict or debug the composite FB. DoE is the

number of FBs that form a given FB i to the root (basic FB). Finally, maintainability of the

software component is a degree to which a module is open to change. Additionally, maintain-

ability is affected by the modularity of the software, i.e. coupling between FBs. This can be

illustrated by creating coupling matrix for particular FB network, indicating the total number

of connections between FBs (data and event, inputs and outputs).

MIi = 171 − 5.2ln(V) − 0.23v(G) − 16.2ln(LOC)
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3 Related work

3.1 Refactoring definition

According to the most popular literature on refactoring in software engineering [16], refactor-

ing is defined as “process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter

the external behavior of the code yet improves its internal structure.“. Technically speaking it

goes against the standard principle of having a good design first and then implementing it. But

in reality, due to business and market demands, the design is often neglected and hence refac-

toring comes into the picture. Refactoring is a controversial subject as it goes against another

standard principle of "Why change it if it works", as matter of fact, refactoring can introduce

new bugs and defects that did not exist before refactoring [17].

In practice, however, the above definition of refactoring does not hold, Fowler in his

book [16] presents more than 40 refactoring methods and not all of them preserve behavior.

It is, for this reason, Fowler encourages writing test cases before refactoring. In reality, refac-

toring can mean multiple things, below are few examples [18]

• It is a process to improve the code for readability, maintainability, modularity, or for

other convenience reasons, such as ease of debugging.

• It is the process of improving code, usually done when adding new features to an existing

application and/or when fixing bugs and defects.

3.2 Why refactor

Refactoring helps with code smells, that are often the root causes of most bugs and defects.

[19] conducted a study that showed quantitatively that code smells have a direct impact on

maintainability. Although a solution works well and passes all test cases does not mean that it

is a good solution. A badly implemented solution can result in what is termed as programming

debts, such as Technical debt [20] and complexity as debt [21] are popular ones. These debts

have direct implications on the cost of the project [22]. Complexity as a debt (with borrowing

money as an analogy) works this way:

• Writing code is like borrowing money.

• Refactoring is like repaying principal.

• Slower development due to complexity is like paying interest, the more your delay refac-

toring, the more interest you pay.

• When the whole project caves in under the mess, is that like when the big guys come

round and slam your hands in the car door for not paying up
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3.3 Measuring refactoring efficiency
There are many existing works that study effects of refactoring, both advantages, and disad-

vantages. On the positive side, metrics related studies such as the one proposed in [23] that

measured software metrics before and after refactoring found that refactoring improves main-

tainability and reusability [24, 25]. On the negative side, work [26] showed that amount of code

added, modified (includes deleted lines) is directly co-related to defect density post refactoring.

Works [27, 28] showed that bugs and defects increased post refactoring. Often refactoring is

manual, but some well-known tools, especially IDE’s offer automated refactoring. However,

studies have shown, even such tools generate refactored code which isn’t defect free and cannot

guarantee the same.

3.4 Refactoring and industrial cyber-physical systems
We will look at some literature related to refactoring in iCPS in this subsection. The work [29]

presents applicability of programming debts (identified in section 3.2, especially technical

debt) in understanding obstacles for the evolution of Automated Production Systems. The

paper studies various industrial use cases to study the areas that are neglected which resulted in

technical debts. The earliest refactoring work related to IEC 61499 [30] deals with refactoring

of ECC in basic function block in order to remove condition only states and to eliminate the

possibility of deadlock states. The paper presented refactoring approach using graph transfor-

mations. [31] presents a study and survey of the evolution of software in automated production

systems and identifies, of many things, that badly designed modules (universal modules which

exist in standard practice today [32]) result in 80% overhead of unwanted code. There was also

work [33] on plant model refactoring to address the complexity of model checking [34, 35] of

an IEC 61499 function block application. This addresses the automated verifiability metric.

3.5 Summary
We summarize our literature findings as follows:

• Refactoring is researched extensively in software engineering and the general conclusion

is, it is needed, must be practiced.

• However, benefits of refactoring is debatable, negatives are often due to bad refactoring

practices, and incomplete refactoring

• Refactoring is not very well researched in industrial cyber-physical systems

4 Case Study: Distribution station
In order to exemplify the refactoring methods in this article, we will use Festo didactics’ distri-

bution station as an example. The actual solution implemented using NxtStudio [36] tool can

be found at https://goo.gl/eSYoMT. The station is made up of two main units as shown in
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Figure 3. It consists of a Stack Magazine module (SMM) and a Rotating Arm changer (RAC)

module. In total, the station consists of five digital outputs and six digital inputs. SMM has one

output and three inputs, where the RAC has four outputs and three inputs. Figure 4 shows the

I/O interface for both the modules.

Figure 3: The Distribution Station: (a) Stack Magazine and (b) Rotating Arm.

Figure 4: The Distribution Station Interface: Stack Magazine (left) and Rotating Arm (right).
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The SMM consists of three parts: a gravity-feed magazine, a mechanical stop, and a single-

acting cylinder. A single acting cylinder is the one which needs a single actuation to extend

and retract. When the actuation is TRUE, it extends, and retract when FALSE (double-acting

cylinder has two actuations, one each for extending and retracting). The feed magazine holds

a maximum of 8 workpieces. Table.3 summarizes the I/O’s and their actions for SMM.

Table 3: SMM I/O’s and their actions.

Name Type Description
empty input True if there are no workpieces in the magazine, FALSE otherwise

retracted input True if cylinder is retracted, FALSE otherwise

extended input True if cylinder is extendeda, FALSE otherwise

retract output True when cylinder needs tobe retracted, FALSE otherwise
aThe default/reset position of the cylinder is extended.

The RAC is the transport system that picks up workpieces from magazine physical stop

position to another side (downstream) using the suction cup. The swivel range of the arm

is 0 to 180 degrees. The arm behaves as a double acting cylinder, instead of extending and

retracting, it swivels from the magazine (SMM) side (called to_magazine on the interface,

output) to downstream (called to_client on the interface, output). The arm has hence has two

stop positions, at_magazine and at_client. Table.4 summarizes the I/O’s and their actions for

RAC.

Table 4: RAC I/O’s and their actions.

Name Type Description
at_magazine input True when arm is at the magazine side, FALSE otherwise

at_client input True when arm is at the client(downstream) side, FALSE otherwise

vac_on input True if vacuum(suction), FALSE otherwise

vacuum_on output True if vacuum needs to be turned on, FALSE otherwise

vacuum_off output True if vacuum needs to be turned off, FALSE otherwise

to_magazine output
True if arms needs to be moved towards magazine side, FALSE
otherwise

to_client output
True if arms needs to be moved towards client (downstream) sidea,

FALSE otherwise
aThe default/reset position of the arm is tobe stationed at at_client position.
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5 Refactoring
The refactoring case presented further in this section is motivated by limitations of current

software tools supporting IEC 61499 programming. In particular, the tools do not support

dynamic visualization of ECC state during debugging, or simultaneous visualization of several

ECCs in several function blocks. Besides, on-screen representation of ECC is limited, with

truncated state transitions, hidden algorithms and lack of comments. To circumvent these

limitations, it is often beneficial to represent the state-machine control logic in form of function

block network in a composite FB. In short the two refactoring methods presented in this article

address improvement debugability of a system as one of the goals.

5.1 Method 1: Extract INIT algorithm to RESET FB
Most automation systems have a control panel that houses some manual controls such as

START, STOP, RESET. Figure 5 shows a typical FESTO didactic control panel. In our experi-

ence, we saw that almost every function blocks INIT algorithm did actions that meant to put the

system in default/initialization state. The refactoring methods suggest that we stop handling

INIT event in the block and instead handle the sequence as a separate function block. Ex-

tending this further, we also apply the “Event-driven, not data-driven” design pattern from [7].

Figure 5: A typical FESTO Didactic Control Panel for HMI.

Example: For the ECC shown in Figure 6, we now extract the INIT algorithm to a reset

basic FB, the interface and FB ECC is shown in Figure 7. Refer to next refactoring method for

how this is used in our case study example, Figure 9 shows its usage.

5.2 Consolidate similar ECC transitions into a separate FB
This refactoring method helps with Don’t Repeat Yourself (DRY) problem. Looking at Figure 6

carefully, we see a repetitive and similar ECC transition pattern. They set an actuation output

and it is reset in the next state once respective sensor input is detected to be TRUE. For example,

from state TO_MAG to state PICK_WP, to_magazine is set and transition condition waits for

at_magazine to be TRUE. Same pattern is seen in transition of succeeding states PICK_WP to

TO_CLIENT, TO_CLIENT to DROP and DROP to WAIT.
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Figure 6: ECC for the Rotating Arm Changer Module.

Figure 7: ECC for the Rotating Arm Changer Module.

Example: For the ECC shown in Figure 6, we extract out one such transition into a new

function block called TrueUntil, interface and ECC of which is shown in Figure 8. Note that

we applied “IO Abstraction Layer”, ”Purely Event-Driven function blocks”, and ”TrueUntil

Service Interface Function block (SIFB)” design pattern presented in [7]. Remember that we

need to preserve the behavior when we factor, to achieve this we make use of the “Chain of

Figure 8: Interface and ECC for TrueUntil Basic Function Block.
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Actions” design pattern presented in [7]. The resulting composite function block for the new

refactored ( Refactored working solution can be found at https://goo.gl/eSYoMT) Rotating

Arm Changer module is shown in Figure 9

Figure 9: Refactored ECC to a chain of actions composite function block.

6 Analysis and results

6.1 Estimating complexity of two IEC 61499 solutions

Table 5: Metrics for composite FB RefactorRotatingArmControl.
FB LOC N1 N2 n1 n2 Edge Node v(G) N n Nel PR V E D MI
go_to_magazine 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 2 12 12 31 2.5 43 129 3 121

turn_vacuum_on 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 2 12 12 31 2.5 43 129 3 121

go_to_client 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 2 12 12 31 2.5 43 129 3 121

turn_vacuum_o f f 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 2 12 12 31 2.5 43 129 3 121

ResetARM 6 10 10 10 10 3 3 2 20 20 66 3.3 86.4 432 5 118

S tackMagazineControl 15 17 21 13 14 6 6 2 38 37 101 2.6 180 1761 9.7 99.6

For the purpose of this paper we study refactoring of only Control block. The new FB

is referred as RefactoredDSControl. Both FBs are composite and further consist of two FBs:
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Table 6: Basic metrics of original and refactored FBs.
FB LOC N1 N2 n1 n2 Edge Node v(G) N n Nel PR V E D MI
RotatingArmControl 28 38 44 16 22 8 8 2 82 38 162 1.9 430 6885 16 85

Re f actorRotatingArmControl 6 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 3 3 2 13.6 13.6 38 2.7 51.7 189 3.4 121

Control 21.5 27.5 32.5 14.5 18 7 7 2 60 32.5 131 2.3 305 4323 12.8 92.3

Re f actoredDS Control 10.5 11.9 13.9 9.9 10.4 4.5 4.5 2 25.8 20.3 69.7 2.7 116 975 6.5 110

Table 7: Structural metrics for FBs within composite FB: RefactorRotatingArmControl.
FB EO DO EI DI fin fout NI NO S(i) D(i) C(i)
go_to_magazine 3 0 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 1.2 5.2

turn_vacuum_on 3 0 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 1.2 5.2

go_to_client 3 0 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 1.2 5.2

turn_vacuum_o f f 3 0 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 1.2 5.2

ResetARM 7 0 2 2 1 7 4 7 49 0.22 49.22

S tackMagazineControl 3 1 3 3 1 1 6 4 1 5 6

E_S R 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 2 1 2 3

Table 8: Coupling between FBs in composite FB RefactorRotatingArmControl.
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ResetARM n/a x x x x x x x x x

go_to_magazine 0 n/a x x x x x x x x

turn_vacuum_on 0 1 n/a x x x x x x x

go_to_client 0 0 1 n/a x x x x x x

turn_vacuum_off 0 0 0 1 n/a x x x x x

sr_to_magazine 1 2 0 0 0 n/a x x x x

sr_vacuum_on 1 0 2 0 0 0 n/a x x x

sr_to_client 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 n/a x x

sr_vacuum_off 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 n/a x

not_vac_on 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 n/a
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Table 9: Structural metrics of original and refactored FBs.

FB EO DO EI DI f in f o
ut

NI NO S(i) D(i) C(i) DOE
RotatingArmControl 3 4 3 3 1 1 6 7 1 6.5 7.5 0
Re f actorRotatingArmControl 3 4 3 3 1 1 6 7 1 6.5 7.5 1
Control 2 5 2 6 1 1 8 7 1 7.5 8.5 1
Re f actoredDS Control 2 5 2 6 1 1 8 7 1 7.5 8.5 2

StackMagazineControl and RotatingArmControl. In the original implementation RotatingArm-
Control FB is a basic FB, while its refactored equivalent is a composite FB, consisting of 11

FB instances among which 5 are from the standard library (E_MERGE and E_SR). The as-

sessment was carried out on FBs Control and RefactoredDSControl; RotatingArmControl and

RefactorRotatingArmControl. The refactoring has resulted in greater number of FBs, however,

these FBs have a low vocabulary, length, and complexity (Table 5). The FBs do not have any

algorithms and have simple interface and ECC.

Structurally they have a low system and data complexity (Table 7, EO - event outputs, EI -

event inputs, DO and DI - data outputs and inputs; NI and NO - total number of inputs and out-

puts). They show low coupling as the Table 8 depicts the number of connections (event, data,

input, and output) between all FBs in the composite FB. The software metrics for composite

FB RefactorRotatingArmControl is taken as an average of its constituent network of FBs. The

Table 6 and Table 9 show the metrics for both original and refactored systems. The refactor-

ing has reduced length, vocabulary, program volume and effort and difficulty. This is due to

averaging the metrics across the FBN of composite FB, showing that composite FB consists

of simple FBs. However, the maintainability increased in the RefactorRotatingArmControl.
These metrics reflect the intuition of the developers, as refactored FB is easier to understand

and increased number of FBs increases the maintenance effort.

Similar results shows the comparison of original Control FB and RefactoredDSSControl.
With regards to the structural and design metrics, refactoring has not changed system or data

complexity of composite FBs (Control and refactoredDSControl; RotatingArmControl and

RefactorRotatingArmControl). This also reflects the intention of developers: simplify the com-

posite FB RotatingArmContro in a way that does not affect the rest of the system. However, the

depth of encapsulation has increased (from 1 to 2), which indicates greater design complexity

of the refactored system. This makes sense, since now RefactorRotatingArmControl FB con-

sists of the network of FBs. The greater the DoE it can get more difficult to debug and predict

FB behavior.

Overall, the refactoring has improved the system by reducing complexity, volume and pro-

gram effort of FB RefactorRotatingArmControl, without any impact on system level complex-

ity. This is in line with opinions of the developers and confirms the aim of the refactoring

process.
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7 Conclusion and future work
The paper presented a case study of the application of refactoring methods to an existing func-

tion block application. Refactoring is yet to be extensively researched and used in software

development of iCPS and the paper shows that it can be done and it is measurable to a good

extent. The paper presented software metrics for pre and post refactoring and results are en-

couraging. In the future, we would like to present a catalog of all refactoring methods we

currently use (due to space constraints, only couple of them were presented in this article) and

study a much larger application example with more than 30 function block instances.
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